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ABSTRJ\CT

This interpretive and descriptive
qualitative research study was designed to
understand the meaning of the practice of
emergency nursing from the perspective of six
emergency nurses. The research questions
addressed the "know how" of emergency nursing
practice. Phenomenological philosophy guided the
exploration of the meaning of the decision-making
practices for the six nurses who worked in an
urban tertiary care emergency department in one
Canadian city. The research design,
Phenomenology, was the facil-itating factor which
allowed for the rich context of the practice of
emergency nursing to unfold. The research methods
incl-uded participant observation and interviewing.
Constant comparative analysis and substantive
coding were used to analyze the data.

Three themes emerged in data analysis,
reflecting the participants' perspectives of their
practice. They were: Knowing, Caring and
Carework, and the Human-Environment Relationship.
The inter-relatedness of the themes were embedded
in the findings of the research. The theme,
Knowing, addressed the decision-making processes
of the six emergency nurses. The findings
revealed that no one theory of decision making
currently described in the Iiterature applied to
the participants' experience. Rather, most
decisions \^Jere made along a continuum and related
to the state of the emergency environment. Caring
\,Jas found to be an important contextual variable,
influencing the nature of the process of decision
making. Knowing and Caring were connected and
impacted on one another. The product of these two
components was Carework. The essence of Carework
v¡as to create order within a chaotic emergency
environment. Guided by the Theory of Chaos, the
researcher was able to provide a new understanding
of the practice of emergency nursing.
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CHAPTER ONE

Purpose of the Study

fn the past years, emergency nursing has

gained recognition as a specialty requiring

special knowledge and skill (Canadian Nurses

Association, 1991; Emergency Nurses Association of

America, 1989; National Emergency Nurses

Affil-iation INENA], 1990). The scope of practice

of the emergency nurse encompasses activities that

invol-ve various heal-th problems and level of

complexity (Kitt & Kaiser, I990; Parker, l-994;

Purnell, 1991). No other group of nurses in the

health care system provides care for both

inpatients and outpatients and for medical,

surgical, pediatric, gynecologicaJ-, psychiatric,

critical care and multiple trauma patients all in

the same unit by the same nursing staff. No other

nurse in the health care system deal-s with a

chaotic constantly changing physical and emotional

environment. The emergency nurse responds to the

gamut of health conditionsr pâtients of all- ages,

with diverse medical problems in various stages of

heal-th and ill-ness, and f rom different cu1tural,

social- and economic backgrounds. Moreover,

emergency nurses are required to expand their

analysis to include not onJ-y nursing knowledge,



but also social work, medical, pharmacy,

physiotherapy, political, and economic questions"

Although there is increased av,¡areness of the

uniqueness of emergency nursing as a speciatty it
is rarely studied. More often it is seen as

analogous to the other specialties which are

subsumed under their specialty umbrella

(Buschiazzot I9B7) " Consequently, clinical
practice of the emergency nurse is not well

understood and rarely investigated as a unique

entity.

No qualitative study has been previously

conducted which specifically focuses on decision

making processes of emergency nurses. There has

been a lack of conmon commitment to telling the

story of emergency nurses, and, thereforer rro

clear understanding sense of the dimensions the

nurse contributes to the emergency care system.

Benner and Wrubel (1982) argue that the first step

in ímproving the quality of patient care is to

document and adequately describe the "know how" of

the experienced nurse clinician.

Benner ( 1983 ) explains that clinical
knowledge is applied, refined, and extended in the

cl-inical setting. Hence, this study began to



interpret the everyday world of the emergency

nurse in the clinical setting as situations
unfold. Furtherr practical knowledge rel,ated to

the emergency nurse emerged and new understandings

\.vere actualized. Lambert and Lambert (1988 )

emphasize that clinical- nursing practice without

research is practice buil-t on instincts without

validation.

The purpose of the study was to provide

a contextualized account of the actual- practice of

emergency nurses to uncover the skilled knowledge

embedded within their clinical practice. A

description of emergency nursing work will- enhance

the understanding of the clinical- realm and

practices of the emergency nurse. A better

understanding is imperative, as there is an ever

growing population who requires emergency nursing

services.

Background Information

The use of the Emergency Department in

North America has dramatically increased since the

Second Worl-d War (Piscarik, 1980; Jones, Yoder &

Jones, l9B4). Over the last twenty-five years a

variety of studies and reports have shown that the

emergency department visits have risen at a



tremendous pace (Bartolucci & Drayer, I973;

Budassi-Sheehy, L992; Budassi-Sheehy, ç Barber,

1985; Davidson, I975; Dickinson, I9B9; Lavenhar,

et âf., 1968; Magnusson, 1980; Ornato, I99I;
Satin, L972; Schneider, & Dove, l-9B3¡ Statistics
Canada, 1989; Vaughan, & Gamester, 1966; Walker,

I975). The number of visits has increased

steadily, out of proportion to concomitant

increases in hospital admissions or clinic
outpatient visits (Arden & Rosenquist, 1985;

Jones, Yoder & Jones, I9B4¡ Statistics Canada,

1990). In Canada, within one year (1985-1986

through 1986-1987), total visits to ambulatory

care units (emergency, cl-inics, day/night care

programs, surgical- and medical day care) increased

f rom 32.9 million to 34.6 mil-lion. The emergency

department comprised 472 of the total ambulatory

care visits (Statistics Canada, I9B9).

Four major factors are believed to have

contributed to the burgeoning demand on emergency

service in the l-ast three decades . Fi rst, the

Iegislation from the Report of the Royal

Commission on Heal-th Service (HaI1 | L964) enabled

every Canadian equal access to health care in the

form of universal medicare" Second, trauma was

recognized as the neglected disease of the modern
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society (National Academy of the Scientists, and

National Research Council, f966) " Third,

psychiatric patients and those in need of crisis
intervention and emotional support contributed a

large share to the increased use of the emergency

department (BartoIucci, & Drayer, I973¡ Coleman,

1968 , L967 , 1963; Gerson, & Bassuk, l-980,

Statistics Canada, J-989, Watson, L97B) " Fourth,

there are an expanded number of people preferring

emergency services to primary care thus there is
an increased use for non-urgent problems (41Ìen et

àL, I973; Cal-nan, L9B4; Georgopoul-os, 1985;

Hansagi, Carlsson, & Brismar, 1992; Ingram, êt aI.
I978; Kahn, êt âI, I973; Magnusson, 1980;

Schneider, & Dove, 1983; Walker, I975\.

Most Canadians wiIl attend a hospital

emergency unit at some time in their lives

although they may not formally be admitted to a

hospital as an inpatient. In 19B9-90, there were

3,747,902 admissions to Canadian hospitals;

however, during the same period, statistics

indicate that there rrvere 17,75l-,207 emergency

visits (Statistics Canada, I990). Thus, the ratio

of emergency visits to the hospital- admissions is



cl-ose to a 5:1. Therefore, if the heal-th consumer

has contact with a hospital nurse there is a 5:1

chance it will be an emergency nurse.

Although use of the emergency services

is escalating, there has been littl-e investigation

of how the unique nature of the clinical- area

affects how nurses practice in emergency

departments. Nor is there any rel-evant literature

to suggest how emergency nursing impacts on

patient outcomes or in general, the emergency

health care system. This study lead to a better

understanding of emergency nursing and shed J-ight

on this area of specialty.

Research Questions

This study is exploratory in nature and

described emergency nursing practice. Further,

questions were posed for consideration rather than

the formulation of hypothesis for validation. fn

this sense, the study is theory generating rather

than theory testing.

This study focuses on the following

research questions:



1) Ho!'i is the practical knowledge of

emergency nurses demonstrated in

emergency nursing practice?

2) How does the emergency nurse make

clinical decisions about patient care?

Significance of the Study

Emergency nursing can dramatically

influence the delivery and scope of services

provided for emergency patients. However, this
requires that the practice of the emergency nurses

be interpreted to allow for a better understanding

of the rol-e. This study was directed at enhancing

understanding and interpretation of the role of

the emergency nurse. It highlighted the unique

contribution that emergency nurses make to health

care in Canada. Al-so, the study helped to

generate new knowledge and validate current

knowledge about emergency nursing as a specialty,
thus contributing to a larger body of specialized

nursing knowledge.

The significance of Lhe study is that it
al-lows for interpretation of the actual practices

of the emergency nurse. It is directed at

enhancing understanding, through rich description

and interpretation. This qualitative inquiry
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about emergency nursing practice challenged the

"status quo" and identified new paradigms or

directions of inquiry related to emergency

administration, education, clinical practice and

research.

Having identified the need and the

significance of this research for the nursing

profession, a statement of the philosophical

framework which guides the study is provided. The

review of the relevant literature which follows

serves as an epistemological matrix on which to

compare and contract the research results.



CHAPTER TWO

Philosophical Perspective

. the differences between
society and nature is that nature
is not man-made, is not produced by
man. Human beings, of course,
transform nature, and such
transformation is both the
condition of social existence and a
driving force of cul-tural
development. But nature is not a
human production; society is.
While not made by any single
person, society is created and
recreated af resh, íf not exnihil-o,
by the participants in every social
encounter. The production of
society is a skilled performance,
sustained and made to happen by
human beings (Giddens, L976¡
p. Is).

This quote from Giddens (I976), suggests

a particul-ar " image of person" embedded in
phenomenological view. A person is a self-
interpretive being (Heidegger, L962; Merl-eau-

Ponty, 1962; Ricoeur, I973; Shultz, 1967). The

person does not come into the world predefined but

becomes defined in the course of living a life
(Benner and Wrubel, 1989).

Phenomenology, which attempts to study

the human experience as it is lived is not just a

research method but is also a philosophy and an

approach (Heidegger, 1962; Merleau, Ponty, l-962;
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Oiler, I9B2; Omery, l9B3)" To ensure that the

phenomenon is being studied as iL appears or is

experienced the researcher must not adopt a

mechanistic, reductionistic approach. Rather, she

must address the phenomenon without preconceived

expectations or categories. The researcher is not

seeking to val-idate a preselected theoretical-

framework or define operational definitions. She

strives to understand all- data in the experience

under study from the perspective of the

participants.

This perspective was sel-ected as the

research paradigm for the study. It orients to

the "gestalt": phenomenology helps to address the

human subjectivity and intersubjectivity of the

world" The phenomenological tradition maintains

that meaning is contextually constructed as a

intersubjective phenomena. Human beings create

meaning in ínteraction with one another. The

val-ue of knowledge in nursing is, in part,

determined by its relevance to and significance

for an understanding of the human experience

(A1len & Jensen, 1990). In order to gain that

1evel of understanding about emergency nursing,
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phenomenology will offer the freedom to explore

the richness of this clinical- experience and shed

light upon the knowledge embedded within.

Assumptions Underlving the Study

Assumptions underlying the study are:

l-. Decision making is central to emergency

nursing practice.

2. There is a practical- retationship

between practical and theoreLical-

knowledge.

3. Meanings are embedded in skill-s,
practices, concerns, expectations and

outcomes.

4. People sharing a conmon culture and

language have a background of conmon

meanings that allows for understanding"

5. The meanings embedded in skills,
practices, concerns, expectations and

outcomes cannot be made completely

explicit; they can be interpreted

by someone who shares a simil-ar language

and cul-tural history, and can be

val-idated by the participants in the

same fie1d.

6. There are no data that are

interpretation-free.
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Episternological- Matr ix

Controversy exists as to whether a

phenomenological study requires a literature

search prior to gathering and analyzing data.

Some qualitative researchers' (Glaser & Strauss,

l-974; Lynch-Sauer, l-985; SpiegelbêrÇr 1975)

believe the researcher need be totally unbiased

and free of bounded rationality. Paterson and

Zderad (I976) believe that exploring the

literature may influence the investigator and

therefore lead to contaminated data. These

researchers argue that attempting to achieve

"objectivity" is based on a false premise; they

suggest that subjectivity should not be considered

a limitation. fn contract, others (Benner, L9B4;

Davis, I97B; Field & Morse, l9B5; Ray, 1985;

Swanson-Kauffman & Schonvrald, 19BB) suggest that

the researcher needs to know something about the

phenomena in order to see it in existence. This

researcher believes that to review the literature
is a practical concession to the realities of the

research world. Hence, the investigator has

adopted the stance of Swanson-Kauffman and

Schonwal-d (1988)" They argue that the research

done by others, reviewed before gathering of data,
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is a legitimate attempt to bracket personal biases

by examining others' descriptions of empirical

instances of the phenomenon under study.

This section is referred to as an

'Epistemological Matrixt because the investigator

bel-ieves that an overview of specific Iiterature
will only bring origin and form of another branch

of knowledge to explore.

The complexity of the diagnostic process

has been examined in many professions, including:

medicine, administration, education, psychology

and nursing. However, no one has addressed

decision making in the context of an emergency

environment where limited time, numbers of

patients, varying levels of acuity, climates of

chaos, fragmented and cyclic processes, and

intense degree of uncertainty play a major ro1e"

Exploring the literature from different
professional perspectives may help clarify
emergency nurses' experiences with decision

making.

The literature reviewed to help

conceptual-ize this study incl-udes: (f ) studies

rooted in cognitive psychology that focus on
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decision making theory; and (2) a summary of

research findings related to decision making in

nursing, medicine and administration" These two

broad categories are further subdivided as

described at the beginning of each section"

Decision Making Theory

T!'7o paradigms will be reviewed to form a

body of research that will help to create a world

view that relates to the study. The paradigms

include decision making from a rationalist
perspective and a phenomenologicat perspective.

Rational-istic Perspective

The first paradigm includes logical
model-s that address how "rational" individuals and

groups make decisions. Information processing or

process tracing approach; hypotheticat-deductive

model; and decision analysis approach comprise the

major theories most often found within this
paradigm and reported in the literature.

Information Processing Model

Research referr
process model began with

psychologists interested

ing to the information

experimentation by

in memory and attention
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(Broadbent, 1953; Cherry, I953i James, 1980).

Much of their v¡ork has rel-evance to nursing and

forms the foundation for problem solving and

judgment theories of today.

Broadbent (1953), a psychologist,

purports that the human brain is abl-e Lo analyze

and identify only a limited amount of information

therefore l-imiting our ability to perceive

competing messages. He proposed that the brain

contains a "selective fil-ter" that can be tuned to

accept the desired message and reject all others.

Thus the filter blocks undesired stimuli reducing

the processing l-oad on the perceptual system. His

model- v'7as important because it shaped the

direction for future research on information

processing.

A crucial set of experiments testing
Broadbent's FiIter Model were conducted by Gray

and Weddeburn ( 1960 ) . They rejected Broadbent's

idea that information processing was based on

physical characteristics of sensory channels

al-one. Gray and Weddeburn f ound that the

attention mechanism must be able to extract the

meaning of the information in order to know what

alternative to choose.
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Treisman (I964) studied sel-ective

attention to one of two competing messages" The

messages were created by varying a number of

different attributes. She demonstrated in this
study that by using a variety of irrelevant

material she could distinguish between the

rel-ative effects of cues based entirely on sensory

features and cues that required the determination

of familiarity and meaning. This hallmark

experiment showed that sensory cues alone are not

sufficient for choosing an alternative and

therefore refuted Broadbent's work.

Mill-er (1956 ) investigated the role of

decision units or selective "chunks" on

information processing" He stated that there is

evidence that the capacity for short term memory

is seven, plus or minus two chunks of information.

During the same time, Herbert Simon (L957\,

introduced the idea of bounded rationality in

human problem solving, suggesting that the human

mind will- often conduct a l-imited search for

alternatives, selecting the first satisfactory
option. Simon stated that most people do not

examine all the possible scenarios nor do they

keep searching for optimum al-ternatives. These
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studies by Mil-Ier (1956 ) and Simon ( 1957 )

supported the claim that there are limits to human

capacity for ratíonal thought (Simon & Newell,

r912) "

Craik and Lockhart (1972) added to the

understanding about information processing with

their study describing leve1s of information

processing. In this study it was revealed that

the Lype of processing that information receives

impacts on how well the information is stored and

used at a later daLe. Shall-ow, cursory processing

leads to a holding of information superficially

and is associated with short term memory.

Thorough, deep processing leads to memory

characteristics attributed to long term memory.

Craik and Lockhartrs formulation of l-eve1s of

processing offered a ne\^r approach and complements

the views discussed previously. This research was

hallmark because it led the way to other studies

Iooking at different information processing

systems (Cofer , I976; Craik a Tulving, L975¡

Restle, L975) and is in keeping with the current

shift from the study of abilities to an inquiry

into processes (Messick, :.-976) 
"
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Two studies in the 70's (Bachrach, I9l0;
Egstrom and Bachrach I I97L) reported that the role

of arousal on information processing, and thereby

on decision making, plays an important part on the

way v;e perform a task. In general, the studies

found that as arousal increases, attention becomes

more narrowly focused. At first, increases to

arousal lead to improved performance but thenr âs

arousal- builds to its highest levelr p€rformance

deteriorates. Attention to peripheral tasks

decreases while attention to the central task

increases; this improves performance.

This set of findings proved to be the

impetus for research exploring the concept of

"automaticitytr (Laberge, 1975). Automaticity

refers to an automatie, nonconscious action that

requires no conscious attention. Laberge (I975),

found that automatic actions seem to be less

susceptible to disruption by level of arousal. He

notes that when a skill is highly l-earned, perhaps

because it is practiced for years and years, then

it becomes automatic, requiring tittle conscious

awareness and 1itt1e aIl-ocation of mental effort.
Thus the number of decisions one has to make

around a task depends more on the level of

experience than on the task itsel-f. Benner,
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(1984) a leading researcher in nursing, studied

the way novice and expert nurses make decisions.

She foundr âs did Laberge, that experts approach a

task environment differently than the novice"

Benner describes the phenomenon of automaticity

âsr 'knowledge embedded in expertise" (p. 3).

Findings from other studies (Janis &

Mann, L977; Phillips & Rempusheski, 1985)

compliment Leberge's work regarding high arousal

states and decision making ability. These studies

indicate that critical points in clinical decision

making differ according to whether the decisions

being made are "hot or cold". For "co1d"

decision, critical- issues incl-ude the amount of

time available for making the decision, the

information processing constraints of the decision

maker, the amount of energy availabl-e for data

col-l-ection and political and policy constraints

operating in the situation. They proceed to say

that for "hot" decisions, more critical- cues are

issued such as personal and professional values,

expectations and conseguences. External sources

of support and validation appear critical for

assisting the decision making process" In

addition, this study concedes that perceptions and

powerJ-essness and fear of over-reacting are
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immobilizing forces that tend to precipitate

defensive avoidance, Feelings that promote high

arousal states are characteristic of hot

decisions. Therefore, clarification of values,

expectations and consequences and validation of

povrer and decision-making competence are critical-
points in cl-inical decisions involving hot

decisions in nursing (Phi1lips, 1987).

Recent advances in cl-inical diagnosis

have come from the field of artificial
intelligence (Bruner, Goodnow & Austin, 1956;

Dreyfus, l-986; Duda & Shortliffe,1983; Hyslop,

I9B7; MilIer, Pop]-e, & Myers; Newell & Simon,

I972; Shortcliffe, I976). There was much

speculation about the value of this nev¡ field

since it was thought that it would bridge the

divide between psychology, philosophy and computer

science by seeking to simulate, by computers,

human cognitive processes. Expert systems are

computer programs that contain and can apply

specialized knowledge and are designed to serve as

consultants to the decision making process.

Von Bemmel (1986), a physician, found

that in the act of making a medical diagnoses,

information is seen to be acquired through a
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sequence of questions to the patients. Further,

each ans\,\7er does not merely add to known

knowledge, but rather it generates inferences

which in turn changes the knowledge that the

physician has regarding the patient " This new

status serves as an impetus to search for further
information which leads to inferences and again a

new knowledge state. Von Bremmel concluded that

the path towards a final problem solution, is a

series of small- incremental steps involving pieces

of inferential- Iogic. He referred to this as a

forward chaining process; much like how an expert

system makes inferences about the data ( Duda &

Shortl-if f e, 1983 ) .

The.work of Newell- and Simon (I972) has

been influential- in representing problem solving

behaviour as a forward chaining process. The

foundation of this information processing model- is
a series of IF-THEN paired inferential statements

called production rules. The probJ-em is solved by

using a large number of simple production rul-es

derived from past learning and experience. They

are stored in long term memory and can trigger
other inferences which will also be followed up in
turn depending upon the problem solver's order of

the rul-e system and structure (Jones, 19BB).
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Hvpothetico-Deductive Model "

Confusion exists in the Iiterature about

whether the Hypothetico-Deductive Model- is

distinctly different from Information Processing

Theory. It is evident that the theories consist

of similar concepts. Studies on decision making,

by known researchers (Barrows et al, L9B2; Baumann

& Bourbonnais, L9B2; Corcoran, l-986; Gordon, L9B2¡

Carnevali et â1, 19B4; El-stein, Shulman, &

Sprafka, I97B¡ Tanner et â1., I9B7; Westfall,

1986) are cited under both titles. After careful-

study and critique, the investigator assumed that,
the Hypothetico-Deductive Mode1 is subsumed under

the title, Information Processing and Information

Tracing Methodology. Both models report that

action is the resul-t of rational and logical

thought, mediated by cognitive processes and there

appears to be generalizable strategies of clinical
judgment which can be formal-ized and used in all
patient situations (Tenner, I9B7).

The researcher using the hypothetico-

deductive model relies of verbal protocol analysis

while the participant thinks al-oud in response to

simulated situations thus attempting to determine
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the thought process used in each problem. Recent

studies, directed aL describing thought process

show that practitioners set up a weak hypothesis

early in the hypothesis generating phase. The

practitioner then sets out to find evidence to

prove or disprove this "hunch". This approach is

clearly seen in studies by Gordon ( 19B2 ) and

Carneval-i et aI " ( 1984 ) . These studies have

yielded similar results to those in medicine.

Elstein and associates postulate that medical-

problem solving consists of a series of steps:

cue acquisition; hypothesis generation; cue

interpretation; and hypothesis evaluation

(Elstein, ShuIman, & Sprafka, L9B7). Other

nursing studies followed information processing

pathways that were similar to Gordon, Carnevali

and Elstein and Associates. Diagnostic reasoning

studies that are based on the information

processing model- seek to clarify how cl-inicians

adjust to demands of the task environment (Baumann

& Bourbonnais, 1982; Bourret, L9B7; Putzier et

âf. , 1985; Tanner, l9B3; Tanner et â1. , f9B7 ) .

These diagnostic reasoning studies examined the

cognitive strategies employed by clinicians and

nursing students when solving problems. It \,ras

thought that if nursing could gain a better

understanding of the diagnostic process of
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clinicians (expert and novice), then this would

assist educators and student nurses in the

teaching/Learning process (Westfall et â1., 1986).

However, within the wealth of findings, there was

no significant difference in the way registered

nurses activated hypothesis versus nursing

students. It was reported that registered nurses

tend to activate a greater number of complex

hypothesis than did students but the inference

activation process was the same (Westfall et â1.,

1986). These studies refl-ect similar strategies

are conmon to those of physicians and medical

students (Eì-stein, Shufman, & Spafka, l-9'lB). Both

sets of studies used similar research methods to

explore cognitive processes. Patient simul-ation

and verbal protocol anaÌysis was used as a

strategy to examine problem solving behaviour of

expert nurses and nursing students, physicians and

medical students. Generally, nursing and medicine

found that clinicians activated an hypothesis

early in the data search and that they rel-ied on

cue-based data acquisition more often than other

strategies when soJ-ving problems. BarrovTs and

Tarnblyn (1980); Elstein, Kagan, Shulman, Jason,

and Loupe, (1972) used a simil-ar approach to

characterize underlying processes relating to

medica1 decision making. Their goal was to
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capture the thought process by recording and

analyzing the verbalizations of persons as they

attempt to sol-ve a problem.

Corcoran, Narâyan, and Moreland (1988)

used verbal- ization as a method to collect data

from experienced triage nurses. The participants
Iistened to phone information about three triage
vignettes in which the researcher "ro1e played"

the patient " The investigators reported that

triage nurses used three types of knowledge to

make a decision about the simulated patients:

textbook knowledge, practical knowledge, and rul-e

of thumb.

Corcoran (1983, I9B6) studied the

rel-ationship among task complexity, clinical
expertise, and the decision rnaking plans to

control- patients' pain. She used a sample of

expert and novice hospice nurses. Corcoran found

that all the subjects made intermediate decisions

about alternatives during the process, rather than

following the generation of al-ternatives. The

approach to the planning process varied from case

to case. However, she found that the experts used

ân opportunistie approach. ft !ùas employed in

cases of greater complexity and a systematic
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approach was used in cases that were l-ess

difficult, thus varying their strategy according

to task complexity. The findings of this study

supports the cognitive model proposed by Hayes-

Roth and Hayes-Roth (I979) and the conclusions

found in information processing l-iterature, as

cited throughout, that the task itself is a major

determinant of decision-making. Hayes-Roth and

Hayes-RoLh recognized that opportunistic planning

creates a greater memory load than does systematic

method. They suggest that for planning tasks

fraught with complexity and uncertainty,

opportunistic planning may free the clinician from

the burden of maintaining a systematic approach

and may allow for a variety of plans.

The literature confirms that experts are

more able to "chunk" information and are more

efficient at encoding (Benner, i-9B4; Gordon,

1982). Findings showed that experts appear to

think in patterns rather than in isolated bits.
Gordon (l-982) sees this as an example of concept

attainment. Concept attainment is brought about

by internalized pattern matching activity of

incoming cluster of perceptual cues to labeIled

standardized diagnostic patterns held wiLhin the

long term memory (Jones, t9BB),
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Although there are differences between

these models there is convergence on several-

perspectives. All- perspectives maintain that
early hypothesis generation is a method used to

adapt to cognitive limitations of "bounded

rationality" (Simon, L957). Bounded rationality
describes the limits to the human capacity for
rational- thought. Given the limited size of the

working memory (James, 1956¡ Norman, J-967), one

must process data serially, select data by ruling
in or out, represent a problem in a simple manner

and work within as simple a frame of reference as

possible (EIstein, êt âf ., I97B).

Decision Analysis.

Decision analysis is a process first
developed by Raiffa (1968) at the Harvard Business

School- " This model offers a framework for
considering alternative strategies in an explicit
and logical manner by means of mathematical or

statistical model-s. Decision analytic methodoJ-ogy

involves the construction of a "decision tree"
that structures the cl-inical probJ-em in the form

of possibl-e pathways. Each element along a

pathway is assigned subjective numerical val-ue.

For instance, subjects are given a case scenario
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and are asked to assign numerical value or

probabitity to each. It involves the

specification of options and potential- outcomes

for chance. Expected val-ues are then computed and

an optimal choice is made (Behn & Vaupel, I9B2).

The val-ue of key factors can be varied and a

sensitivity analysis can be performed (Pauker &

Kaissirer, 1987). This search for the right
solution is highly mathematical since its roots

are grounded in management science, and

engineering (Vüeinstein a Fineberg, I9B0).

Lanza and Bantly (1991) discuss the

different methods used in decision analysis.

There are decision trees, used for complex

problems where there are numerous uncertainties

and simple solutions are not obvious. Algorithms

involve simple clinical decisions that are made

automatically according to a set of prescribed

rul-es. An algorithm is designed for common

cl-inical situations with few uncertainties and

where accepted practice has provided a standard

method of management (Margolis, I9B3). A protocol

is a uniform way of approaching a problem that
leads to an anticipated optimal outcome (Greep &
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Siezenis, 1989). These three types of decision

theories have been used by nursing to study

decision making processes.

Two studies addressing clinical-
inferencing, using the Brunswick Lens model were

reported by Kel1y (1964) and Kelly (1968). These

studies attempted to correlate relationships

between state of the patient, observable cues,

criterion states, and the nurse's judgment.

Within the studies both Kelly and Hammond

specified the phenomenon of the "intuitive
inductive reasoning" of nurses. However, the

model appears to be more a conceptual framework

than a methodology (Tschkota, 1991). Initial

attempts to study decision making in nursing

revealed very little, suggesting that there v/as no

rel-ation between a single cue and a nursing action

(KelIy, L964¡ Hammond, KeI1y, Schnieder, Vancini,

:..966); nor between grouping cues and inferencing

(Hammond et âf. , 1966 ) .

Another study by Hammond et aI. ( 1967 )

compared nurses' revisions of decisions with those

expected by a mathematical model. Bayesian Theory

was used to mathematically replicate six nurses'

estimates of the probability of certain nursing
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problems " Findings regarding consistency

demonstrated that nurses manipulated the

probabilities in a rational s¡ay that was

consistent with the axiom of probability theory.

Hammond and her associates found that nurses did

not use efficient or systematic strategies for
choosing actions and that even strategies used by

experts broke down when situations became complex.

They then concl-uded that even though clustering of

cues can be taught, these cues are not necessarily

used when making a decision in conditions of

complexity and uncertainty. However, because the

cognitive model did not represent the nurses'

decision making, the investigators stopped

studying nurses using this method.

Grier (L916) and Corcoran (I983, 1986)

used the utility theory to investigate the

correlations between 50 nurses. They investigated

nurses' intuitive decisions and decisions

prescribed by the utiJ-iLy theory. Utility theory

is a form of normative decision making that

describes selection of an action that is based on

a subjective assignment of value to probable

outcomes of those actionsr pr€scribing the choice

that maximizes expected utility" The findings

supported the hypothesis that the expected val-ue
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and nursing actions are in agreement" The

findings al-so reported that systematic and

objective processes were used in making most

decisions, resulting in a justifiable choice for
achieving the desired goal (Grier , :'976). Tanner

( 1986 ) criticized Grier's conclusions, stating
that the outcomes and actions were too prescribed

and decisions were not evaluated in terms of

actual patient outcomes.

Aspinall (I979) studied whether the

availability of decision trees would improve the

accuracy of nurses' cl-inical decisions. The

investigator found that nurses in the experimental-

group using the decision tree selected

significantly more clinical- diagnosis that were

considered accurate than the two control groups

who did not use the decisions trees. Aspinall

concl-uded that "significant improvements in

diagnostic accuracy were shown by nurses who used

the decision trees" (p. 182); she demonstrated

that providing more clues increased the likelihood
of finding the predetermined right answer.

Shamian (1991) evaluated the effect of

teaching decision analysis on nursing studentsr

ability to prioritize clinical- intervention given
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the probabilities for the decision situation. The

researchers concl-uded that subjects who were in

the experimental- group, where they had a four hour

didactic and interactive teaching session on

decision analysis, selected cl-inical decisions

that were in accordance with the clinical
decisions made by experts more often and more

consistently than did students in the control-

group. These results suggest that decision

analysis focuses on essential aspects of the

nursing process; hence nurses should be provided

instruction in decision analysis theory.

In summary, the investigators in all-

studies examined elements associated with decision

analysis and decision theory. The researchers

demonstrated support for decision analysis

strategies which assist nurses in clinical
decision making. Hovrever, it appears that

decision analysis as a tool for enhancing decision

making has not been pursued in nursing" Nursingr

unl-ike medicine, has few areas that can provide

objective probability estimates. This may be due

to the multiple variables attached to patient

response and outcome. Aspinall and Tanner (1981),

suggest that there are factors l-imiting the

usefulness of decision analysis in nursing
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research. They include: decision theory is known

to be most effective when all the conditions are

controlled, and the decision alternatives are

mutually excl-usive (AspinalI, 6, Tanner , IgBI ) .

Tanner (1987) cites a number of

assumptions shared by the studies within the

rational-istic perspective: (1) action is the

result of rational and logical procedures,

mediated by cognitive thought processes; (2) there

are generalizable strategies of clinical judgment

which can be formalized and used in atl
situations; (3) a situation can be broken down

into its el-ementsì (4) the knowi-edge used by

cl-inicians in making judgments can be made

explicit and they can be formalized; (5) human

judges are l-imited in their capacity to be

objective and rational-.

Gardner (1985) a phenomenologist,

states:

A feature of cognitive science is
the del-iberate attempt to de-
ernphasize certain factors which may
be important for cognitive
functioning but whose incl-usion at
this point would unnecessarily
complicate the cognitive
scientific enterprise" These
factors include the influence of
affecLive factors or emotion, the
contribution of historical- or
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cultural- factors and the role of
the background context in which the
particular actions or thoughts
occurred (p. 6).

This quote from Gardner reflects a

different perspective from that of the

rationalistic paradigm just discussed. The

phenomenological perspective maintains that
meaning is contextually constructed as an

intersubjective phenomenon. Human beings create

meaning in interacting with one another. Hence,

because of the different views of the world, it
stands to reason that different questions will be

asked, which wil-l- require the use of different
perspectives. This research focuses on the l-ived

experience of emergency nurses. Therefore, it is
important for the investigator to explore facets

of the phenomenological perspective related to

decision making.

Phenomenological- Perspective .

The phenomenologic paradigm provides a

shif t a\,ùay f rom the rationalistic approach. In
contrast to the rationalistic method of problem

solving, the phenomenologic perspective accords

with a holistic view of nursing. Those who

believe in the phenomenologic perspective (Benner

L9B4; Benner & Tanner, I9B7; Benner & Wrubel,
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19BB; Fentont L9B7; Schilder, l-986) contend that:
action precedes rational analytical thought; there

are limits to the use of formal strategies that

dissect clinical- judgment without addressing the

context in which the action occurs; experts use

patterns and relations which are not context free;

experts use patterns and relations which are not

context free; experts use embedded practical
knowledge as the basis for clinical judgment and

it may not be rendered explicit or formal.

Harbison (1991) also contends that sensitivity is
l-ost and the basis for decision making is weakened

when a situation is analyzed into discrete

elements.

The most stark contrast to the

rationalistic model is provided in the form of

hermeneutic inquiry, grounded in Heideggerian

phenomenology (Benner, I9B4¡ Benner & Wrubel,

1982,19BB; Benner & Tannert l-9B7). Hermeneutic

inquiry is the semantic or textual structure or

everyday events: that is, what people actually do

when they are engaged in everyday practical tasks

of life. Heidegger (1962) identified three

distinct modes of engagement. The practical mode

is the most basic. The practicat mode is day to

day. One's awareness is essentially holistic and
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cannot be broken into discrete parts for it is the

interrelatedness that distinguishes the whole

meaning of an activity or situation. Expert

practice takes place in the practical mode (Benner

& Tanner, 1987). The reflective mode is used when

the individual meets with a problem or breakdown

in the practical activity. However, it is stil-I
seen as part of the task " rather than an element

to be examined out of context. The theoretical
mode occurs when the person detaches from the

ongoing practical task and relies on the use of

rational-, Iogical thought processes to cope with

the problem. Here, the individual analyzes the

elements of Lhe problem out of context. The

phenomenologist's perspective regarding the

rationalistic approach states that the analytic
processes of clinical- judgment are used only when

the individual can consciously detach themself

from the task.

Bennerrs work illustrates this inquiry
in the nursing context. She interviewed and

observed experienced nurses, new graduates and

nursing students (Benner, 1984). Nurses lvere

asked to describe situations that heÌd significant
meaning for them. Using the interview and the

field study observations as textual
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interpretations, Benner explains that expert

judgment derives from a grasp of the whote

situation" She continues to say that this
salience is a qualitative or perceptual assessment

based on a combination of "the senses of touch,

smell-, and sight and on the interpretation of a

patient's physical verbal, and behavioural

expression" (Benner & Wrubel-, L9B2) " In the same

study by Benner, it is reported that development

of expert clinical decision-making ability
develops in three ways: (1) it evolves from the

use of abstract principles as a basis for making

decisions to the use of past concrete experiences;

(2) it changes in the way the nurse perceives the

patient situation as bits of information to a

perception of a complete whole, in which only

se]ective bits matter; and (3) there is movement

from detached observer to fu1l involvement in a

situation (Tanner, LgB'l).

Nurses acknowledge the role the "gut
feeling" plays in their practice (Benner, L9B4;

Paterson & Zderad, L976; Harbison, L99L; Py1es &

Stern, 1983; Rew, 1988; Rew & Barrows, L987).

Intuition is an individual's ability to solve

problems despite rel-atively smal-I amounts of

information (Westcott, 1968). Loye (1983)
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identified three types of intuition" The first,
cognitive inference, occurs when conclusions are

reached spontaneously. During analytical
reasoning the steps are so fast and subtiminal

that the person does not observe or remember

engaging in the act of reasoning. The second,

"Gestalt intuitionr', where the person detects

missing datar Çaps in information, or hidden

rel-ationships within the whole. The third, is

"precognitive". This type refers to the

possibility of gaining information directly about

the future rather than by inference based on the

pasl and present.

Paterson and Zderad ( 1986 ) propose that
intuition combined with rational analysis is an

addition and complements the nursing process. fn

a study by Pyles and Stern ( 1983 ) , the formation

of a "Gestaltrt is identified which supports the

claims made by Loye (1983) and Benner (1984).

These findings 1ay cJ-aim that experts may be

hampered rather than facilitated by the use of

rational-istic models of decision making.

I'todeI cases of intuition have been

descríbed by Rew in several studies (Rew, 1-986;

Rew & Barrowr I9B7; Rew, 1988; Rew, 1990). Rew
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and Barrov,/ (1987 ) conclude f rom an analysis of

nursing literature that the idea of intuition has

been neglected by the nursing profession. In a

concept analysis, Rew (1986) adds to the

understanding of the concept of intuition by

defining three of the attributes: (1) knowledge

as a whole; (2 ) immediate awareness of the

knowledge; and (3) knowledge that does not resul_t

from l-inear analysis (p. 27). Benner and Tanner

describe it as "understanding without rationale
(p. 23). Rew (1988) explored the intuitive
experiences of nurses in critical care and home

care settings. Four behavioural themes which

emerged from the fifty-six interviews are as

follows: (1) nurses gathered data to support

their intuition; (3) nurses try to val-idate or

corroborate their intuition; (3) nurses report

their findings and feel-ings; and (4) nurses

performed specific interventions on behalf of the

patient based on a sense of assumption, a future
think.

A1len (1990) speaks of "significant
knowing", as that which moves a person to the

core, instructs and enables a person to transcend

the limits of everyday concern. Kleffel (1990)

adds to this novel thought with her analysis of
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the environmental domain of nursing" Concl-usions

reached from this research indicate that nursing

does not describe adequately the concept of the

environment and that al-most all the research

conducted in the domain of the environment only

invol-ves the immediate and obvious milieu of the

patient, family or nurse. Very littl-e is written
about, and even less is acknowl-edged about, the

nurse's connectedness to all things within the

environment. It is apparent that the "in-between"

relationship of nursing with the environment is
not recognized as an important facet of decision

making in context.

The situational- mode1, developed by

Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1979) and applied by Benner

(1984) to nursing, provides a comprehensive

framework for understanding the practice of

nursing in thta since it regards as essential the

nonf ormal i zabl-e aspects : commi tment ; t radi t ion;

practices; skills; and connoisseurship. It also

incl-udes the abstract, formal, and analytical
aspects that are impossible to capture in

quantitative analysis (Anderson, 1989). The

Dreyfus model- maintains that the behaviours of

experts can only be understood in hol-istic

situational- context "
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fn sunmary, the phenomenological

approach assumes that in expert practice, action

precedes rational thought and that experts use

patterns and relations rather than context free

elements as the basis for judgrnent. This method

al-so assumes that knowledge used as a basis for
clinical decision making is practical, derived

from experience with simil-ar and dissimilar
situations; the knowledge is embedded in practice.

Conclusion

Studies that employed the rationalistic
paradigm illustrate similar findings (Aspinall,

I979; Baumann & Bourbonnais, I9B2; Bourret, ]-987 ¡

Corcoran, l-983 & 1986; Grier , L9B4¡ Hammond et

âf", 1967; Shamain, 1991; Tanner, 1983; Tanner et

â1. , 1987 ) . Important facts have been gleaned

about cue acquisition, hypothesis generation, and

hypothesis testing in relation to the reasoning

process.

After review of the literature, it is
evident that decision theory in nursing research

on clinical- decision making is inconclusive.

There seems to be significant difficul-ties in the
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application of quantified decision analysis

techniques to areas such as nursing. Much of the

numerical- data needed for probability estimates

are difficult to identify and difficult to

obtain(Jones, 19BB). Two other factors l-imit the

utility of decision theory for studying decision

making in nursing. First, decision theory is
known to be most effective when the conditions

regarding the decision are controlled and the

decision alternatives are mutually exclusive.

However, these conditions are not representative

of the nursing context.

There is evidence that with increasing

expertise there is less emphasis on the use of

abstract principles and formal rational approaches

to decision making and more use of practical

knowledge in holistic and intuitive judgments.

There are a small number of studies that use the

phenomenological approach compared to the

rationalistic perspective.

To understand lived through
experience is to go beyond the
taken for granted aspects of Iife"
It is to uncover meanings in
everyday practice in such a way
that they are not destroyed,
distorted, decontextualized,
trivialized or sentimentalized.

(Benner, 1985, p. 6)
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This section of the chapter helped to

gain a better understanding of decision making

theory. Earlier, it \¡ras stated that decision

making is the essence of practice' consequently

this study wiII incorporate the phenomenological

perspective in order to best study the essence of

emergency nursing in context. Studies from

nursing medicine and administrative sciences wiIl

be reviewed next.

Decision Maki

No studies have been reported which

attempt to clarify the science and theory of

emergency nursing practice in context. The gaps

are apparent and help to validate the significance

of this study. lfany studies have investigated

nurse practitioners and critical care nursing

groups (Baumann & Bourbonnais, I9B2¡ Baumann &

Deber, L987¡ Benner, Tanner, & Chel-sa, L992¡

Carnevali, et â1., 1984; Cheyovich' Lewis &

Gortner, 1976¡ Davidson & Lauver, L984¡ Donnelly &

Prevot , L97B; Janis & Mann , 1977; Prescot &

Drisco1I, I979; Tanner & Larkin' 1984; Taylor,

Pickens & ceden, l-989; Yedida ' 1981- ) "
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Much has been written about clinical
practice of the nurse practitioner in the United

States" The l-iterature that focuses on the

practice of the nurse practitioner may help to

describe the practice of the emergency nurser âs

there are some similarities. The patient

population that both groups may see is usually

undiagnosed and in need of primary care services"

The majority of emergency visits (752) are non-

urgent in nature: i.e., undiagnosed and requiring

primary care (A1len, êt â1., L973; Georgopoulos,

1985; Hansagi, Carlsson, & Brismar, l-992; NENA,

1987; Statistics Canada, 1989).

Several studies have been reported that

examine the decision making strategies of critical

care nurses. This literature is germane to this

study as both the emergency nurse and the critical

care nurse are expected to make rapid decisions in

crisis and unstable situations (Ho1sti, 1978).

Attention to the body of literature citing nurse

practitioners' clinical practice will- be addressed

first followed by studies that illustrate decision

making strategies of the critical care nurse.

Prescott and DriscoLl ( 1979 ) found in

their review of nurse practitioner-physician
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comparison studies that few studies attempted to

clarify the nursing component of the nurse

practitioner's role. They commented that failure

to include criteria that reflect the nursing

component of the role was a major problem" The

authors stated that medicine and the physician

rol-e has become the standard for evaluating the

quality of nursing in the domain of nurse

practitioners, rather than the rol-e of nursing

care as a standard. This study addresses the

issue of how emergency nurses evaluate themselves,

using medicine rather than nursing as a gold

standard.

Cheyovich, Lewis and Gortner (1976)

explored the nature and scope of the nurse

practitioner role in ambulatory care" These

investigators found Lhat nurse practitioners

demonstrate the abiliLy to provide primary care to

a wide variety of patients with diverse medical-

diagnosis and multiple problems with a great

degree of accuracy. The authors report a

phenomenon they termed "the el-usive aspect of

process". This phenomenon refers to the nurse-

patient rel-ationship and includes: an informal-

agreement with the patient; frequent monitoring of

the patient's health status with appropriate
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feedback; considerable heal-th education and

counselling usualJ-y regarding a defined problem;

and coordination of services that meets the

patient I s requirements.

Yedida's ( 1981 ) , qualitative study was

based on actual- nurse practitioner's (NP) patient

encounters. His findings il-lustrate that teaching

and counselling appeared to be important.

However, the extent to which these aspects were

integrated into care \,ias limited by environmental

factors: time Iimits; and existence of treatment

protocols. Findings, such as these, provide

support for claims that setting factors have a

direct impact on the nurses' ability to provide

nursing care. Time restraints and patient acuity

infl-uence the degree to which nursing care can be

actual-ized (Moscovice, L97B; Williams, l-975).

Bibb ( 1982 ) compared nurse practitioners

and physicians on free response to simulated case

studies " Findings indicated that there were not

differences between NP's and MD's in their
accuracy to choose a correct diagnosis. Nurses

(NP) \^rere found to include more health education

and fol1ow-up information in the management pJ-an

than did the MD" Bibb concl-uded that the results
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of the study supports the premise that the NP

provides the educational focus for the

patient/famiIy.

Brykczynski (I986), in her doctoral-

thesis, investigated the practice of nurse

practitioners from the perspective of

phenomenology. She was specifically investigating

whether Benner's framework, "Novice to Expert",

existed within this group of health professional-s"

She observed ten NPs, and their encounters with

actual- patients. The findings described practice

domains and competencies that were unique to

skilled NPs. Conclusions were drawn on the

commonal-ties between Brykczynski's resul-ts and

that of Benner (1984). Brykczynski and Benner

report cofllmon domains and competencies: the

helping rol-e; the teaching-coaching function;
:

diagnostic and patient monitoring function;

administering and monitoring therapeutic

intervention regimens; and organizational and work

role competencies. Brykzynski concluded that the

practice of NPs was made visible, understandable,

and open for critical review due to the nature of

the findings" The study provided a great deal of

new ínformation about competencies of the skilled
NP. Further, this study illustrated how fruitful-
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the situation-based interpretive approach can be

when trying to identify and describe practical

knowledge embedded in clinical practice.

Critical care nursing Iiterature focuses

on the elements of immediacy of decision making'

stressing that decisions are made under conditions

of uncertainty, often without a complete data base

and under pressure of time (Baumann & Deber'

1987 ) .

Baumann and Bourbonnais (1982) reported

that intensive care nurses (ICN) considered

stress, knowledge and experience to be the three

most important factors in rapid decision making.

Personal values held by nurses !{ere identified as

playing a rol-e in emergency situations, where the

primary goal is to save the patient's life.

Several articles have examined the

presence of stress in the intensive care unit

(Anderson & Basteuns, 1981; Bourbonnais & Baumann,

1985b; Cleland, L967; Fenton, L987; Grout'

Steffen, o Bailey, 19Bl; Huekabay & Jagla, I979;

Ivancevich & Matteson' 1980; Lewis & Robinson'

1987; Lippincott, 1979\. Tt is documented that a

moderate amount of stress in a working environment
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l-eads to a hypervigilant state which is necessary

prior to mobilizing onesel-f for rapid decision

making (Fairman, 1992; Janis, 1977). If stress

levels increase intolerably, thinking quatity

deteriorates (C1e1and, L967) . Further, Holsti
( f97B ) , states that this increased stress level
resul-ts in decreased attention to vital- cues in

the environment and reduces ability to

discriminate the dangerous from the trivial.

A study conducted by Lochoff, Cane,

Buchanan, and Cox (1977 ) showed that rapid

decision making, without assistance, \¡7as ranked

highr âs a major source of stress. Janis and Mann

(l-977 ) concurred with Lochoff and associates.

They extended Lochoff's thesis to include, high-

quality decision making under stress is possible

only if repeated training programs exist.

Fenton (I987) in her master's Lhesis

indicated that critical care nurses are most

distressed by situations involving excessive

therapy and discontinuation of therapy. The

stress that practitioners felt would at times

require a significant period of resolution and had

carry over effects on deeision making.
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Nurses' experience and knowledge are

important factors to consider in high risk areas

(Baumann & Bourbonnais, 1983a, I983b, 1984;

Bourbonnais & Baumann, l-985a; Baumann and Deber,

I9B7, l-989; Kim" I9B3 , I984, I9B7; Mitchell- " I977 ¡

Norman, 1985; Pyles and Stern, 1983). Nurses in

situations requiring rapid decision making must be

able to differentiate between relevant and

irrelevant cues. The expert should be able to
discern the critical from the trivial and act with

speed in a crisis situation (Berner, 1984).

However, the cues may be ambiguous in that they

are consistent with many patient problems. This

can lead to poor decisions and error (Baumann &

Bourbonnais, 1984).

Experience and repetition of a situation
provides the nurse a repertoire of responses to

call on in a fast paced situation (Gordon, l-9B2).

Studies show that experts develop heuristic

methods of data analysis, which calls for a mix of

action as a best response to a crisis in the

environment. Repetition of tasks and experience

with similar situations help the practitioner

respond appropriately in an emergency (Broderick &

Ammentorp., L979; Calkin, & Gulbrândsen, 1978) 
"
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Baumann and Bourbonnais' (1982 ) study

reported that most decision making is straight
forward except when unexpected events occur "

Unexpected or untoward situations that erupt

spontaneously cause decision making to become more

complicated. These situations require clinicians
to have additional experience with unusual cases

and especially with distracting or misfitting cues

(Bordage, 1984).

The limits of decision analysis for
rapid decision making in ICU nursing was examined

in a study by Baumann and Deber (1989). Forty

nurses in two ICU's \¡rere asked to describe their
decisions for six pretested vignettes. Later ICU

charge nurses were asked to rate the nurses'

responses, using a Q-sort methodology. The

findings showed that the experts could not agree

on which alternatives vvere most appropriate. The

researchers concl-uded that the lack of mutually

exclusive alternatives, as well as the absence of

a gold standard to eval-uate outcomes, would appear

to preclude the use of decision analysis in
intensive care situations. The nature of a crisis
may impede the usefulness of a linear approach to

problem solving. Capturing how one makes a rapid
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decision in an emergency situation (i.e., crisis
decision making) is difficult to define (Baumann &

Deber, 1989 ) "

Henry ( 199la, l-991-b ) studied the ef f ects

of patient acuity on the decision making of

critical situations. Ventricular tachycardia

represented the high-acuity situation and atrial-
flutter the Iow. Clinical decision making was

measured by a proficiency score, and patient

outcome: cure or death. Experienced and

inexperienced nurses did not differ on the

proficiency score. However, inexperienced nurses

collected more data and cured fewer atrial flutter
simulations. Nurses certified in advanced cardiac

life support had higher proficiency scores, and

identified atrial flutter and ventricular
fibrillation with fewer data. ft was concluded

that ICU nurses with more experience and education

had a higher chance of identifying and responding

to critical cues regarding a life threatening and

non-Iife threatening dysrhythrnias more often than

did the inexperienced nurses.

In summary, the literature supports that

a mul-ti-faceted approach to research on decision

making has occurred in crilical care nursing. The
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studies examined contributions to a better

understanding of the way critical- care nurses made

decisions. They addressed the critical nature of

time and making decisions on the run. Two

variables vüere consistent throughout this
literature that had an influence on clinical
decision making: experience and knowledge or

educational- l-evel. StilI, little is known about

decision making behaviour in an emergency

situation. This study extends the exploration of

decision making to situations of high uncertainty,

and promotes the understanding of the processes

emergency nurses use in everyday work life.

Medicine and nursing both share conmon

ground. Medicine has studied decision making

extensively, especially the aspect of diagnostic

reasoning in cl-inical medical- practice. Due to

this close link, a review of the Iiterature

rel-ated to medical- decision making is presented.

Decision Making in Medicine

fn medicine, decision making is

associated with descriptive or normative

approaches to solving problems. The methods

distinguish among choices, chances and values.

These are incorporated into a systematic
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quantitative assessment of alternate actions

(Fineberg, 1984). Generally, medical- decision

making has been reported as involving the

specifications of options and outcomes, with

values attached to each. Expected values are

weighed and an optimal choice is made (Behn &

Vaupel I L9B2). This search for the optimal

solution is highly mathematical and is supported

to a great degree by the medical community since

it makes explicit the data on which a choice is
made (Kassirer, Moskowitz, Lau, & Pauker, l-1BT).

Research by Elstein, Shul-man and Sprafka

(1978) explored the clinical decision making

processes by physicians and medical_ students.

From these studies, ELstein and his associates

proposed a four stage model of diagnostic

reasoning. It includes: (1) attending to initial
cues; (2) activating hypothesis; (3) gathering

data to rul-e in or out; and (4) evaluating the

hypotheses.

In the initial studies, Elstein and

associates identified that there was a consistency

across subjects in the way the physician generated

an early hypothesis and gathered data to test the

hypothesis. Early hypothesis generation has been
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identified in other medical studies (Barrows &

Bennett, I972; Barrows & Tamblyn, 1980; Kassirer &

Gorry, I918; Norman, Tugwell, Feightner, Muzzin &

Jacoby, 1985). Information processing theory

describes early hypothesis generation as

"chunking" " This aids in space conservation in

the short term memory by clustering data into

familiar patterns (Elstein et âf., 1978). Another

finding purported that performance was not

generalizable across problems and that data

gathering skill-s transcended the types of

problems. These f indings \^7ere corroborated in

further studies by physicians (Berner I J-984,

Harasym et â1., I9B0).

Kuipers, Moskowitz and Kassirer (1988)

performed a study in which three MD's v/ere asked

to make important cl-inicaf decisions under

circumstances of risk and uncertainty. Strategies

used to sequence information in order to formul-ate

a decision were f ound to be simil-ar. The authors

concl-uded that the cognitive method for

formulating a decision appeared to be incremental,

breaking Lhe overall decision into pieces and

thereby making the task more manageable"
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Johnson, Kvrtz, Tom1inson, and Howe

(1986) examined the effect that unconscious

sociocultural- stereotyping have on clinical
decisions. Three entering cl-asses of medical-

students and forty physicians were shown a

videotape depicting five simul-ated patients"

Elements of positive and negative stereotypes were

incorporated and the subjects \À7ere asked to rate

each. The resul-ts suggested that the students and

the MDs attributed both positive and negative

characteristics to patients with l-ittle
justification on the basis of irrel-evant data,

such as attractiveness. The authors concluded

that stereotypic aeneralizations occur in practice

settings and they may cloud clinician's ability to

objectively make a clinical decision.

GaIe and Marsden (1982) looked at the

initial- period of contact with a probÌem

situation: i.e., prior to generation of the first
hypothesis. Students, house officers and staff
physicians with a mean of five years of cl-inical-

practice were studied. Although no description of

the thinking process could be concluded from this
study, it sTas found that problem solvers make

active interpretive ¡ oÍ evaluative responses to

clinical information as soon as it is encountered.
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The subjects vrere able to extrapolate from a

single piece of data to form an interpretation.
This is contrary to other studies that examine the

problem solving/decision making process of health

professionals (Barrows, & Bennett, l-972¡ Elstein,

Shulman, & Sprafka, L97B; Hammond, êt âf., 1967¡

Kassirer & Gorry, 1978; Neuf el-d, Norman,

Feightner, & Barrows, 198I1; Tanner, €t â1.,

1988 ) .

In medicine, a presence of a "gold

standard'r is important in decision making. A gold

standard comes from concrete evidence or by an

expert's opinion. The expert develops criteria
and acceptable reference standards on which to

base a decision (Baumann & Deber, 1989; Cebul, &

Beck, I985).

Decision analysis has been a popular

choice for medicine when studying decision making

processes of physicians and medical students.

Most of the work has utilized the mathematical

approach to making an informed educated guess.

Bayesr Theorem and Utility Theory considers

maximal probability or the strongest likelihood of

the occurrence of an event. The purpose of u-sing

Bayesian inference is to give a patient's
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condition a probability rating, and not to regard

every disease as equally probable (Bandrnan &

Bandman, 19BB). Thus, the practitioner would

start with the simplest, most conmon hypotheses

then proceed to test more complex hypothesis as

simpler hypotheses are ruled out" Many medical

studies have used this method to explore high risk

decisions made in conditions of uncertainty

(AIbert, 1978; Fineberg, 1984; Pauker & Kassirer,

1987; Kassirer et â1., L9B7; Weinstein & Fineberg,

1980). Major criticism of these studies include:

(I) Probl-ems with high risk will- have an

accepted decision criterion -- to choose

the alternative that maximized a

positive outcome;

(2) Accuracy of estimation is a problem.

The estimates are based on clinical

studies, the gold standard and a

"sensitivity analysis" which wil-l-

produce a variety of probabilities;

(3) The problem of what to do when the

results do not "fee1 right";
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(4) Studies have shown that physicians

decisions are based on a rough

assessment of probabilities, which are

less than accurate. It has been

concluded that neither students or

physicians strategize using a Bayesian

methodology to reduce uncertainty

(McGuire, 1985); and

(5) The limitations of time, cost, and

expertise to undergo an analysis

precludes this method as being realistic

and it does not generate maximum

tangible benefits.

Factors influencing the decision making

process of physicians have been reported to be:

education (Neufeld et â1., I9BI)' experience

( Barrovls & Tambl-yn, 1980 ) ; Elstein et âf . , I97B ¡

Kassirer & Gorry, 197B; McGuire, 1985) and

thorough knowÌedge of the field (Barrol^¡s &

Feltovich, I9B7). The attributes of knowledge and

experience to medical- decision making ability

rel-ates to a great degree to findings discussed in

the nursing literature.
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fn sunmary, medicine has studied the

decision making processes exclusively from the

perspective of the rationalistic paradigm (Tanner,

1987)" As a consequence, the research suggestive

of the existence of a universal problem solving
method is debated (Berner , l-9B4) " fnformation

processing theory, hypothetico-deductive inquiry
and decision analysis aII are in its infancy and

have yet to address contextual concerns and

issues. Barro\^ls and Feltovich (L987 ) criticize
the use of structured situations because they do

not represent the real world. Studying

participants in their real- setting, encountering

every day problems, would lead to a better
understanding of the way physicians make complex

decisions in actual practice.

The previous literature demonstrates

that nursing and medicine have striking
simil-arities in the way both groups solve

problems. Not only do both nursing and medicine

experience the same cognitive processes but also
factors influencing decision making and the

problems encountered were reported as similar in
nature" Therefore, this study witl contribute to
the existing knowledge held by nursing and

medicine regarding decision making processes.
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Further, it will- all-ov,r both f ields to appreciate

the movement from the rational-istic to the

phenomenological paradigm when a different l-evel-

of discourse regarding the complexities of the

decision making process is reached.

Decision Making and the Science of Administration

Administration and economic sciences

have been highly involved in studying the nature

of decision making in unstructured situations.
Since the investigator required an understanding

of decision making in uncertainty, this section of

the literature review explored management research

that addressed decision making in "ill-structured"
situations "

Research by ÈfacCrimmon and Taylor (1987)

report that in organizations, most of the

important decision problems are of an ilI-

structured variety (l{acCrimmon & Taylor I l-9B7).

They found that factors contributed to the itl-
structuredness of the environment were:

uncertaintyr compJ-exity and conflict. Research

into organization-Ieve1 decision making identified
four model-s: the systems analysis model-" the
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Carnegie model, the incremental- decision process

model, and the "garbage can model" (McMillan,

1980; Nutt, L976) 
"

The systems approach to decision making

employes a mathematical and statistical technique

to solve urgent, large scale problems beyond an

individual decision maker's scope. Quantitative
representations of alternative solutions and

probability of each one solving the problem are

developed using devices such as linear
programming, Bayesian statistics, PERT charts and

other analytical- devices (Daft, I9B6). For

example, multi-attribute analysis tends to be a

method used in order to study decision making when

the problem is too complicated for human

processing (Daft, 1986).

Systems analysis also produces failures
(Leavitt, J-975; Grayson, 1973). It was reported

by Daft and Vtiginton, (L979) that the computer

based scanning systems provide valuable abundant

data but only about tangible, measurable factors.

Tangible informal cues that indicate the existence

of many problems have to be sensed on a personal

l-eveI. The authors concluded that the important

role of systems analysis is to act as a supplement
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to managerial decisions; the final decision wil-1

include qualitative factors as well as

quantitative calculations "

The Carnegie model of organizational

decision making is based on the work of Cyert,

March, and Simon (I963). Until their work,

research in economics assumed that business firms

made decisions as a single entity. Research by

the Carnegie group indicated that organizational

1evel decisions invol-ve many managers. The final

choice was based on a coalition among management.

Daft (I986) reports that coal-itions

prove to be necessary for two reasons:

1) organizational goals are often ambiguous and

inconsistent; and 2) individual managers are

intendedly rational, but function with human

cognitive limitations. A coalition will reduce

uncertainty by encouraging an exchange of all the

known information among the stakeholders" The

managers will be concerned with ímmediate problems

and short run solutions. They engage in what

Cyert and March ( 1963 ) refer to as problemistic

search. Problemistic search means that managers

look around in the immediate environment for a

satisfactory solution to quickly resol-ve the
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problem. Managers do not expect a perfect

solution when the situation is i1I-defined and

conflict laden. This contrasts with the systems

analysis approach, which assumes that analysis can

uncover every reasonable alternative" According

to the Carnegie model, search behaviour is just

sufficient to produce a satisfactory sol-ution and

managers will adopt the first satisfactory
solution that emerges. Search procedures are

usually simple and al-ternatives are already

outlined in policy and past routine. Ru1es and

procedures prevent the need for renewed coal-ition-
formation.

Mintzberg and associates (L976)

approached organizational decision making from a

different perspective. They identified twenty-

five decisions made in organizations, and traced

the events associated with these decisions from

the beginning Lo end. This research identified
each step in the decision sequence. This model is
calIed the incremental decision process model_.

This approach to decision making placed more

emphasis on the sequence of activities undertaken

than the political and social factors" One of the

inportant discoveries reported from this research

is that major organizational choices are usuafly a
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series of smal-l- choices that combine to produce a

major decision. Mintzberg and his associates

found that organizations move through several_

deeision points and hit barriers called "decision
interrupts". The investigators state that
decision loops are one lvay the organization l-earns

what works and what does not.

The pattern of decision phases reported

by Mintzberg (I976) are similar to what has been

discussed previously by the other professions:

i.e., nursing and medicine. The identification
phase begins with recognition of a problem. The

second step is "diagnosis", which is where more

information is gathered if needed to define the

problem. Several problems do not have time for
extensive diagnosis. The response must be

immediate "

The developmental phase is when the

response is shaped by the problem defined in the

identification phase. The development of a

solution takes one of two directions. A search

procedure may be used to seek out standard

solutions and alternatives in the current

repertoire. Another direction described is to

"desJ.gn" a custom solution. This occurs when the
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problem is novel and the previous experience has

no val-ue. Mintzberg et àL. , f ound in these cases

that the key decision makers have only a vague

idea of the ideal solution. Gradual-l-y by trial
and error a solution evolves. Development of a

solution is a groping, incremental- process"

The "selectj-on" phase is when the

solution is chosen. Selection is not a choice

among alternatives as an evaluation of the single

alternative that seems feasible.

Mintzberg and his associates also

describe dynamic factors that infl-uence decision

making. They include, timingr politics,

disagreement among managers, inability to identify
an appropriate alternative or to implement the

solution, turnover of managers, or sudden

appearance of a new alternative"

Mintzberg and his associates concluded

that decision making is a dynamic process that may

require a number of cycles before a problem is
sol-ved. The process is seldom linear and is
infl-uenced by factors in and out of managers

control "
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Lindbl-om, in a series of articles (1959,

1965, 1968), presents a view of decision maker

that supplements that of the Carnegie Group ( 1963 )

and Mintzberg's (f972) research. He presents

"dis joint incrementalism" (simply cal-1ed the

science of "muddling through" ) as a decision

making strategy. Lindblom attacks the economist's

rational or synoptic approach. In Lindblom's

opinion, the rational approach fails because it
does not recognize man's inabiJ-ity to cope with

complex problems, the lack of information, the

cost of analysis, the problems of timing, and the

difficul-ties of stating realistic goaIs.

Lindblom states that decision makers act

in a remedial fashion, moving a\"ray from ilIs
rather than toward goals. Only marginal

alternatives are considered and few consequences

are considered" He states that managers act in

serial t of stepwise fashion, making an incremental

change, interpreting the feedback, making another

change, and so on.

The garbage can model- is one of the more

recent model-s of organizational decision processes

(Cohen, March ç Ol-sen, 1972). This model is

different from the others described because it
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pertains to the overall pattern of decisions,
rather than to the sequence involved with a singre
decision. This model \^¡as designed to explain the
pattern of decision making in organizations that
experience very high uncertainty. Cohen, March,

and Olsen (L972) called the exLremely uncertain
conditions an "organized anarchy". Their study
purports that organized anarchies have three

characteristics .

Problematic Preferences: alternatives,
solutions, and goals are i11 defined.

Ambiguity characterized each aspect of a

decision process.

Unclear, PoorIy Understood Technology:

Cause and effect rel_ationships are

difficult to identify. The knowledge

base that applies to decisions are

unclear.

Fluid participation: Organizational

rol-es experience turnover of
participation. The organization is
energy poor " Employees are busy and

I.

2.

)
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have l-imited time to allocate to any one

problem or decision. participation in
any one decision will be fl_uid and

limited.

The organized anarchy described by

Cohen, I4arch, and Olsen (Ig7 2 ) depicts

organizations characterized by rapid change. The

garbage can model is useful for understanding some

types of decision making in all organizations.
The model emphasizes that the decision making

process is not a sequential endeavor that beings

with a problem and ends with a solution. Rather,

the probl-em identification and probÌem sol_ution

stages may never connect to each other. The

reason problems and solutions are not connected is
that the decisions are outcomes of independent

streams of events within the organization (March &

Romelaer , 1976\. The importance of the concept

proposed by March and Romelaer is that the pattern
of decision making takes on a random quality.

"The organization is like a large garbage can that
is being stirred" (March & Romelaer, Lg76|

p. 254). Organization members are intentionally
rational, but events are so il1 defined and

complex that decisionsr problems, and solutions
are independent. Four consequences of the garbage
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can decision process as reported by Coheno March,

and Olsen are:

l. Solutions are proposed even when

problems do not exist;

2" Choices are made without solving
problems and under conditions of high

uncertainty the choice may be incorrect;

3. Problems may persist without being

sol-ved; and

4. A few problems are solved.

The garbage can model of decision making

suggests that 1evels of uncertainty within the

organizational- environment impact on the way

decisions are processed. For this research, it
was important to explore the notion of uncertainty
as it relates to environment and decision making.

Daft (1986) outlines the concept of
environmental- uncertainty. He states that the

patterns and events in the environment can be

described aJ-ong six dimensions, such as whether

the environment is stable versus unstable,
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homogeneous versus heterogeneous, concentrated

versus dispersed, simple versus complex, the

extent of turbulence, and the amount of resources

avail-able to support the environment. He states
that these characteristics reduce to two themes:

1) the need for information; and Z) the need for
resources. This review wil_l focus on the theme"

need for information.

According to Duncan (L972) uncertainty
means that decision makers do not have information
about environmental_ factors, and they have a

difficult time predicting external changes.

Uncertainty increases the risk of failure for
actions, and makes it difficult to compute costs

and probabiliLies associated with decision

aLternatives (Dess & Beard, L9B4; Duncan I Lg72) 
"

Characteristics of the environment domain that
influence uncertainty were sunmar ized, along two

domains by Dess and Beard (1984). Those

dimensions were outlined as the extent to which

the external environment is simple or complex, and

the extent to which events are stable or unstable.

Environmental complexity was described

by Jurkovich (I974j, and refers to heterogeneity,

or the number of external elements that are
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relevant to an organizations' operations. In a

complex environment, a large number of diverse

external elements wiÌ1 interact with and influence
the organization. In a simple environment as few

as two or three can influence the organization.

The stable unstable dimension refers
to whether the elements in the environment are

dynamic (Dess & Beard, 1984). An environmental

domain is stable if it remains Lhe same over a

period of months to years. Under unstabl_e

conditions, environmental elements shift abruptly.
Instability may occur when people react with
aggressive moves and counter moves. Unpredictable

events create an unanticipated reaction and wil_l_

cause hyperturbulence (McCann & Selsky, l_984).

Duncan (I972) developed a framework for
assessing environmental uncertainty. fn the

simple, stable environment uncertainty is 1ow.

There are only a few external el_ements to contend

with and they tend to remain stable" The complex,

stable environment represents greater uncertainty.
A larger number of el-ements have to be scanned and

analyzed. External elements do not change rapidly
or unexpectedly in the environment.
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Even greater uncertainty exists in the

simple" unstabl-e environment. Rapid change

creates uncertainty for managers (Tung I IgTg) 
"

Even though the organization has few external
elements, they are hard to predict, and they react

unexpectedly. The greatest uncertainty occurs in
the complex, unstable environment. A Iarge number

of el-ements impinge upon the organization, and

they shift frequently or react strongly. When

several sectors change simultaneously, the

environment becomes turbulent (McCann & Sel_sky,

r984 ) .

Thompson (1987) conceptualized the

organizaLion as a "technical_ core" surrounded by

"buffering departments". The buffering
departments help to absorb the uncertainty from

the environment. Jemison (1984) describes

"boundary spanning roles" as tinks that coordinate

the organization. The boundary role establishes a

relationship with individuals and organizations in
the environment. By carrying information back and

forth between environment and organization, plans

and activities can be coordinated and uncertainty
reduced. Jemison found that boundary spanning

rol es, serve two purposes:
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1"

2.

to detect and process i
changes in the externaL

nformation about

environment; and

to represent the organization to the

environment.

Boundary spanning roles concentrate on

information, and, hence, serve an overlapping

function with buffer departments that transfer
materials, resources, services, and money between

the environment and the organization. They also

serve as personnel who scan and monitor events in
the environment domain in order to keep current
about environmental changes" As the environment

becomes complex and unstable, the organization
needs a larger number of buffers and boundary

spanners. The high uncertain environment is the

most difficult environment from a management

perspective due to the multitude of ever changing

variabl-es (Tung , I979) .

fn sunmary, four decision making models

\,\7ere reviewed from research in administrative
studies. The single most important ideas emerging

from this review was related to the overwhelming

impact of the external- environment on management

uncertainty and organizational_ functioning. The
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literature captured the implications for
organizational design and action due to the change

and the complexity within the environmental

domain.

Conclus ion

This section of the chapter, referred to
as an Epistemologic Matrix, includes a review of
studies grounded in cognitive psychology that
focused on the strategies of decision making, and

a summary of research findings related to decision
making in Nursing, Medicine and Administrative
Studies.

The researcher reviewed the literature
with two goals in mind: (l) in order to gain an

understanding of the decision making process that
emergency nurses may employ in the emergency

setting, and (2) to help the investigator with the

technique of bracketing. The investigator met

both of the goals during and following the

l-iterature review.
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CHAPTER TEREE

Methodology

Study Design

Phenomenology is an inductive,
descriptive research method (Omery, l_983). The

ethos of the method is to portray the human

experience as it actually occurs in living a life.
I'It should be recognized that the intent of this
method is not to build grand theories of nursing

but to understand the lived experience of people,'

(Anderson, I989, p. 25). Further,
phenomenological research is a human science which

strives to I'interpret and understand,' rather than

to 'robserve and explain" (Bergum, t9B9 ) .

Expertise in complex human decision

making such as in nursing practice makes the

interpretation of clinical situations possible"
The knowledge embedded in this clinical expertise
is eentral to the advancemenL of nursing practice
and to the development of nursing science (Benner,

1984)" Thusr phenomenology was sel-ected for this
study because it has the potential to capture the
practice of emergency nurses. According to Omery

(1983),. phenomenological research methods are most

appropriate when the researcher is trying to
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understand the rived experience of individuals in
context. Other reasons for choosing phenomenology

in this study include: (1) data gathered in this
study incl-ude all avail_abl-e phenomena; subjective
meanings that experiences hol_d for participants
(Oiler , :-982); (2) phenomenological researchers

need understand both the cognitive subjective
perspective of the person who has the experience

and the effect that perspective has on the lived
experience or behaviour of that individual
(Speigelberg, L965); and (3) phenomenology

provides an opportunity to interpret complex

phenomena, such as emergency nurses' practice
within their contextual setting (Anderson, l-9g9;

Heidegger, L962) .

Many researchers who support and promote

the phenomenological method for the social
sciences prefer not to restrict the approach to a

structured methodology or sequence of steps

(Giorgi, I970; Morris, L977; Omery, 1983;

SpeigelbêtSr I970). Therefore, this researcher

did not develop a set of rigid steps, but rather
proceeded as the direction of the experience

indicated without restrictions of a structure.
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The research design was based on

Heideggerian phenomonology. Heidegger believed
that human beings are constituted by their
interpretations, which are always based on

background meanings within a cultural context
(Hoeller, 19BB). The background for
interpretation rests upon skilIs, practices,
assumptions and cultural mores (Dreyfus, 1995).

The goals of the interpretation are: to uncover

patterns and themes; to make the commonplace

visible and understood; and to offer plausible
explanation (Sandelowski, Davis & Harris, I9B9).
fn order to obtain the understanding of the human

experience, a particular viewpoint within the
paradigm of phenomenology was chosen, that of
heurmeneutics.

Writings of Heidegger and Gadamer

describe heurmeneutics as an encounter with Being

through language and they raise questions as to
the relationship of language to understanding,

historyr êxistence, and reality (palmer, f969)"
Heidegger states: "Discourse is the meaningful

articulation of the understandabl_e structure of
being-in-world" (p" 204)" A heurmeneutical

approach focuses on the attempt to achieve a sense

of the meaning that others give to their own
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situation through an interpretive understanding of
their language, art, gestures and politics (Smith,

1983 ) ,

Heurmeneutics is a system of
interpretation (Ricoeur, t_gBt_ ) . Interpretation is
an attempt to make cl-ear or to make sense of an

object of study (Taylor , I97g). The object of
study must be a text or text analogue. A text is
any discourse (conversation or speech) transcribed
into written word. Behaviours and actions
described in writing are considered to be text-
anaJ-ogue (Ricoeur, l_9BI).

The task of this study was to describe

one Lype of human phenomena: i.e., emergency

nursing. The purpose of the heurmeneutical

description is to achieve understanding through

interpretation of the phenomena under study. It
is the written description of the phenomena (text
and text analogue) that is the object of
interpretation (Allen and Jensen" 1990)"

As a research paradigm, the approach of
phenomenological heurmeneutics is an expression of
a particular ontological and epistemological view

(Fentont 1987). It is the approach Lhat embraces
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critical feminist and philosophical beliefs
(Diekelmann, 1991; Kagan-Krieger, L99I¡

MacPherson, 1983)" This method gave definition to
the conception and the process of this
investigative effort.

In a phenomenological or naturalistic
sense, the lived experience is the ,,ordinary" \day

in which we perceive reality (Ermath I I}TB).
Benner (l-985, p. 6) states,

To understand l-ived through
experience is to go beyond the
taken for granted aspects of
1ife. It is to uncover
meanings in everyday practices
in such a v,lay that they are
not destroyed, distorted,
decontextualized, Lrivial_ized
or sentimental-ized". This
investigation is aimed at
clarifying individual nurses
realities in an effort to
understand the "know how"
embedded within the practice
of emergency nursing"

Physical- Setting

The study took place in the Emergency

Department at the Health Sciences Centre,

Winnipeg, I,fanitoba. The Health Sciences Centre is
1060 bed, tertiary care, university affiliated
teaching hospital. The emergency department

employs 34 fuIl time and 28 part-time registered
nurses. The census of the emergency department
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averages approximately I50 patients daily" The

department has a "bed" capacity of 25 and is
divided into five care areas. They include:

Triage, Primary Care, Observation, Acute Care, and

Resuscitation (Appendix I). The researcher

observed nurses working in the triage, acute and

resuscitation areas of the emergency department.

The participants stated that this would capture

the I'kno\¡7 ho\ry"' of the emergency nurse better than

the other areas l-isted (i.e. prímary care;

observation).

Participants and Participant Selection

A purposive sample was drawn from

volunteers who are registered nurses in the

emergency department at the Health Sciences Centre

(HSC). ELhicaI approval was granted from the

Nursing Ethical- Review Committee at the University
of Manitoba, Faculty of Nursing and the Health

Sciences Centre Research Foundation.

One month prior to contacting the staff,
the investigator met with the Head Nurse and

obtained a list of all- the nurses who met the

inclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria
included: (1) must be an R.N. working in the
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emergency department at HSC and, (2) must provide

direct patient care for more than 15 hours a week.

Excluded for the study were those Rn's who worked

l-ess than a .5 of a full- time position.

A letter of invitation (Appendix D) v/as

sent to al-I of the nurses who were eligible,
inviting them to be a participant in the study.
The investigator also posted an invitation in the

nursesr l-unch room stating the criteria and asking
for volunteers. participation in the study was

voJ-untary. The final_ sample sel-ection became the
first six individuals who contacted the

investigator over a three week period.

Data Collection Methods

Within one month of agreeing to
participate in this study, each participant was

contacted by telephone to arrange for a suitabl_e

time and location to meet in order to review the
ethical nature of the study and to obtain their
signature on the consent form. Not only did this
meeting serve to establish the beginning of a

rel-ationship it became an opportune time for
arranging a f iel-dv,'ork schedule with each

participant.
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The Researcher as the Instrument

The participants $rere the primary source

of data for the study and the investigator the

primary "instrumentr'. phenomenologically based

nursing research should be grounded in the

clinical- expertise and experience of the nurse

conducting the research (Holden, 1991).

According1-y, T obtained an essential description
of the participants l_ived human experience,

developing relationships in which I intensively
studied relatively few participants (six)"

To deal with internal issues of bias, I
"bracketed out" the self, by examining

prejudgments and commitments so as to be a
receptor of the phenomena. Speigelberg (I975) and

Glaser and Strauss (I967 ) stated that the

researcher need be totally unbiased ancl free of
bounded rationality. To explore the literature
may influence the researcher and coul_d l_ead to
contaminated data (paterson ç Zderad, Lg76) 

"

Others (Davis, l-97B: Benner, 19B4; Ray, l_985; and

Schilder, 1989) suggest that the researcher needs

to know something about the area in question in
order to see the phenomena in existence. This
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researcher embraced the importance of bracketing
to ensure that the data remains as true as

possible to the lived experience of the

participants. Research done by others that is
reviewed before studying informants is a

legitimate attempt to bracket personal biases by

examining others' descriptions and empirical
instances of the phenomenon under study ( Swanson-

Kauffman and Schonwald, 19Bg).

The investigator's expertise in the

practice of emergency nursing expedited the entire
process of data coll_ection and anatysis by:

quickly unraveling the complexities of the

emergency culture; early detection of emergency

data matrices; early detection of recurring
cl-usters; and effectively focusing in on emergency

themes and subthemes.

Participant Observation

"Participant observation is l-ike a
dance. Knowing when and how to
move, when to be still_, and how togracefully recover when somebody,s
toes get stepped on are central to
a smooth operation. "

( Strasser, 1989 ) .
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McCal-I and Simmons (1969 ) state that it
is probably misleading to regard participant
observation as a single method. These authors

refer to participant observation as a

characteristic blend or
combination of methods and
techniques involving some
amount of social interaction
in the field with the
participants of the study,
some direct observation of the
relevant events, some formal
and informal interviewing,
some systematic counting, some
col-lection of documents, and
open-endedness in the
direction the study takes

(p. 1).

The investigator's experiences with
participant observation reflect the same phenomena

as McCall and Simmons describe.

Three to six four hour bl_ocks of time

per shift were scheduled with each participants.
Due to the irregularities of the partícipants,
shift work, the investigator spent more time

engaged in fieldwork activities than originally
planned. The proposed time was for three months,

beginning the sunmer of 1990, ending the fall of
1990. Fietdwork was completed by the end of the

spring of l-991.
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As an observer, the investigator
observed and recorded data that were perceived in
order to understand each situation. The

investigator engaged in three different types of
observation: descriptive, focused and selective
(Spradley, 1980). Underlying each of these forms

of observation, a mode of inquiry existed which

vùas based on asking questions" The basic unit of
inquiry was the question-observation (Spradley,

1980). The types of questions included:

descriptive, structural-, contrast, and stimulated
recal-1 techniques (Appendix H) . AlI types of
guestions were asked concurrently and

spontaneously as situations arose. At times,
questions had to be asked after the fact since
patient care could not be interrupted. This

caused a barrier to communication as a delay

blurred the nurses' ability to remember feelings,
and at times facts. They sometimes stated that
they could not remember even when prompted.

The record of the participants' and the

investigator's experiences consist of fieldnotes.
Fieldnotes foll-owed Spradley's (I979) guided

format. It included a field journal_ and an

analysis and interpretation personal journal.
Each participant hras al-l-ocated a separate notebook
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with a designated code number. This process

ensured confidential_ity when the participants
reviewed their own fiel-dnotes. The field journal
contained records of experiences, ideas,

confusions, problems, and breakthroughs that arose

during f ierd work. The personar- journal incr-uded

reactions to subjects and others, analysis and

interpretations of experiences, and data sensed

from the environment.

Interviewing

Research has identified limitations of
conducting interviews using the traditional
rationalistic paradigm of scientific inquiry
(Harding & O'Barr, 1986; Oakley, l_9BI; Vùebb,

1984). The interview process traditionally has

been a controlled, detached, and structured
process where the interviewer was perceived as

owing power and holding specific knowledge

(Anderson, 1991; Macpherson, 19g3).

This research was to rely on the l_ived

experience of the participants. The interview was

to have captured their narratives; their stories
of their experiences" A traditional structured
interview would not have fit with the
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phenomenological method nor the phenomenologic

philosophy. It al_so woul_d not have fostered the
wholeness of the particípants' experience:

This conceptualization of
human beings as narrators and
of their products as texts to
be interpreted constitutes apotentially critical moment
for nursing because it
reveals, and suggests
sol-utíons for analytic
problems that have typically
been disguised in conventional
theory-and-method debates
about objectivity and validity
(Sandelowski, 199ì-, p. 161).

Open-ended, minimally structured
interviews were planned with each participant
(Appendix A) following the participant observation
experience. The participants were asked to come

to the investigator's office where there was

privacy and quiet. The participant and the

investigator faced each other and had direct eye

contact. The atmosphere \^¡as not stressf uI f or the
participant nor the investigator. A rapport had

been established earlier in relationship,
occurring during the participant observation phase

of the study.

At the beginning of the interview, the

participant was asked to hand in a biographical
demographic questionnaire (Appendix B) given at
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the beginning of the participant observation
phase. This questionnaire incruded information
related to age" educational_ background, work

experience, and likes and disl_ikes related to the
emergency department.

participants were informed at the time
of the initial contact that the interview wourd

take approximately one to one and a half hours.
The researcher asked their permission to tape
record the interview. Generally, the interviews
varied in tength from ress than one hour to one

and a half hours. participants \¡rere unanimous in
their consent to have the interview taped.

The open ended questionnaire sought

answers from the respondents that expressed their
unique thoughts. This strategy left the
participant the freedom to express him/herself
with fewer limits imposed by the researcher
(Hul1ey & Cumrnings, I9BB).

A significant aspect of the interview
process became the use of stories to irluminate
particular situations that the participant had

encountered. The researcher \,vas familiar with
this perspective since the participants told the
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investigator many of their "war stories,'during
the fiel-dwork experience. Story segments and the

emotion that accompanied many provided a rich
contextual- basis representing a "whole" of the

lived experience. The segments became the story
of the emergeney nursing experience, a moment in
time caught forever and availabte for study.

According to Body (19BB)" in the nursing story"
there is an indivisibl_e unity of the person who is
experiencing and the object or subject of that
person's experience (p. l-26). The participants,
stories naturally serve as an exquisite source for
understanding the content of emergency nursing.
Stories call to mind the commonal_ities of nursing

situations as wel] as the beauty and uniqueness of
each (Boykin & Schoenhofer, l99I).

Interviewing was particuJ_arIy productive
in helping to clarify, validate and expand upon

what had been observed by the investigator. The

intervie\d was deemed best placed after the

participant-observation phase since the rapport

had already been established over time and a base

of trust \das present. Consequently, the

interviews were considerably more intense and

personal than they may have otherwise been.
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The Researcher Participant Relationship

The researcher bel_ieves that the duality
of participant observation and the open-ended

interview enhanced the schol-arship of the study.

This form of methodological triangulation is most

appropriate when studying complex concepts that
contain many dimensions (Mitchel1, 1986). The

combination of two dissimilar methods created the
potential for counterbalancing the flaws or

weaknesses of one method with the strengths of
another. In the study, counterbalance was

evident" During the interviews, participants
expressed that one area of weakness was the

activity of patient teaching. All participants
expressed that this area was not attended to
adequately. On observation the researcher found

that patient teaching lvas fragmented and did not

follow the traditional format 1aid out in a text.
If the interview had been the only source of data"

then val-uable information that only the context

could supply would have been lost or not found.

The phenomenological epistomological

tenet provide the foundations for the approach.

This approach l-ead the researcher to establ-ish an

authentic rel-ationship (Conners, 19BB) with the
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participants" The authenticity and the ability of
the researcher to become engaged in the process,

rather than hiding in the rol_e of researcher, made

up a crucial- component of the study. It l_ead to
an ongoing investigation of personal experiences,

intentions, expectations, and prejudices in the

context of the research endeavor. Rowles (1988)

describes the essence of this methodology as a

"quest for authenticity". Due to this quest, this
research became coll-aborative in nature involving
co-ownership and shared po$Jer with respect to the

process and to the product of the research. The

nature of the rel-ationship established by "being
there" helped to preclude the possibility of
imposing the investigator's perspective on the

participants. It lvas understood that the

participants and the researcher co-created the

situation under study. The researcher tried to
create a context of reciprocity. It !{as explained

to the participants that the fieldwork and the

interview provided an opportunity for exchange of
information. The researcher believed that it
would be deceitful and exploitive if the study

simply used the participants as a means of data

collection and had given back nothing to them. As

an expert in the emergency nursing arena, the

investigator had access to wider information than
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the participants and it was not justifiable
keeping it silent. Consequently, the researcher

fel-t a sense of responsibility to the

participants. When the participants spoke of
deficiencies in the system, the investigator
suggested a course of action. Vùhen the

participants asked for information regarding care,
the researcher provided them with articles. When

the participants needed empathy, the researcher

tried to provide the necessary support.

Participant-observation and the

interview process provided the chance for mutual

consciousness raising and working together to
challenge the system in order to provoke change.

During the study, the researcher,s consciousness

was raised in relation to the val_ue of nursing and

the sense of despair that the participants held

for their work situation. This knowledge has had

an influence on the researcher; increased respect

for the value of qualitative research since it
reveals for the first time the real_ Iife and work

experience of the emergency nurse" That is, it
clarifies the unique nature of the emergency

cl-inician in context.
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The researcher knows that an intimate
rapport would not exist in the absence of:
investment of sel-f , sharing and giving

information, advice and support whenever there was

a need or opportunity, and striving to make the

study meaningful and useful to the nurses without
breaching ethical codes. This journey inLo

uncharted territory was frightening and confusing
for me as a novice researcher. The experience

would have been enhanced if there had been access

to a support group. Other more experienced

researchers, such as the researcher's advisor,
helped to provide Lhe investigator witn advice and

a climate for sharing problems, conceptual

difficul-ties, awkward situations encountered in
the f ield, ner,v methods, successes and fail_ures and

standards of excel_Ience for comparison.

Data Anal-ysis and Interpretation

Benner (1983) suggests that studying
practical knowledge resembles the interpretation
of a text. The demographic questionnaire, the

transcribed text and text analogue, and the

personal journal comprise the text. Data

collection, analysis, and verification and the

development of an understanding occurred

simultaneousty throughout the research study
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(Sandelowski" Davis, & Harris, f9B9) " All data

col-lected in this study stems from an interaction
between the inquirer and the participant. Data

analysis in this research included elements of

constant comparative anal-ysis, which is a method

often used in naturalistic inquiry (GÌaser and

Strauss , 1967; Lincol-n & Guba, 1985).

The technique of constant comparison

(Atwood & Hinds, 1986; Brykczynski, 1985;

Diekelmann, L992; Duffy c Hedin, 19BB; Hoffart,
1991; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Mitchell, l-986;

Munhall & OiJ-er, 1986; Paterson, 1991;

Sandelowski, 1986; Sarter, 1988; Sprad1ey, L979)

was used to discover the clusters, themes and

subthemes embedded within the data.

The initial step in the process of

analysis occurred during the data gathering phase

itself. The investigator attempted to clarify and

understand the participants' behaviours as

thoroughly as possible. In transcribing the data,

further cfarification resul-ted from consulting the

personal journals that had been kept during the

f iel-d work experiences.
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The reflection which occurred with each

participant \.^Jas also a step in a quest for meaning

and promoted criticat thinking about what was

seen, heard, and felt. Data analysis occurred

throughout the process of data corlection since it
involved a systematic process of searching for
common meaning" f'ocusing on emerging el_ements

during fieldwork scenarios and during the

interview provided an opportunity to explore in
greater detail- those areas which were of
particular concern with each participant.

Analysis of the data began with
substantive coding (Sandelowski, Davis & Harris,
19BB)" substantive coding is an initiar reduction
of data where the substance of the data is
summarized without imposing an interpretation on

the data. Substantive coding al_so incl_udes

reading the data in its entirety without

imposition of theoretical construction.
(Sandelowski, Davis, & Harris, IgBB). Data

matrices (Miles & Huberman, f9B4) were developed

from the text and text analogue. The researcher

went through the transcript and underlined

significant words and phrases in order to identify
the data matrices. By applying a process of
constant comparison of the data matricesr conùnon
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clusters were identified. The clusters identified
incl-ude: (1) experiencing and knowing; (Z) human

condition; (3) having concern and compassion;

(4) communicating, verbal/nonverbal; (5) teaching

and coaching; (6) being the in between;

(7) systems tracking; (B) order and structure;
(9) chaos, complexity and uncertainty; and

(10) decision making in uncertain conditions.

As stated previously, the technique of
constant comparison was used in order to identify
the common underlying phenomena within the data.

This method of constant comparison was used again

to discover the core categories or unified
grounded themes that grew out of the clusters.
This method involved moving back and forth among

the data matrix to the cl-usters to the themes to
clarify the presence, variation, and absence of a

pattern. The themes that emerged from this
process include: 1" Knowing; 2. Care and Care

l{ork; and 3. The Human-Environment Relationship.

The unified grounded themes were broken

into subthemes in order to define their geneses.

Under the theme, Knowing, the following subthemes

emerged: 1. knowing the environment; knowing the

patient, knowing the family, knowing the system,
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knowing the subculture and knowing the technology;

2. knowing yourself ; and 3. other t{ays of knowing.

Under the theme, Care and Care Work, the following
subthemes emerged: I. caring in context;
2" intentionality; 3. the in between; 4. quantum

caring; 5" reciprocity; and 6. time and helping.
The final- theme identified is The Human-

Environmental Relationship. Within this theme,

the subthemes that emerged included: I. chaos;

and 2. order.

The identified themes \,\rere checked and

revised and checked again until_ the investigator
felt reasonably certain saturation had occurred.

This circul-ar process, where interpretation of the

text leads to further interpretation, is referred
to by Taylor (I979) as the 'rheurmeneutical

circl-e". An example of this saturation process

occurred when refining the clusters: (l) Chaos,

Uncertainty, and Complexity; and (Z) Order and

Structure. During the study, it was evident that
the participants held an affinity to the emergency

environment. Many behaviours suggested that the
participants were at times oblivious to the

erupted chaos around them. The transcripts often
contained reference to situations or diatogue that
reflected the connectedness with their
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environment" This revelation ]ead the

investigator to ask many questions during the

interview that woul-d help to understand this
emerging relationship. The participants were

asked to discuss the physical environment as well
as how they related to the emotional_ environment.

ft became apparent that the participants linked
structure and chaos together. Chaos could be

controlled by structuring the environment. As the

uncertainty and comprexity within the environment

increased, so did the participants, need for
structure and control. After much del_iberation,

the final resul-t \"/as the development of a theme

entitled rrThe Human-Environment Rel_ationship".

Establishing Rigor in the Study

Lincoln and Guba (1985) describe issues

related to trustworthiness under four criteria
that are used to establish tests of rigor in
qualitative research: (t) truth value;

(2) applicability; (3) consistency; and

(4) neutrality. These factors wilI be discussed

individually as they relate to the study.
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Truth Value

The truth val_ue of a qualitative
ínvestigation resides in the discovery of the

human experiences as they are lived and perceived

by the subject (Sandelowski, l_986)" Therefore,

truth is subject-oriented, not research defined.
Lincol-n and Guba (I985) suggest that credibility
be the criterion against which truth val_ue of
qualitative research be evaluated. The

credibility of the findings were enhanced because

of the prolonged engagement the investigator had

with the participants during data collection.
This concentrated effort lead to rich description
and interpretation of the participant,s
experiences. This rich translation was enhanced

by application of multiple triangulation
techniques. Data trianguJ_ation is the process of
including multiple sources of data within the same

study, focusing on the same phenomena (MitchelI,
1986). Data were collected with the Demographic

Questionnaire, Participant Observation Method, and

using an Open Ended euestionnaire. Data were

collected on all different work shifts and on al-l_

different days of the week over a period of six
months. A daily journal vras also kept by the

investigator which focused on self-report.
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The journal included issues related to
minimizing reactivity: ie., the particípants'
reaction to the presence of the researcher (Woods

& Catanzaro, l9BB). Many entries in the personal

journal discussed encounters with the participant;
intimate discussions of personal- pain and

disillusionment were shared between the

participant and the researcher. The researcher

used the time when writing in the journal to
reflect on the interaction as it occurred in
context. Many times the journal referenced the

cl-ose relationship that had developed with each

participant. A major threat to the truth val-ue of
the study could lie in the closeness of the

resea rcher-pa r t i c ipant rel_a t i onship . The refor e ,

the researcher deliberately made attempts during

the study to reflect on the influence the

researcher had on the participant and vice versa.

Other strategies to ensure credibility
included member checking (Hoffart, 1991). A

member check procedure hTas used to ensure that the

data reflected their work experiences. Two

questions $rere asked to the participant: "What is
your response to the data after reading it?,' and,

"Does my ínterpretation of the data make sense to
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you?rr. Member check included a check of the raw

data, a check of the preliminary findings and a

check of the final report. The feedback was

overwhel-mingJ-y positive which supports the

accuracy and the credibility of the study's major

findings 
"

Applicability

Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that
fittingness be the criterion against whích the

applicability of the study be evaluated. A study

meets the criterion of fittingness when its
findings can "fit" into contexts outside the study

situation and when its audience views its findings
as meaningful and applicabl_e in terms of their ovrn

experience (Lincoln and Guba, 1985)"

To establ_ish goodness of fit a panel of
three experts was establ_ished. The purpose of the

expert panel was to review the clusters, themes

and subthemes for context. The experts vrere asked

to judge questions retated to appropriateness,

accuracy and representativeness (Appendix J:

Expert Panel Protocol) " Each of the experts

identified with the content and hel_d the themes

and subthemes in regard"
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To enhance the construct vatidity or

fittingness of the interview guide and the

questionnaire, a pre-test \das conducted on the

same panel of experts. Some questions \dere not

easily understood by the experts and were

therefore revised.

Consistency

Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose that
auditability be the criterion of rigor relating to
the consistency of this study. A study is said to
be audible when another researcher can follow the

decision trial used by the investigator. The

expert panel \das asked to comment on the ',decision
trai1" produced by the researcher in this study.

Each of the experts stated that they did not have

difficulty establishing connections between the

raw data and the final subthemes. Therefore, this
testimony from the expert panel suggests with some

degree of certainty that the resultant findings
are a substantive representation of the data.

Phenomenology as a qualitative method

emphasizes the uniqueness of human situations and

the inportance of the experiences that are not
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necessarily accessible to validation. Variation
in an experience" rather than identical
repetition, is the essence of the phenomenological

method" Therefore, due to the constant evolution
of situation and circumstance, replicability is
not guaranteed in this kind of research. However,

another researcher could arrive at similar or

comparable, but not contradictory, conclusions

given the researcher's datar perspective and

situation.

Neut ral i ty

Neutrality refers to freedom of bias in
the research process and product. Lincoln and

Guba (1985) suggest that confirmability be the

criterion for neutrality in qualitative research.

Confirmability is achieved when truth value,

auditability and applicability is estabtished

(Sandelowski, 1986).

Auditability was specifically achieved

in the study by a description, explanation or

justification of: l-. the researchers interest in
the study; 2. how the researcher perceived the

study; 3. the purpose of the study; 4. the

articulation of the research questions; 5. how
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participants came to be in the study; 6. the

impact the researcher and the investigator had on

one another; 7 " how the data were coll-ected; B.

how long data collection l-asted; 9. the nature of
the setting; 10. how data were analyzed; and 11.

the specific techniques used to determine the

truth value and the applicability.

Truth value and applicability were

ensured by managing the three rnajor threats to
credibil-ity and fittingness. The three major

threats include: hol-istic fa1Iacy, the elite
bias, and "going native" (Sandelowski, I9B6).

Ethical Considerations

The study was designed to protect the

rights of the participants and the investigator at

all times. Ethical approval was received by the

Ethical Review Committee, School of Nursing,

University of Manitoba and from the Heal-th

Sciences Centre Research Foundation"

The study did not invol_ve a population

at "risk". Risk can be considered as the

possibility of psychological injury as wel_l_ as

physical and social injury that may occur as a

result of participation (Diers, 1978). The use of
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observation has the potential for the investigator

to be privy to patient-nurse interactions that may

pose a "risk" to the participant and the patient"

This psychological risk factor \¡las explored prior

to the coflìmencement of the research with

colleagues. The consensus v/as that the degree of

risk to the participant was considerably less than

the value of the knowledge that might be obtained

from the study. However, during the study, the

clinical imperative was always the precedent over

the research mandate.

Informed consent (Appendix C) was

obtained. The investigator provided ethical

information about the study (Appendix D),

discussed the purpose of the study' the role of

the investigator as an observer, and the rol-e of

the participant during scheduled meetings with

each participant prior to entering the field work.

This meeting also included a simple explanation of

the data collection and the data analysis process"

The participants were informed that they had

control of the information that the investigator

gathered since the participants were also engaged

in the study. The participants v¡ere assured of

confidentiality and anonymity at alI times, and
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emphasis was placed on their right to refuse or

withdraw at anytime during the study.

The investigator withdrew from observing

and recording any situation at the participants'
request. Further, the investigator withdrew from

observing any situation that may have been

construed as covert participation. For example,

listening to a confidential conversation without
the patient being at,ùare. The investigator's
knowledge and understanding of sensitive
situations in this clinical area was heJ_pfu1 in
facilitating this process.

The investigator agreed not to withhol_d

expertise when a patient was at risk in order to
avoid contamination of the participants'
perception. However, during the field work, life
threatening situations did not occur when a nurse

was not avail-able and aII nurses appeared to

understand my role as a researcher. The

investigator believes that she is obligated by

prima facie duty of fidelity to the patient,
whether or not such a duty is made explicit "

Therefore, if the investigator ever fett a patient

was at risk, al-l- efforts were made to communicate
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this to the participant or another staff member.

At no time was care withheld"

The participants \^7ere assured that
neither their identity nor any of their activity
will be published without their consent. A code

letter lvas assigned. The names, transcribed text
and text analogue, tape recorded data t{ere always

kept safe; all data was destroyed upon completion

of the study. The transcriptions and taped

interviews \Árere available to the thesis committee

and three experts only.

The participants' permission for
publication after the study's conclusion is sought

in the consent form. The names, situations and

setting will be altered to maintain anonymity

without significantly changing the data. In

summaryr no adverse effects occurred for the

participantsr pâtients, other staff members or the

investigator during the course of the study.

Limitations of the Stud.r¿

The major l_imitation of the study

relates to the sample population. Al_l_ the six
participants were vol-unteers in the study. Their
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desire to participate may have reflected their
positive nature or their willingness to explore

emergency nursing's clinical- practice" Self-
selection volunteers may represent only a segment

of the popul-ation any may not be representative or

typical. It may be postulated that emergency

nurses with lesser interest may have interpreted
their role differently than did the six
participants. Further, the small number of the

emergency nurses in the study limits the

generalizability of the findings to other

emergency nurses in other settings. However, the

f indings had an "emergent f it" (Morse, l_gB9 )

within the experience of expert panel who were

outside the immediate loca] context of the

research. Thus, these possible limitations are

not legitimate concerns.

It may be argued that the study's
purpose \¡ras to interpret the lived experience of

the emergency nurse" Methods of data analysis

that fragment the l-ived experience may distort
that which it seeks to describe. Furthermore,

phenomenologists contend that each lived
experience is unique and had meaning for the

person living it. It may or may not fit others'

experience, but this does not make the experience
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less valid " CoLaizzí ( 1978 ) suggests that the

validity of phenomenologic research be measured

with its own aim as the standard. He maintains

that phenomenologic data are valid to the extent

that the field work and/or interview has tapped

the participant's experience of a phenomenon.

Such data are not examined for accuracy but are

viewed within the context of the participants'
experience as expressions of their singular view

of the world.

The participants \ÀJere very experienced

nurses in the field of emergency nursing with the

average experience being 12 years and the range

vras f rom 5 - 22 years. Another l_imitation may

incl-ude not having access to study the novice

versus the very experienced" It also may be

postulated that those nurses with Iess experience

may have interpreted their experiences differently
than did the six participants.

It may be argued that the emergency

nurses in the study performed differentty lvhen

they were being observed. Herein, they may have

tried to demonstrate what they considered to be

ideal- cl-inical- practice thus the f indings may not

be representative of the emergency nurses' actuaf
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practice" Berg (1989) states that such an effect
of observation is short lived; this was the

experience of investigator during the study"

Other areas of the study that need to be

mentioned include issues that arose while the

researcher was in the field collecting data. The

first issue developed early during the field
experience. The researcher discovered that one

could not participate in the care of patients and

stil-1 observe the participant's behaviour to the

extent that the study required. The researcher

made a conscious decision to act as an observer

onJ-y. The problem was complicated to some degree

by the fact that the researcher is an expert in
the area of emergency nursing. The participants
were clear about the role of the researcher but

others, such as doctors, nurses, and nurses aides,

woul-d ask advice about patient care. However, the

rol-e of non-participation and non-intervention was

assumed. This \¡las especialJ-y difficult when staff
knew that the researcher was very able to add to

decision-making exercises. Thus, the researcher

expanded a tremendous amount of emotional energy

in accepting questionable situations that occurred

periodically 
"
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Nurses are not accustomed to being

observed. At times the participants would ask if
what they were doing was correct. This \¡ras

difficul-t to deal with from an investigative
stance" The researcher reinforced that she was

not there to evaluate, but to observe and

interpret. The researcher tried to create an

atmosphere of openness. Consequently, the

participants stated that it took a short amount of
time to incorporate the researcher's presence.

The participants' comments reflect this process.
rrAt f irst I was aware of your presence, but that
soon disappeared when we got really busy". 'rThe

time that you \,¡ere with me was enjoyable and it
helped me realize what I did all day". "At first,
f was uptight about you sitting there naking notes

on everything, but after a while I didn't realIy
realize if you were there or not". I'rom a

researcher's point of view, the participants'
transition was desirabl-e but it tvas difficult for
the researcher to accustomize hersel-f to being

ignored.

Another consideration to be worked

through during the data collection phase of the

study was which portions of the participant,s
day/shift would, on one hand, yield the most
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fruitful observations and, on the other, be

reasonabl-e in terms of the researcher's energy and

endurance. The researcher became very fl-exible

and chose experiences during aI1 shifts and al_l

times of the week.

The original time frame was to include

three months for total data collection. Each

participant woul-d be followed for three eight hour

shifts. The researcher found that to observe the

participant in their busy environment for more

than four hours was exhausting. Short time frames

helped to keep the researcher relatively fresh and

engaged. Shortening each observational experience

lead to lengthening the total- time of the study.

The time frame stretched from three months in the

field to six.

A relative problem was boredom. periods

of boredom were a problem in this studyr âs is
common in observation experiences (Glaser &

strauss, 1966). When boredom was experienced, the

researcher took intermittent breaks or worked on

other projects, away from the field"

Observer or nurse? This question was a,

continual- one for the researcher. The nature of
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the emergency environment returned the researcher

to this dil-emma constantly. The patient and

family would seek care from the researcher mainly

because of presence and the perception that the

researcher was a part of the heal_th care team.

Some patients chose the researcher to confide in
and to tel-l their story. At times this \{as a

deterrent to the pure observational experience and

consequently some observations were missed.

Occasionallyr patients' conditions

became unstable and the investigator was the first
avail-abIe person. One time, a patient complained

of sudden, sharp chest pain with shortness of
breath. The researcher was the only one within
hearing distance. The researcher summoned the

participant, who responded immediately and

appropriately; the patienL was experiencing

further pulmonary emboli. As a result of this
experience and other which caused value conflict,
the researcher allowed some modification in the

direction of humaneness. Kindness and

occasionally lending a helping hand did much to
rel-ieve the tensions within the investigator, and

far outweighed the possibility of threat to

contaminating the data,
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Nurses who were not in the study also

sought out the researcher to confide in about

their worklife and their feelings. Sometimes this
made the researcher uncomfortable, although at
times it qras hard to say why. The researcher fel_t

guilty struggling between the human incl-ination to
be friendly and the research protocol for
observing. The researcher dealt with this by

again taking short breaks when the discomfort

affected observation or the researcher's ability
to interpret the situation clearly.

Over time, the researcher became more

and more sensitive to the participants and the

environment under observation. The investigator
fel-t she was seeing the nurses with a heightened

awareness and humaneness. This warm appreciation
pervades the entire research experience.

Summary

This chapter has outl_ined the methods of
data collection and analysis.It has explored some

of the issues which occurred during the fieldwork

study" and has identified l-imítations of the

research. The phenomenological method emphasizes

the importance of the meaning of each situation.
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This chapter has paid tribute to the lived
experience and the meaning embedded within each

observation. The participants shared the process

and reviewed the findings with the researcher.

The participants validated the findings and were

satisfied with the researchers interpretations.
It is this interpretation which is presented in
the following chapters.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Presentation of the Findings

of Clinical PracticeThe Demoqraphic Nature

The information contained in this
chapter is divided into two sections. The first
section of this chapter wil_l- discuss the

biographical and opinion variables of the
participants as obtained from a structured
questionnaire (Appendix B). The second section
will attempt to paint real pictures of the l-ived

experience of the emergency nurse using exemplar,

narratives and actual- quotes from the transcribed
text and text analogue.

The data described in the following
section is taken from the questionnaire entitl_ed,
Demographic Questionnaire (Appendix B). Each

participant completed the questionnaire prior to
the fieldwork experience.

The participants ranged in age between

32 and 43 years; the mean age being 37 years. One

male and five females made up the composite

population studied. Al1 six graduates were

prepared at a diploma level, graduating in 1970

through L982. All of the parLicipants had worked
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in an emergency department for more than three
years; half had practiced in emergency nursing for
more than twel_ve years. Five participants held a

certificate in emergency nursing, and one of the

five held a certificate in emergency and critical
care nursing. One participant had not pursued

specialty education. Five of the six participants
lvere staff nurses and one was an assistant head

nurse. All participants worked in the adult
emergency department at the Health Sciences

Centre, where one person was part-time, the other
f ive were ful-l time.

When asked what area within the

department they enjoyed working the most, the four
stated that they enjoyed ',Triage", two stated that
they preferred to work in the resuscitation room.

Al-l- the participants stated that they did not

enjoy working in the "Observation Unit".

The participants' responses regarding

the "most challenging facet of patient care",
varied. The responses ranged from: "stabilizing
the critically i11; dealing with complex problems

in a1t domains; caring for patients with
psychiatric problems; helping famil_ies with
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complex social problems, i . e. , : domestic violence
or sexual- assauIt".

The least challenging facet of their job

was reported as: the technical skill_s; caring for
stabl-e patients in observation; dealing with
intoxicated, combative, abusive patients; and

caring for patients with minor problems.

On a typical- shift, the participants
stated that they courd be responsible for numerous

patients. However, it was dependent on the area

in the department:

"Big Side" between 10-15 per shift;
"Small Side" between 25-30 per shift;
"Triage" between 40-60 in four hours;

They reported that their case load at
any one ti¡ne, area dependent, hras between 5 to B

patients of varied acuity 1eve1s.

The participants stated that on an eight
hour shift, the average number of phone calls the

nurses could answer was approximately 2I.
However, ât the triage desk, the group reported

that the nurse could ans\der more than thírty call_s

during the four-hour rotation.
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The partieipants' perception of their
patients' characteristics also varied. Fifty
percent said the average age of the patient \,vas

early 30's; the others felt the average age was

around sixty" The participants bel_ieved that they
generally saw more males than females and the most

prevalent ethnic group cared for lvas the

Aboriginal Peop1e. The participants' description
of their typical patient was of a person who has

at l-east one chronic disease and has multiple
health problems, who is acutely ill, but not

necessarily life threatened.

The participants reported that a typical
day for them woul-d include approximately: 50eo of
their time spent in direct patient care

activities; 10? documenting patient care; Ì0?

trouble-shooting system problems; I5? coordinating
department and patient activities; 10? in
consultation with other health care workers; and

52 analyzing data and inlerpretation of the

results to patients and families. The

participants stated that little time was spent in
the teaching-coaching role with patients and

families or in continuing education activities for
themsel-ves.
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This data were gathered from a v/ritten
questionnaire prior to engaging in fieldwork with
each participant" Upon reflection of the

collected data, from the Demographic

Questionnaire, fieldwork, and the open ended

interview, there are some misconceptions. The

perceptions of others leave room for questioning.

However, the participant's reality is most

significant in qualiLative research. Hence, the

following section interprets the lived experience

of six emergency nurses in context and will bring
to the fore their reality.

In the lived experience of emergency

nurses, there are a multitude of factors which

determine and infl-uence the nature of decision
making in their practice. Although this section
wil-l- focus on the decision making processes of the

participanLs, it also incl-udes discussion of the

contextual variable of caring which significantly
structured the decisions of the emergency nurses.

Caring, in the emergency setting was expanded to
incl-ude caring for and about the environment.

This caring in turn affected the decisions made

in their practice as emergency nurses.
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The Context of Ctinical_ practice

Within this chapLer the findings related
to three themes will be discussed. The themes

incl-ude: Knowing; Caring and Care V,lork; and The

Human-Environment Relationship. These themes

expand and build on the research questions by

keeping the material col_Iected as whole and true
as possible to the participants' experience.

The decision making process of the

emergency nurses was rapid, complex and often
difficult to decipher in the spontaneous and

randomized activity within the emergency

department. Consequentlyr âtry discussion of
decision-making with emergency nurses must entail
a description of those factors which ultimately
determine how decisions are made. This section
will reveal- how nurses in emergency build and

maintain knowledge in their practice in order to
make practice decisions; ie, ',knowing". Caring

wil-l be discussed as a contextual variable which

interacts with this decision-making process.

"Care work" will- be described as the decisions

which result from within the caring context. The

final- theme, "Human-Environment Rel_ationship",

demonstrates how connected the emergency nurses

are to their environment. This theme helps to
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identify how emergency nurses create order in
their decisions invotving knowing, caring and care

work within a chaotic environment. (See Figure I
for schematic representation of the relationship
of these categories. )

Knowing

Philosophers of science, Kuhn (1970) and

Polanyi (1958), wrote that "knowing that,' and

"knowing hor./" are dif ferent kinds of knowledge.

By establishing causal relationships between

evenLs " scientists come to "kno\,v that" . "Knowing

how is knowledge gained through directly
practicing skiIls and taking up cultural
practices. Many skill_s are acquired without
formal explanations or without formal laws to
capture the principJ_es that make the skill
possible" (Benner, 1984, p. Zg7).

A weal_th of skilled knowledge \^ras found

to be embedded in the practice and the "know-ho\^7',

of the emergency nurse. Ski1led knowledge is
unl-ike theoretical knowledge in that it relies on

development of perceptual awareness that wilI
focus on relevant information from irrelevant,
grasps a situation as a whole rather than a series
of tasks, and accomplishes this rapidly and
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without incremental linear analysis of isol-ated

bits of informaLion (Benner and Wrubel, l9g2).

Therefore, the findings relating to the
theme, "Knowing', extended the practical knowledge

of the discipline, specifically emergency nursing,
through this scientific investigation" subthemes

add clarity to the main theme of Knowing. They

include:

l_. Knowing the environment: patient,

FamiIy, System, Subculture,

Technology;

Knowing the Self;

Other Ways of Knowing.

¿.

2

Knowing the patient.

During observation of six emergency

nurses' skilled performance, one element became

very clear: knowing the patient was their prime

concern" Gathering information was constant and

concentrated. They gathered data initially to
famil-iarize and then they sel_ectively and

systematically narrowed the data fieId. This sub-

theme dramatically represents the participants
perception of "needing to knolr¡" " They needed to
know about the patients' fevel of acuity, their
stability or instability, and their direct threat
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to l-ife" In every situation observed, the

participants would consult the chart multiple
times" They searched for old data, data that may

suggest resolution or an evolving crisis. They

constantly refined and maintained existing data or

verified data that they may have written or asked

about minutes before. Data gathering included

searching bits and facts from family, other

nurses, doctors, other workers, and other

departments. One participant stated that "in
emergency you are constantly bombarded with
information. There is always something you want

to check up on regarding your patient's condition.
I find T'm constantly looking to see if there is
any change. "

The participants were constantly sharing

information via formal means, the report t or

informally during a break" Simple methods \4rere

used to communicate the most sophisticated

information" For example, a metallic board became

the playing field for aII the patients in the

department, as well as tracking the patient

throughout their emergency experience. The

patient's story \,ras told repeatedly by the

participants" The stories centred around the

pertinent information from the practitioner's
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perspective. Information fl_owed from one nurse to
another in constant motion.

The participants tÀ/ere continually
narrowing the possibilities. They lvere focused

and rapidly made shifts in mental_ set" They had

the ability to move from one set of data to
another to another and back again" Not only did
they seem to have a grasp of the whole experience

for the patient, but they seemed to have an

understanding of the department's condition. This
phenomena was best observed at the triage area,

where one minute the participant was assessing a

person who had a "cold" for a day and the next

minute to a person who had vague symptoms and who

was very ilI.

This exemplar

the participants had to

as the constant battery
participants assimilated

took thirty two minutes"

demonsLrates how quickly

shift mental setsr âs well
of data that the

" The entire scenario

The participant was talking
with psychiatry resident about
a bed placement for the
patient in the "disturbed
room" (See Appendix I). The
disturbed room is adjacent to
the triage desk.
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Psych (PS): "l_ooks like
she'11 be with us f or awhil_e. "Participant (pR): I guess so

no beds on pI3" (the
l-ocked psychiatric unit ) .rrf t's the only safe place for
her". "Phone admitting and
ask them to search for a bed
for one of the other patients
over there t ot maybe Selkirk
would take this patient. " ',Wecan't just leave her here".

Ol-der lady to triage area,participant stops the
discussion and faces thepatient.
Patient (PT): "I had a stroke
a few months ago and I feel_
funny just like l_ast time".
PR: Got the lady a chair.
"Can you describe how you
f eel-? "

At the same time an MD came tothe desk and interrupted theparticipant asking for a pair
of gloves. The participant
continued interviewing thepatient and leaned over and
pu1Ied a pair of gloves from
under the desk and handed them
to the MD.

The participant completed the
triage history and told the
aid to call the treatment
area" The lady was being
taken down imrnediately.

The participant returned and
when asked why she decided to
send this patient to the
emergency side and not primary
Health Care and why so
quickly, she replied, rrpR:
She was really tachy" ( fast
hearL rate) when I took her
pulse and she was feelingjittery. She may have an
arrhythmia (abnormal heart
beat) and her history
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indicated that she has high
bl-ood pressure. I just f elt
something \¡Jas going on',.

Another two people arrived at
the desk requesting to see a
patient that was admitted the
night before" The participant
gave them directions to
central admitting.

Ambul-ance personnel appeared
with a native gentleman and
his interpreter. The
participant knew about him.
She interviewed the man
through the interpreter and
proceeded to call_ down to the
main treatment area and paged
the specialty service who was
expecting the patient. She
then took the patienL to the
treatment area.

On return there vrere three
patienLs lined up needing to
be triaged.

She observed one patient had
been battered about the face
and went to him first . She
asked him what had happened
and if he had been knocked
out. The answer vùas negative
and she proceeded to do a
short version of a
neurological check. The man
was not very cooperative and
said, "yes", to everything.
She assessed he was stable,
gave him instructions to see
the typist, and went on to the
next patient.

She triaged a \doman for a sore
ankle and an older woman who
had fallen and injured her
fingers and another who was
complaining of a vaginal
discharge when she went to the
bathroom.
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The psychiatrist returned and
stated that the service had to
send one patient to Selkirk
and then the waiting patient
coul-d be admitted to pI3. The
participant asked how long
that would be and was told
four or five hours.

The psychiatric resident tol_d
the triage nurse that the
patient needed some Ditantin.
The participant told me she
was responsible for the
patient while in disturbed"
She stated, "This is ctazy f
donrt even know this patient
and we donrt know how long
she'11 be here. Four hours
will be seven.rt

The participant went to thepatient. An argument ensued
about the patient's need to
take the drug since she had
not taken her medication that
day and needed to take it or
she woul-d seizure. The
patient ca11ed the participant
a "bitch" and took the
medication.

Six firemen al-I marched into
the department at the same
time. One of them had a
laceration to his forearm.
The participant assessed him
and placed a temporary bandage
on the would and sent him et.
al to the waiting room.

At the same time as she
finished with the fireman
another man came to the triage
area wanting an HIV test " He
stated that he had poked
himself on a needl_e a week ago
and now his leg was sore and-
he was worried about AIDS.
The participant was very
responsive to the man and
explained that he woul_d be
seen in PHC.
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During this scenario, the participant
used a variety of strategies to glean the

information. The majority of the time,

participants were focused and goal-directed when

gathering information. Systems assessment and the

medical- model were used to the excl_usion of a]l
other methods. When one participant was asked why

she chose to use the systems approach, she stated,

"Because it works, it's fast, ordered, and makes

sense to merr.

Al_1 of the participants had

interpersonal skil1s which included good eye

contact, a cal-m reassuring voicer pleasant

professional nature and a matter-of-fact manner "

Three of the participants used humour sel_ectively

as one of their means to communicate. One

participant \^ras particularly skil-1ed at gathering

information from uncooperative patients. She was

respectful but realistic. She used 1anguage the
patient could understand, including at times the

vernacular, and addressed their needs fírst. This

participant stated, "I feel that it is important

to recognize and match my (interview) style with
the life circumstance of each of my patients".
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In brief encounters with patients, the

participants gathered necessary data rapidly and

in a time limited environment. Knowing as much as

possible about each patient in a short period of
time and knowing much about numerous situations
simultaneously was consistent between the

participants. One participant stated, "It is
really important to know as much as possibl_e about

the patient it helps to put atl the pieces

together and keep things under control_'. Another

participant was emphatic about the importance of

"keeping on top of the information f1ow",

especially when you're in charge. ,,If you aren,t
good at making fast decisions and feeling good

about them, you have a hard time controlling the

department and al-l- hell_ can break loose.,'

The nurses under study gathered the

information from patients usually in a fragmented

manner due to constant interruptions, disruptions,
and multiple contextual variables. The impact

that the contextual variables had on the

gathering, monitoring, maintaining, and

interpreting data was profound. The variables
included a noise factor that ranged between a jet
aircraft engine to eerie silence. The noises

described in the fiel-dnotes consisted of human
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voices, phones ringing, movement, alarms,

monitors, computers, pumps, ventilators"
typewriters, constant public address messagês,

patients crying, screaming, yelIing, and famil_ies

gr ieving .

When gathering information, the

participants had to cope with the flow of traffic
because the movement of people and equipment

within the department was continual. patients

moving from one cubical_ to another or from one

area to another, nurses moving from patíent to
patient, doctors moving in between the nurses and

patients, and auxi]iary personnel moving equipment

and paper among the crowd. The participants al_so

had to deal with extraneous personnel moving

around the patient, the cubical t and/or the area

that they worked.

All of the participants liked the open

concept of the department. However, they

expressed great concern about the cramped, smal1,

limiting work area. The stretchers are cumbersome

and take up the majority of room in each cubical.
The nurses must interact with the patient, dodging

monitors, oxygen and suction l-inesr supplies,
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carts and most often other people crammed into a

very sma1l area ( See Appendix I ) .

The participant's perspective of
patient confidentiality and the issue of privacy
when gathering information consisted of problems

centred around the cramped space. This

perspective became clear when the researcher

observed the nature of the participants' data
gathering methods. Stretchers in the treatment
areas are approximately three feet apart. The

triage area is smal]; approximately five by eleven
feet. The patients' responses and the
participants' questions are audible outside the
boundary of the curtain or beyond the triage desk"

Interactions between patients and the
participants \dere situational. privacy and

confidentiality were not always possible.
However, the participants were concerned about

information "spilling out of the cubicl_e" or,'into
the waiting room". They expressed the view that
to change Lhis situation was beyond their control.
This was acknowl-edged as ,'just being a part of
emergency and parL of the practice here".
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The priorities of the data gathering
process \,vere to get the information in a fast
paced, focused, goal directed manner and move onto
the next priority" The best example of data
gathered in this context was when the participants
were triaging patients. At triager pârticipants
vrere faced with making rapid decisions based on

limited data and l_imited time, Most decisions
\{ere made in less than 90 seconds.

Be it at triage or in the treatment

areas, the participants sLated that they made

decisions based on their knowledge about the
patient and the degree of threat the patient v/as

experiencing" From the analysis of the text and

text analogue, four categories emerged: Knowing

with time, knowing without time, not knowing with
time, and not knowing without time. One

participant stated,

"When you don't know anything about
the patient and they are dying infront of you, at times the
situation can become chaotic.
Sometimes, no one knows anything
exactly (about the patient). The
ambulance guys pick them up and no
one knows anything about thepatient or what happened to him.
So you have to wonder why they are
unconscious is it an overdose,
is it a head injury t ot is it
diabetic coma? This makes the
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situation very iffy until_ you
narrow down the possibilities and
become more certain of the
problem" "

Knowing the Family.

The researcher observed that most often
the participant did not interact with a family
member during the patient's stay in emergency. In
a time and interaction analysis done while
observing each participant, it was found that less
Lhan 42 of the participants' time was spent

interacting with patient's family. Different
Lypes of interactions held with the family
included giving information about the patient's
conditionr giving directions to find their family
member, getting information from the famiry member

about the patient's physical condition, supportive
conversation for a famiJ_y,s emotional state, and

smaIl tal-k about social events.

Knowing the System.

Knowing about the system was evidenced

by understanding the policies and procedures of
the hospital and the emergency department,

understanding the RN's role and function, knowing

the structure and process within the emergency,
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and "having a feel for the pulse of the place".
This subtheme seemed to be dependent on 1earning

the job" The participants expressed that the work

environment is so complex that to understand

referral systems, admitting procedures, charting
procedures, care of complex patient groups, and

the interface between emergency and the community

agencies takes time. ft was notable that all of
the participants had the ability to juggte and

integraLe multiple requests and to understand

multiple departmental variables without losing
important information or missing significant
needs.

The participants in the study made it
their business to know everything that was going

on with their patients. They became a backup

system for the system, ensuring safe and

reasonable care. They were in a position to spot
error or omission and were especially alert during
another's learning phase, be it another nurse or a

medical- person.

It was an expectation of the

participants to act as a gateway to the system

within. How quickly a patient is to be seen by a
physician depends on the nurse. The nurse is the
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first to assess the patient's situation and bring
it to the attention of the MD and others. The

participants were skil_Ied at communicating the
patient's status and prioritizing their leve1 of
acuity" Hence, the urgency of the patient's needs

were clear. The participants also talked about

knowing when to be aggressive with the doctors.
Aggression seemed to always be on behal_f of the
patient and their inherent rights.

fnterhospital politics was a major

barrier expressed by all of the participants. The

nurses in the study devoted much time in "moving
the system". One subject stated, "not only do I
have to make decisions about our patients and the

emergency department, but I have to make the

ward's decisions too,," Admitting patients seemed

to be energy depleting since the planning for this
extended past the emergency department. -

The participants expressed and it \,las

observed that it was necessary for the nurse at
the triage desk to have some knowledge of the
patients being transferred or referred to the
hospital from outside. Not only did the triage
nurse have to have an understanding of the

emergency department's status at any given time,
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but it was expected that triage was responsible
for patients who were scheduled to arrive from out
of hospital as well.

It was observed that the triage area

attracted everyone. participants expressed that
triage was like a central_ dispatch. people's

needs at triage varied, from people asking

questions about patients who were admitted, not
necessarily via emergency, to the police inquiring
about a deceased patient's belongings. At the
triage desk, the participants had to have

knowledge of the total picture in order to be

effective. They cal-Ied it "system's savvy".

Knowing the Technological Environment.

The six skilIed participants in the
study stressed the importance of knowing the

technology \dithin the department " They stated
that it is imperative to understand and be able to
use sophisticated technology l_ike cardiac
monitors, respirators, central venous and arterial
l-ines, intravenous medication pumps, bloodwarmers,

cardioversion, and defibrillating equipment. On

observation, it r^las apparent that al-t the
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participants were skitled in the use of al-l- of the
technologies mentioned above and more.

What was expressed as being as important
as knowing how to use the technology was knowing

where to find the equipment. On observation it
\^/as found that broken or o1d equipment, equipment

that was not where it should be, or equipment not
restocked, created a great dear of stress for the
participants, especially if the equipment was

necessary for the care of criticarly i1I patients.
On the average it took the participants fifteen
minutes of a four hour block of time to look for
eguipment.

The participants expressed that they

must understand the realm of medical- diagnosis in
order to function effectively and efficiently.
One subject stated, ,,I have to be able to
distinguish the difference between angina and a
myiocardiar infarction since r am the one to alert
the physician of the patient's urgency. If f
don't know the difference it will put the patient
at risk. " Another participant stated, ,,When you

are triaging, the patient and the hospital is
relying on you. The patient trusts that you

understand their problem and the hospital trusts
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that you can decide if the patient is realry sick
and needs help quiekly or can they wait".

Knowing the Subculture.

The participants expressed that
emergency was a very different place to work from

any other area they had worked previously. The

major differences they staLed were the variety of
patients, the scope of practice, and the fast
paced nature that exists in an emergency

department " Three of the participants expressed

that the peer pressure \^ras forcefur-. They stated
that there was an unr,\rritten policy to keep up the
pace, to keep the patients moving, and to "try and

c1ear" the department. One participant stated,
rrAnyone who doesn,t pu1I their 1oad won't l-ast
Iong down there',.

An interesting phenomenon \¡ras the unique
language that surfaced" V,IhiIe observing, it was

evident that only people within this subcur-ture

could understand certain situations. A good

example is the ',99 " . During a cardiopuJ-monary

arrest' a "99", the abbreviations and code l_ike

linguistics are bountiful. The following exemplar

illustrates this occurrence c1ear1y. The
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participant was discussing the previous evening's
activities "

Nurse: "Last night we had a

transfer from Brandon. A

dissecting aortic aneurysm.',

Participant: "I thought she was a
query " "

Nurse: "No, this woman looked like
an aneurysm f thought anytime

she would arrest on us. She was in
resus (resuscitation) far too long

because of no beds in ICU"

(intensive care unit).
Participant: 'rThey had a crazy

night in the hospital_ I guess, two

25's (respiratory arrest) at the

same time on different wards. I
hope it stays quiet tonight,
although there is a fuII moon. "

Nurse: "Al-so, it ,s wel_f are cheque

day. "

Many specific terms like these

illustrated above were used and understood among

the staff . Further, it rdas apparent that the
triage nurse must understand the lingo of the
ambulance phone since the abbreviations have
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meaning. Some messages invoked a startle_like
response, whil-e others vùere received calmIy. A

typical exchange would sound something Iike: ,,The

ambulance ca]l z ,,66, 66, we have a red romeo 9 in
3". "66, 66, over" o.. Silence 66, out,'. The

participant would call, to the treatment area

and/or tell the aide to expect a ',Red Romeo 9 in
3." or a "Green Charlie 3 in l-0".

Each participant had stories. Some vüere

sad, others horrifyíng and some were very funny.
The participants told their stories to the
researcher and to other staff. One participant
said, " not many people, let's say at a party,
want to hear about the gory details. f have

learned over the years that what we may think is
funny or acceptable to talk about here, fay people
many not understand,'.

Some stories were so painful that the
researcher rdas asked not to divulge them in the
research report" At times r pàrticipants \¡Jere

overwhelmed by the memories. They cried and

became very upset, even though the event had

happened four to eight years before.
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The participants sLated that tatking
about the "war stories" and their experiences

helped to "put sanity" into situations that did
not make sense. The participants said that this
activity was a stress releaser. One participant
stated, "Talking about a particul_ar patient or

situation is he1pfu1, especially if it reaIly
bothers you. Sometimes it can made the

difference. It helps me carry on here and face

the next problem competentfy".

Knowing the Self "

Knowing the self was a major subtheme

that all the participants expressed as important.
They stated that working in the emergency

department herped them become more aware of their
personal strengths and limitations. One

participant stated, ,'Conf ronting one' s ov/n

prejudices and aIr-owing for people's differences
is important if you want to work in emergency',.

Another expressed,

"f have come to grips with the fact
that I can't change the world I
think I am more as¡are now of my o\^7n

lack of knowledge, more

understanding of the whole picture
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nor¡/. Sometimes it's just a feeling
of not being able to reall-y help in
a meaningful way usually because of
economic or social_ barriers. But

over time f've changedr fry goals

have changed. " . ft's less telling
people what they shoul-d do and more

of helping them make their own

decisions. My goal is not to give
people too much of the bottom line.
Now I try to help them hang onto

something and given them as much

information as possibl-e".

Another participant stated, "ft took me

a long time to real-ize there \^,ere def inile limits
to my own energy. There are some things that you

may have an impact on and other things like
poverty, racism, and violence I'm not going to
change overnight or in my 1ife time".

Another participant shared how she

creates a balance in her life, "My best move was

to have a child and go part-time. Fulr--time r was

starting to burn out. f know I am not going to be

there day after day and so going to work now is
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marvelous. After the shift is over, I come home

to my world with rny kids and husband and it feel_s

great " "

The val-ue of ]ife was held as sacred for
the participants. Each one expressed that what

they had experienced at work profoundry influenced
the way they lived their lives. They told the
researcher the following: "Life is a fragile
commodity."; "Since f have worked in the emergency

I never leave the house mad at my husband or
kids. "; "I always \¡¡orry about my kids when they
are out at a party.,'; "When I have had a
particularly bad day I go home to my husband, that
is where I feel safe',.

Other t¡'Iays of Knowing

Intuitive Ways of Knowing.

The interviews and observations provide
rich examples of alternative ways of perceiving
knowledge. Intuitive judgment appeared to be a

conmon attributer âs the participants made

statements like they ', just kne\d,' or "had a sense'l

of a situation.
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All six participants seemed to identify
the whole in situations especially in situations
of great uncertainty. One participant stated,

'rlt takes time to know what to
expect. You can learn about the

theory al]- you want, but the best

way to know it is to do it" f
don't know why f can tel-I if a

patient is going sour (getting
worse) before his vital_ signs

change, but I can. Time and

experience gives you that feeIing.,,

Another participant tol-d a story that
ill-ustrates this intuitive process.

"This patient \^las sent in from up

north" He had a stroke earlier in
the week. He was to be seen by

medicine service before he was to
be admitted. When I triaged him I
somehow knew that something rvas

wrong. Even though I wasn't going

to be caring for him in the

department, f felt uneasy. On a

break I l-ooked in on him. He
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looked reaIly strange and beet red.
His wife told me he was complaining

of dizziness" I went to find his
nurse. She told me his last set of
vital signs were OK but she would

see him right away. I went to
coffee. A few minutes later a gg

(code for cardiac arrest) was

caIled. It \,ras that man. ',

This sense of sal-ience was demonstrated

often during the researcher's observational-
experience with the participants. Each of the
participants had this abiliLy to intuitively
formulate judgments based on a sense and a

feeling. Two participants trusted this intuition
to a greater degree than the others. When asked

why, they stated that over the years you gro\^r to
trust your "gut". One participant stated, "Too
many times I didn't listen to what my gut t^¡as

telling me and f regret the consequences".

s i tuat ions

treatments

researcher

Often the participants referred to those

when a patient does not respond to
l-ike most do. One participant told the
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" .oo a new grad has a rough time

knowing what is an appropriate way

to respond to different drugs or

treatment regimes. With time you

get a feel for the way a patient
should sound or look. It's hard to
explain to a ne\^/ nurse what an

asthmatic l-ooks like when you known

they have responded to the Ventalin
treatment. r'

Similarity recognition seemed to explain
this type of knowing for the participants. One

participant said that sometimes it is the ,,f.vzzy,,

resemblance, even though the patients are

compleLely different, that "cues you',.

One participant believed her colnmon

sense helps her deal- with situations thaL are

uncertain. She states that she is able to grasp a

situation and understand the patient's
vul-nerability. The participant told a sLory that
refl-ects her conmon sense understanding and

approach 
"
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rrMost times I am able to get into
the patient's shoes. I remember

caring for this ol_der lady whose

husband had just died of cancer.

She told me that she thought her

problems were a resul_t of all_ the

stress she had faced since his
death. f listened for some time to
everything she had experienced

since and said, rryou have been

through a Iot,,. With that she

started to cry and said she

coul-dn't cope with anything more.

I waited for a whil_e and then to]d
her f was taking control" f l_et

her know that she didn't have to
worry and that f was going to take

care of her now and that she coul_d

let go a little and rest. f fel_t

that she needed to hear that she

didn't have to be so brave and that
someone else would shoul_der some

responsibility for her well-being.
I felt that she was asking for
permission to give up some control-

and that she didn't have any energy

left at that point to cope" f read
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it in her eyes and heard it in her

voice. She didn't come out and say

it, I just knew that was what she

\¡7as asking for".

Significant Knowing.

A11en (1990) speaks of significant
knowing, "that knowing which moves a person to the
core, instructs a person, and enables a person to
transcend the limits of everyday concern,'.

Heidegger (197I), wrote that this way of dwelling
in the world is one of care Lhat ,'honors the
sacredness of others and the mystery of human

existence in time and space".

The participants exemplify this
understanding of the world. They recognize that
the patient are individual_ and have the right to
live their lives their own \,ray even if it is
destructive" This caused the participants
frustration but they aI1 expressed that the
patients had a right to be in the worl_d the way

they saw fit.

Some situations touched participants
deeply" One participant sLated that she felt
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great pain for abused vüomen. Another participant
expressed a sense of sadness for the urban native.
sti1l another participant fert great sorrovr for
famil-ies who suffer sudden death of their child.
During the interview, all participants tol_d the
researcher at least one story of how a clinical
situation changed the way they understood clinical
practice. Every story as a refl-ection of
"significant knowing".

rrThere was this young girl, who was

travelling with her boyfriend. They

\Á/ere in a bad car accident and her feet
hit the dash. He was driving. Her feet
vrere at her face and they had to cut her

from the car . ". (pausing to gain control
of herself) oh, god. ft was awful. She

was so serious Anyway, I find those

situations the worst part of the job

f can't imagine how horrible that would

be. The family came in the families
are the hardest part to deal with.
You're doing aI1 you can for the

patientr lou're doing something for
them, but the families have such a l-oad
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and a long wait in that room (bereaved

room) . You should see the mothers,

faces oh, it's awfu1".

fn sunmary, the researcher found that
most cognitive inferences appear to occur

spontaneously as the participants dealt with
mul-tipre situations and data simultaneousry. Data

searches were endless and did not end until the
patient was transferred out of the department or

died" Problem sol-ving $las not 1inearr âs the

participants engaged in a continuous assessment

and intervention scenario with patients who were

unstabl-e. Decisions were made rapidly and in
uncertain, ambiguous, and complex conditions.
Bounded rationality appears to exist within the
subculture of emergency nursing as language,

beliefs, and value systems $7ere present and

unique" Finally, other ways of knowing about a

phenomena were present in the clinical practice of
the emergency nurses studied" Intuitive judgment

and significant knowing was found to be common

among the participants.

The participants' commitment to knowing

çvas significant" This commitment was consistent
among all of the participants even when the
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environment became chaotic" The theme of caring
and care work emerged from this observation and

became a major contextual- variable to consider

when discussing emergency nursing practice,

Caring and Care !ùork

"f try to get close enough to
them (the patient) so they see

me as a human being. "

This section of the chapter wil_l_

actualize the thesis that caring is central to
human expertise, to curing and to healing (Benner

and wrubel, 1989). The participants demonstrated

that they provide care for people in the midst of
health, happiness, pain, loss, f.ear,

disfigurement, grief and death on a front Iine
basis" One participant stated that the only place

she would want to be is "by the patient's side',.
The following exemplars, narratives and quotes

will help to verify that care is the essence and

central, unifying and dominant domain to
characterize (emergency) nursing (Leininger,
1984 ) .
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Caring in Context: The Human Condition

"One night a young girl came in
she was a bad mul_tipte trauma. She
was in an accident with a trai]er
and I think she had every bone inher body broken. This girl was
very unstable and needed to get upfast to the O.R" (operating ioom¡.
I knew that her family was out in
the bereaved room and I wanted toget them in before she went up.
They needed to get in at 1east once
bef ore she was taken avray. They
went in with me they v;ere amess they needed my support.ïn my experience often the patient
will go to the operating roõm andthey never come out, and the family
never gets to say good-bye. Onething that f believe I hãve to dois get the famity in to see them
one more time in case that it isthe last. ft gives them the chance
to say good-bye she died in the
O.R. that night."

The participants tol_d their sLories of
tragedy, of sorro\,,, and despair. They spoke of
violencer poverty, mutilaLion, physical pain and

emotional suffering, death and grief, hopelessness

in life situations and the futitity of life,s
event. All the participants had experienced many

difficult situations as emergency nurses. They

expressed the challenges that the emergency nurse
faces when constantly exposed to the worst of the
human condition. The following exemplar describes
this phenomena.
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Exemplar

It was 1040 in the evening, the
suture room was jammed with
patients and staff. The
participant \¡/as busy dressing one
man's foot. While she worked, she
tal-ked with the man about
immunizations. When she was
cleaning the wound, she found two
more huge l_acerations that the MD
had missed while suturing. She
stated later, "r,vhen T was cleaning
his toe his whole digit flapped up.I al-most hit the floor" I just
hate things like that
disassociated parts',

This scenario was not uncomnon for the
participants to experience during a day's work.

Many times during the researcher's observational
experience, real life drama was played out on a
real stage.

The researcher observed the participants
interacting with the patients in order to gaLher

data, interpret information, interpret kinds of
painr give emotional and informational_ support,
help them have more control over uncontrol_led

situations, provide comfort, teach, and coach.

The participants expressed the importance of

"being there" for the patient. This is
ill-ustrated in the following exemplars.
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This exemplar il-Iustrates the
participants sensitivity and compassion for a

person in pain.

Exemplar

ft was quiet in the department whenthe participant started her shift.
All_ the stretchers were fulI butthe pace was sl_ower. Theparticipant asked the charge nurse,,'Wh9 is that guy with the fug
he looks like he is in a 1ot ofpain?". The participant was toldthat he was brought into the
emergency after being ejected outof a vehicle moving about 20 milesper hour. The participant went
over to the patientr orì the way
grabbed pillow and began to ta1¡< to
him quietly. The man was rolling
around on the stretcher moaning ãndgroaning and clutching his upper1eg. The patient began to ciy and
whimper like a woundèd anirnatl Shejust stood there for a few seconds
and then proceeded to let the airout of the temporary splint,
constantly talking to and coachingthe patient through this painful
episode. The participant applied ahalf l"g splint and secured-the fegposition. She touched his arm andtotd him that it should begin tofeel better " She bent dowñ closerso they \"7ere face to face. Theparticipant told him she was going
to get him something for his pain-
and that she would be right bãck.
The patient seemed to calm down.
His whimpering stopped.

The next two exemplars illustrates
empathy and the importance of "being there".
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Exemplar

Exemplar

The participant speaking to theresearcher: r,It hras the othernightr wê were busy and I was attriage. A woman wãs brought in bypolice. She was bleeding-from thä
mouth and nose. She was crying andsaying over and over that it *ã"her fault. I knew at once that she
was a victim of domestic vio]ence.f made sure that she didn't have tosit in the waiting room anddirected her into the disturbed
Iogm away from the peering crowd.It's the people who are victims ofviol-ence who rea1ly bother me.Alcohol, poverty and the violencethat results. Its mostly womenthat are victims. It seems sofutile. The only thing that we cando for her is be here for her, evenif it is the tenth time.

There.yas a girl, who was riciingher bike on the highway and she gothit by a truck. Sñe wãs a young
woman and a student at theUniversity. r remember her famiJ_y
so wel-I. When they were tol_d thaÊ
she had a serious back injury, and
she would probably only Ue aUfe to
move from the shoulderã down, hermother started screaming and washysterical. I spent hours withthat family, between the parents
gnd the patient just being therefor them. It vTas one of [he hardertimes_il *y career but also verysatisfying. When they finally i¡entto the ward, they thanked me ándthe staf f f or all we díd " That \,rrasnicer \¡rê don't often her that.

The six participants said they were

"tuned into" the needs of individuar patients.
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They stated on interview that central to being a

"nurse" was to care in a non-judgmental manner" to
care for the whol-e person. Foremost amongst the
participants was that they sa\^r themsel_ves as the
patient's advocate, regardless of the patient,s
station in life" The following exemplars are a

ref l-ection of these concepts.

Exemplar

Exemplar

My goals over the last five or sixyears have changed. I encouragepatients to change their or^¡n lives
and care for themselves, to takecontrol. f have become so much
more aware of social problems and
how_ they relate to eaèh patient,s
worl-d. r feel I have moie
understanding of the whole picture.f used to believe that aII þeoplehad to do was just pull up tfreir
socks and word hard but nõw f knowthat some things can not be changedovernight. I feel f can be helpËulby trying to get into the patieñt's
space. _ f try to help them problem_
sol-ve for themselves, to fil with
Ito* they want to live. Everyone
has their orÁrn personal bottom l_ine.Mine is different from others,especially when f haven't livedtheir life" f try now to give themsomething to hang onto and provide
them with as much information thatthey can handle and give them whatthey r^/ant 

"

T lfy to address the patient as anindividual" you can ãometirnes getcaught up in talking about peopiein terms of their diagnosis orreferring them by whaÈ their
problem is. I think it comes back
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to respect and trying to see thatperson behind the problem. It isimportant to see that spirit almostwithin the person.

Intent ional i ty

Not al_I the nurses \Árere helpful al1 the
time nor were they uniformly clear in their rol_e

as a caregiver. It was a common thread among the
participants that they could not become involved
with everyone and that some patients just did not
want you to get close. It r¡ras clear that they
felt they were more helpful to some patients than
to others.

The following exemplars reflect these
concepts.

Exemplar

ft was one a.m. on a Sundaymorning. The department wãs quiet.
A woman about 40 was ushered d-ownto the gynaecology bed where theyperform pelvic exam. Theparticipant l_ooked at the chart andsaid, "Oh my god". She looked at
me and stated, "That poor $/oman,
she probably can't believe this ishappening to her". I took thechart and read that the woman \^ras X
weeks (first trimester) pregnant,
her husband had died oÈ cancer
months previously and she was
scheduled for an abortion at aclinic later that day. Her
entrance complaint was "vaginalspotting". The woman appeãred tobe in no physical_ distress. The
one thing that hit both of us $las
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Exemplar

her f l-at af fect. The participant
went in to get a history from her.f stayed on the outside of thecurtain and listened to the
conversation. The nurse had a verycaring attitude but she chose notto gather anymore data about the
nature of her visit or the woman's
mental- status. She got the woman
ready for a pelvic exam and then
came out to get the MD. On exam,
there was no evídence of vaginal
bleeding. It was evident tñat the
nurse chose not to get involved
with this patient. When f askedher later about this, she stated
that she felt uncomfortabl_e aboutthe patient's dilemma. She did saythat she felt bad that she did not
explore the "real reason" for thepatient's visit.

9r" evening a young man r^zas broughtinto emergency after amputating
most of the fingers and part oi hisright hand. He kept telling theparticipant that his hand trãd beencut off. He seemed extremely
agitated, a]most hysterical. He
was very pale and he stated that he
was going to faint. The
participant posilioned him and
continued to prepare to soak his
hand in solution. ¡te was begging
to be "put ouL,' to have his trãnd-fixed. The participant asked if he
had anything for pain, and the
ans$ter was, "No" . Again thepatient told her that he had cuthis hand off. The participant
moved around the man gettiñg
prepared for the doctor and making
sure all was in order. The doctoi
arrived. At that time theparticipant asked if the patient
could have someLhing for þain. Thephysician stated that he woul_d be
doing a ring bl_ock and that he ( thepaLient) didn,t need anything.
Again, the patient said to the
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nurse and now to the doctor, "fwant to be put out for this I can,t
stand the pain,'" No one was1ístening. They proceeded to takeoff the bandage. ft was stuck ontothe exposed tissue and was
difficult to get off. The doctor
seemed oblivious to this man's pain
as he continued to pull and yankoff !h" dressing. The partiõipant
asked again for an analgesic forthis man and the doctor ignored
her. She seemed upset with thisdecision. Later she complained toanother nurse that the procedure
seemed to be inhumane. However,
she chose not to advocate for thispatient and force the issue withthe doctor. Later, the participant
told the researcher that she had
deal-t with this physician before
and he. did n9t givã anyone anything
f or pain . She said, ',I just
coul-dn't fight about this one".

Al_1 the participants provided comfort
measures in varied degrees. However, two of the
participants provided comfort consistently for alr
of their patients. They woul_d anticipate
patients' needs before they were evident. These

participants seemed to understand the patients'
experience and to irunediaLely take action. All of
t.he participants used touch therapeutically Lo

strengthen their relationships with patients but
touch was integral to the two participants'
practice as the next exemplar demonstrates.
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Exemplar

The participant went into the
resuscitation room where she was to
care for a woman who had overdosed.
The nurse talked with the womanquietly and close to her ear. She
stroked the patient,s forehead,
gently stating not to be afraid andthat she was there to heJ_p her
through this. The nurse started
IV's and untangled the patient's
clothes. She saw that the aid hadnot given the woman a gown and
asked for her to be dressed in one
and covered. The participant al_sorealized that the woman had been
incontinent. She changed the
stretcher and cleaned vomit from
the woman's face. She gave thepatient a pillow and a blanket from
the warming cupboard. She talked
calmly with the woman the entire
time.

The next exemplar illustrates the
participant's understanding of how to empower

patients.

Exemplar

Empathy is so important. Just
touching a person, just being there
keeping them comforLable can be all
the patient requires. It's the
little extras like trying to keep
the area quiet say if they hãve
a migraine, trying to move thãm to
another area. It's important not
to just l-eave. ftrs important for
the patient to maximize control in
the situation.

Anticipating the patient's needs and the
care thaL was required became an ongoing theme
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early during the observational experience. Three

of the participants suggested that learning to
anticipaLe needs is like a sort of ',future think'r.
One stated, "at first I was terrified and it took
me at least nine months before f wouldn't have

diarrhea before f went to work. Now after a]t
this time, the procedures don't frighten me and I
feel- confident in the decisions I make and the
things f do".

The participants constantly rdere on the
move, from patient to patient and situation to
situation. one participant stated that, "At times
all- the information about the whole department is
overwhelming. r have a system so r can remember

important stuff about the patient and their
situation. When it,s busy sometimesr ]¡ou don't
remember your ov,Jn name, let alone the patients".
The following transcribed text demonstrates the
fragmented intentional activities among many

patients with multiple needs.

Exemplar

j-752 Hours:

The nurse moves about Lhe cubicl_esgoing from one patient to the next.
She is responsible right novù forsix patients on "small side". Sheis constantly referring to the
emergency sheet, reviewing vital-
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sign patterns and 1ooking for ne\¡/
information about the stãtus of
each. She moved into the hall to apatient on a stretcher. She
reassured him thaL the results
should be here soon and as soon as
they were, she would get the MD. tolook at them. She then went into a
female patient and talked with her
about gathering a urinary specimen.
She got her set up and left the
cubicle. She went Lo the desk and
f il-led out slips and charted
something on the record. She then
went into a patient who had a
l-aceration. She gloved and cl_eaned
the wound, gave him a Tetanus shot
and returned to the desk. She
informed the MD. that the patient
was ready to be sutured and
discussed what care he woul_d
require (ie.: dressing and fol-low-
up). From there, she went back to
the patient in the halI and asked
how his pain was. She inquired if
he had anyone in the waiting room
that he would like to come sit with
him. He said y€sr his wife. She
then went to the triage phone and
talked with another who sent his
wife down. She got her a chair and
toLd her what !ùas happening and
what to expect. She came back to
the desk and looked at another
chart and went to get the narcotic
keys. She poured the pil1 and took
it to another young man who was
al-so in the hall. She went to him
and discussed his pain level and
established that in the past he
didn't have adverse reactions to
the drug. She then went into the
lady who was on the bedpan,
gathered the specimen and helped
the woman get settled. She
explained that the doctor would be
inLo see her shortly. She saw that
a patient had been brought down
from triage and she was going to a
stretcher, not in her area. She
irunediately went over to her and
stated, 'rYou ' re back', . She tal_ked
with her for a few minutes and
returned to the man with the
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l-aceration. She bandaged his foot
and sat with him to talk about his
follow-up plans. She went back to
the desk and found that the doctor
was admitting one of the patients
from the hallway. She began to
arrange the admission" During this
time a woman with a nose bleed was
brought down. She stopped writing
on a chart and went to see the
woman. She did the woman's vital
signs r Çâvê her a gauze and told
the woman to apply pressure. She
showed the patient what she meant
and continued to assess her. She
went to the desk, charted and
returned to tell the patient she
would return in five minutes but
not to let go of her nose. She
then was told the woman in one of
the cubicles was to be admitted to
the observation unit but \i,7as to
have a sal-ine enema before she was
transferred. She got all the
equipment ready, tol-d the patient
and said she would be back in two
minutes. She returned to the woman
with a nose bl-eed and reassessed
her. She said to hotd it a while
longer and she would be back. She
then returned to the woman who
required an enema. She did the
procedure and got the aid to get
her a bedpan and keep any eye on
her. She then went to the desk,
charted and proceeded with the
observational admission and the
ward admission that she left
earlier. In the meantime, another
fellow was brought down and he had
a splint on his lower 1eg. She
went to him, helped him up onto a
stretcher and gathered a history"
He said he was in pain. She
grabbed one of the emergency
doctors and got him to l-ook at the
man, told the MD. that the patient
needed some Demerol and proceeded
to get the medication. Before she
gave it, she stopped and filled out
an X-ray form and took it with her
to the patient's side. She gave
the medication and requested that
the aid take him to X-ray. She
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then returned to the 1ady with a
bleeding nose. It had stopped"
The ì-ady was ready to go home, but
the nurse had to explain that she
should l-et the doctor see her since
she was already in the emergency.
She spent two or three minutes
convincing the woman to stay and
then she went to find a doctor who
would examine her. That took a
minute or so since she had to
convince the MD. to see the patient
quickly. She explained that the
lady was about to Ieave. The MD.
acted l-ike he was doing the nurse afavour. The nurse was acting l_ike
he did her a favour as well. The
doctor stated to the participant,ttYou o$Ie me onett, and the
participant returned, "f guess f
do, thanks." She returned to the
desk to chart" The fellow with theinjured ankle had returned from X-
ray. She went to him and asked him
how his pain was and tol_d him that
he woul-d have to wait until the MD
read the X-ray. She moved down thehall to the man and his wife. She
said that the ward would be ready
for them in a half hour " She weñtinto the woman who had the enema
and transferred her to the
observation area. On the way back
to "small side", the triage nurse
told the participant about the nextpatient. The patient was 22 years
ol-d, had five children with two
sets of twins under three years.
She was experiencing abdominal pain
and thought she may be pregnant.
The woman \,\7as very upset when theparticipanL went into see her. She
helped the patient disrobe and took
a history. The participant got her
to do a midstream urine and talked
with her about what to expect re:pelvic exam. The nurse 1eft the
cubicle and went to the desk, wrote
on her chart and sorted and
reviewed the rest of the patients'
charts. The time was IB;48 hours.
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Quantum Caring

euanLum caring refers to the
participants' ability to find and detect order
within the environment (lrtratson, 1gg0 ) . rt of f ered
a counterpoint for the chaotic forces in the
emergency environment. In most situations, the
participants tried to create an atmosphere of
order , of cal_m and control for patients and

families.

The folJ_owing exemplars reflect this
concept.

Exemplar

r hope that in tal_king withpatients, even when sometimes youonly have thirty seconds, that thiswill help to give them some sort ofcomfort or reassurance. To let
them know that we do know what weare doing and we won't 1et anything
bad happen to them that wã wili
do what is in their best interest.

It was evident that the participants
felt they created order for the patient. They

linked caring with their abirity to master the
environment which enabled them to care in a

competent manner. One participant was speaking
about the resuscitation room, she staLed:
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"It's important to know what to doín here, from checking equipment,
on through checking the oxygen andsuction to knowing the drugs. Ifeel much better and under control
with serious patients since f took
.th. emergency course. It taught me
how to think quickly f no\d
have confidence in my decisions andf can get my adrenaline undercontrol. I used to feel panicky
when f was assigned to this areabut nov\r f feel like f work with the
room to create the order for me andthe others. It is especially
important to know whal to do duringa trauma. I rm sure the patients
feel more secure when we have ittogether. After you work in herefor a while and cope, it gets
easier. "

The fn-Between

ft was evident during observation that
the in-between is a fundamenLal stance of
emergency nursing. f t \^7as necessary for patient
safety plus it seemed to be the foundation of the
hospital's emergency care system. Such care
required interaction and transaction among

multiple combinations of people: between nurses,
physicians, pre-hospital personnel, police,
hospital and community bureaucracies and family.
The participants stated that they intervene on

behalf of the paLient and family.

In the emergencyr the "in_between" role
is a demonstration of care since it ranges from
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interpreting language to manipulating

for the patienL and famify's benefit.
participant sLated, "We make sure the

the system

One

patient
doesn't get forgotten or lost in the vacuum of the
system We make Sure the place runs. ,'

The following exemplars reflect the ,'In_

between role" of the emergency nurse.

Exemplar

Exempì-ar

The participant was discussing the
sexual- assault protocol as itapplied to a specific case. Sheinformed the MD. that the RCF{p wasnot sure if they needed a consentfor release of information
regarding a victim's sexual
assault. The participant $¡as notsure if the victim had signed aconsent or not. The MD. and theparticipant thought that since the
woman had signed a consent to press
charges then al-l the informatiðn
should be accessibte to the police.
She phoned the RCMp back with theinf ormation.

The participant informed two
detectives about the patient who
was in an MVA. The pãrticipant
tol-d the detectives Lhe stoiy ofthe accident and proceeded to telI
them abouL her condition. Thepolice wanted to see the patient.
The nurse went into the pãtient,
told her the police were there and
asked her if she was up to talkingwith them. The nurse escorted thepolice in.
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At times, the emergency nurse is an interpreter of
medicalese. Medicalese refers to highty technical
medical language used by physicians and other

medical personneÌ.

Exemplar

The participant was caring for a
man with a l-acerated f inger. The
¡,1D" asked the patient if he wanted
an analgesic. The patient looked
at the nurse with a questioning
face. The nurse said, "[llould you
like something for the pain?"

At times the participants' had to organize other

units in order to move the patient through the

system.

Exemplar

The department was very busy. It
r^7as the early evening. The
participant's patient required
admission. The participant spent
fifteen interrupted minutes looking
for a bed in the hospital. She waà
on the phone to the ward and the
supervisor. She was assertive and
demanded that the patient in
emergency be the priority. She
said, I'Move someone no$l. I have a
green diversion on (process where a
hospital can block any ambulances
from bringing patients with minor
problems to the emergency). We,re
ful]- can't close the doors down
here. You need to move someone in
fCU" Do you know how long you will
be? Dinner break? We're in a
bad situation down here. We need
this patient moved no\^¡. She is
very sick and needs a bed. " While
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she talked on the phone she was
also carrying on a conversation
with a doctor who was asking about
a patient's blood gas. Later she
said, "They take so long I had
to problem solve for the ward and
the supervisor " But I don' t rnind
as long as I get the patient where
they can be more comfortable and
that is in a bed on a ward.,'

The participants spent

monitoring and ensuring

practices.

Exemplar

considerable

the quality
time

of health care

Some days you feel like chief cook
and bottle washer. "Emerg" has alot of coordinating type of
activities. It depends, sometimes
on exactly what's happening that
day. Sometimes the docs are busy
and not able to do the things
necessary for the patients. I wiII
do them for the patient rather than
have the patient suffer or go
without. I mean I make sure that
treatments are ordered by the
doctors; I'11 follow up on thepatient's medical management. you
have to in emergency because some
doctors wouldn't remember about Mr.
So and So's last ventalin or his
next face mask treatment. I do it
for the continuity of care thepatient trusts us to be on top of
things. I make sure I give them
(MD's) an up-date on the patients.

The next exemplar iIl-ustrates the necessity of Lhe

"in-between" role that the emergency nurse plays.
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Exemplar

Emergency is very in-between
nursing. You can be in-between the
ambulance guys and the docs t ot in-
between different hospitals like
when you transfer a patient. It's
an in-beLween type of place.
Yourre in-between patients and
doctors r lou're in-between
ambulance personnel and families,
in-between the l-ab technicians and
the patients, in-between patients
and other nurses, in-betq¡een this
department and the ward, in-betvTeen
this department and other agencies
like Main Street project. you,re
in-between the needle and the IV,
in-between the pi11 and the bottl-e,
and in-between the hospital and the
community. I suppose to a degree
the nurse down here is in-between
life and death itself. I guess you
could say that, the emergency nurse
is to patient care like a conductor
is to a symphony.

Reciproci ty

The theme of reciprocity emerged as

important from the interviews with the

participants. Five of the six participants agreed

that one must first be caring towards the self.
They asserted thaL, ât times, in certain
situations, emergency nurses emotionally distance
in order to be effective during the crisis and

emotionally survive the event. Four participants
discussed the need to feel- cared for in the

workplace. Five of the participants felt thaL it
was necessary to have a pJ-ace to vent and feel_
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seeure, away from the job. Six of the

participants shared the view that giving care is
facilitated when the patient-family response is
favourable" Two of the individuals stated they

needed to feel a reciprocation of caring when

involved with certain traumatic situations (ie.,
sexual- assault or sudden death) " All of the

participants felt the need for a debriefing
exercise after experiencing a traumatic situation
or a compilation of unsavory events. The

participants stated that, after a particularly
grueling stretch, sick time in the department is
hi9h.

Five participants asserted that they

believe that their caring should be reciprocated

for two reasons. First" they be]ieved that a

balance between personal and professional life was

important to the lived experience of feeling the

reciprocation of natural caring. If they

experienced l-ove and support away from the

workplace, it was easier to care at work. Second,

they believed that the capacity to practice
professional- caring required reciprocation from

their peers and from administration. Four of the

participants expressed the need to hear from

nursing administration. They felt it lvas more
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productive to hear about the good things emergency

does instead of just the negative.

It was evident during the course of

invol-vemenL with the participants that they used

the "story" as a method of organizing and

communicating knowledge, skil-l- and expertise.

What was most obvious was how story telling seemed

to ease their pain. Some stories lvere funnyr soffi€

r^rere sad, and others seemed to capture the essence

of emergency nursing practice. Telling stories
seemed to link the nurses together as it
emphasized their moral force, and gave them

strength and healing power. The following

exemplars reflect this phenomena.

Exemplar

I try not to take my work home with
me. So when I go home it's l-eft
behind. I guess that may lead to a
bit of schizophrenia, but that's
necessary for survival-. However,
there is always that one patient or
situation that you may feel you
need to talk about sometimes my
family help me get through it, they
1et me ramble on" If I believe
that I have made a difference in
someone's l-ife, that gives me the
strength and energy to go on.
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Exemplar

Exemplar

Most of the deaths vùe see are
trauma and cardiac arrests. V'le
don't get a chance to know to any
degree of time¡ so we don't have
much contact with the patient. It
doesn't have as much impact âsr
sâlr caring for a patient for a
while on the ward wou1d. When you
have had a chance to establish a
rel-ationship with a patient and rhe
family, it makes it harder to dea1
with the death and the grief"

It was on my l-ast set of nights and
f \^ras so tired. It had been one
hell of a night and I didn't have
much left to give. This fel_low was
brought in after being in a fight
and stabbed in the chest. He was
so drunk and obnoxious. He was so
foul mouthed, four letter words
lvere every second word. He kept
trying to puII out his tubes,
especially his chest tube. He wasjust flopping all over and I was so
mad at him. I was so annoyed at
him I swore back" It real1y
shocked me after T said it and I
thought, "My 9od, f'm tired of
dealing with these drunks." I was
tired of cleaning him up and
replacing his dressings after he
repeatedly tore them off. Because
of that there was bl-ood all over
the place he was a drug abuser
and I \,¡as trying to be extra
cautious. r woul-dn't have minded
if he even knew I was trying to
help him but he was so out of it
that it didn't matter to him, he
could have cared less.
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After caring for a patient like this the

participant stated, "I l_ove the sanctity of my

family" 
"

This next exemplar illustrates how

fragile l-ife can seem to Lhe participants after
being part of a family's tragic loss.

Exemplar

f had a patient whose mother \.ias a
nurse who worked at Woman's
Hospital. Her son had just got his
l-icence" At the time my kid was
!h. same age. This kid was driving
from Stonewall and got rear-ended
and he had a fracture at CZ (broken
neck ) . He was brain dead and they
kept him for his organs. My son
had just got his licence and as I
said was the same age. That is
something I will never forget
because the mother \¡¡as so
devastated. f spent a lot of time
with her and I believe f gave her a
lot of support" It was really hard
on me, my god, because here I was
identifying with her. That one
sticks in my mind.

This participant \das reflecting on how hard it is
to live with making an error.

Exemplar

One patient, who I will always
remember, taught me a great deal-
about myself. She was a young
woman, late thirties probably. She
had been severely beaten in the
head from a street fight. As it
turned out, she was seven months
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pregnant. We didn't know it at the
time, since she was quite obese. I
I^tas the " resus . ,, nurse (person
responsible for patients who
require resuscitation) and f was
still- at a stage where I wasn't
really thinking for myself. To a
large degree, I was following
orders. They did an abdominal tap
and of course, the consequence was
a huge gush of fluid from the
vagina. I never picked up on it.
T realIy blamed myself afterwards
because of my background I should
have picked up on it" But I
didn't, f was so caught up in
following orders and doing things,
I didn't think for myself. I mean
no one else did either. As it \,,ras,
it probably would have made no
difference for her or the fetus
because she had been lying there
for some time. But, f always will
wonder if I had just clicked in Lo
the cues, could we have saved the
baby. But there is self-blame and
guilt because f wasn't thinking for
myself. Actually, as a result of
that experience, I've been able to
increase my assertiveness in
situations and f guess I have more
confidence in myself in making
independent decisions.

The participants knew that there is a

time for sharing and time to keep problems to

themsel-ves.

Exemplar

I think emergency nurses are like a
self-help group. Yourll often tal-k
amongst each other. If you have
someone to go home to who can sort
of understand you vent there as
well. I guess a Iot of people see
emergency nurses as very tough,
very cold, hard people but I
disagree. I think we keep a l-ot of
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things inside because you don't
want to cry or you would have
everyone crying. You know when
something is sad and when everyone
(family) is crying, someone has to
keep control, and I think you then
tend to keep things to yoursel-f 

"

Exemplar

We do a lot of talking down here,
on our breaks just rehashing the
event. That seems to bring tension
down if we talk about it together.
Itts easier to talk with the people
who have just experienced it with
you. Generally, you donrt tell the
sad or ludicrous stories at a
cocktail party. Nobody wants to
know how many dead people you saw
last week. The "far side stories"
always end up not as funny when you
tell- it to a group of lay people.
So we use each other and usually it
helps us deal with the devastation
easier.

The participants were avrare that they

were at risk in potentially violent situations.
They knew when to protect themselves.

Exemplar

I'm not a hero, I watch out for
myself " It does depend on the
patient and the situation. If they
are swinging and violent, I don't
get near them. I try to make my
work fun and saLisfying. I try to
joke with people, to lighten up a
littIe. It seems to work at the
appropriate times"

Humour was used to cope with complex situations.
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Exemplar

You should have been here
yesterday. f !,;as at triage, and
the place vras crazy. T had charge
of a person who was a chronic
schizophrenic. I knew her \,Je1l_
since we see her frequently. She
was screeching "Evita,' in high C,
and another lady who had taken 28
chlorpromazine and had attempted
suicide earlier. She was being
sent home by psychiatry and f \,ras a
little worried" So f asked her to
sit in the waiting room for a while
so I could keep an eye on her. She
repeatedly came up to the triage
desk getting whiter and whiter.
Every time she would get shorter
and shorter. Then she would jerk
herself upright and then sit down.
The waiting room hTas so fulI and it
had been a few minutes since 'C,r
had come up to the desk so I went
to check on her. On the way back
to the desk, I noticed a man
sitting in the waiting room and I
sort of thought he looked weird. I
stopped and asked him if he was the
guy with the nail in his head. We
were expecting him. He said,
"Yes". I wonder how the others in
the waiting room perceived aII
this. He told me that his right
hand felt funny and kind of numb
and then he said, "ft was sure a
good thing Lhat the nail ( 6 inch
nail) didn't hit my brain.

Time and Helping

Six of the participants believed that
caring required time. They perceived that when

time is available to become involved, one can

directly and intentionalllz provide caring that can

help the patient and/or farnily" The participants
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believed that they must "heIp,' patients and

famil-ies achieve maximum wellness, affeviate
suffering, or reach a dignified death but they

required time to do so.

Exemplar

fL can be very stressful when you
have a lot of things going on, but
you can't devote yourself as much
as you would like to for some
patient care. Often it is too busy
to do all that is necessary since a
l-ot of different things need doing
at the same time.

Exemplar

If you have five patients on small
side and two nursesr loll can pretty
well do anything you want to do as
far as teaching and follow-up care.
It feel-s great when you know that
the patient has had your best
they have the verbal explanation,
demonstration and foll-ow-up care.
But, sometimes, it is just wild and
people \^¡alk out without
appointments to return or knowing
how to use the crutches properly,
or how to take the meds. It can be
frustrating.

Exemplar

There are times when you're really
busy and the patient is whisked off
to the ward and you feet like you
haven't done everything you coul_d
have, not in a physical sense as
much as that you wanted to spend
more time with themn talking with
them or giving more support. Many
times you are at a l-oss on how to
do that too.
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The participants perceived that
approximately 60eo of their time is spent engaged

in direct patient care. HovJever, it \^ias observed

and recorded by the researcher that the majority
of time spent directly interacting with patients

was much l-ess Lhan the time that was spent

interacting with other nurses and other health

care workers. One time and motion study revealed

that during a one and a hal-f hour period, the

participant interacted with other nurses 53 times,

wardcl-erks and aides 20 times, MD's 19 times, the

phone 10 times, family 5 times, and paLients 2I

times.

The time that the participants spent in
each element of a decision-making event was

difficult to ascertain as assessment was on-going

and decision making was not always obvious" The

participants spent most of their time in
assessment. The planning phase did not seem

obvious to the researcher. When the participants
were asked whether they spent time planning" they

stated that it was not something of which they

r,\rere conscious; more often than not, the action or

decision "just seemed to happen".
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In summary, the theme, Care and Care

Vüork, \.vas discussed using the subthemes; Caring in
Context; fntentionality; The fn-between; euantum

Caring; Reciprocity; and Time and Helping. It hTas

found within the multiple exemplars that caring
was an important contextual- variabl-e to consider
in the actual practice of emergency nurses.

caring made a significant impacL on their decision
making processes.

The Human-Environment Relationship
Chaos

f'Ihere chaos begins, classical
science stops. For as long as the
world l,u= had physicists inquiring
into the l_aws of nature, it has
suffered a special ignorance aboutdisorder in the atmosphere, in theturbulent sea, in the fluctuations
of wildlife populations, in the
oscillations of the heart and
brain. The irregular side ofnature, Lhe discõntinuous and
erratic side these have beenpuzzles to science t ot worse,
monstrosities (Gleick, LgB7, p. 3)"

In this section of the chapter the
findings suggest that there exists a connection
between the participants' decision making

processes and Lhe state of the environment where

the decision was made. circumstances within the
environment influenced the participants' ability
to care and make meaningful decisions.
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The relationship the participants had

with their work environment was a central theme

and a focus of this research. Most work related
decisions \¡rere made by the participants in
context. Decision processes varied and seemed to
be l-inked with the degree of complexity within the

environment. The greater the perceived

uncertainty about a patient or a group of patients

or within the physical environment, the greater

the degree of unpredictability in human behaviour

existed.

The participants stated that the

unpredictability was a characteristic that they

liked about emergency nursing. One participant
said that the "cÍaziness" is whaL keeps her coming

back. All stated that the variety and fluctuation
of acuity leve1s of patients, and the mix of
problems were interesting. "There is never a dull
moment in emergency and I get bored with the

routine of the ward life. You never know what to
expect from minute to minute, and I like that
most of the time. "

The participants expressed that they

fel-t a great deal of satisfaction and
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accomplishment when they "handled" situations that
r¡/ere or rapidly became ',out of control- " . However ,

it vTas observed by the researcher and validated by

the participants that long periods of "chaos" are

emotionally and physically exhausting. One

participant stated, "ConstanL movement and noise

hour after hour without a break realIy gets to you

after a while. If you feel like the place is out

of control, the disorder seems overwhelming. "
Another participant felt, "At times I feel_ like
I'm going every which way and not accomplishing

anything. When \¡¡e are busy you have time to do

the bare necessities for a patient, maybe not even

that. When we are chaoticr lou feel 1ike you run

from one thing to another, accomplishing l_ittle.
You just seem to do pieces of everything. The

fragmentation is frustrating. "

Another participant expressed that
certain physicians cause situations to become more

disruptive due to their disrespect for nursing

work" "Some doctors barge in or cut right in on

your assessment or discussion, asking you about

one thing or another. UsuaIIy what they want

coul-d wait. f t disrupts your f l-ow and thought

process and is really rude. It can throw you off
bal-ance, t'
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The participants indicated that the

inability to control the environment increased

their perception of uncertainty. One participant
stated, 'tEmergency never closes their doorsr vJê

can't turn anyone away. The nurses in emergency

know when we can't cope with one more thing and

yet we can't place a "Green Diversion" (a policy
that disallows non-urgent patients to be brought

to that particul-ar emergency department by an

ambulance) without a l_ot of hassle". Another

participant stated, ',yesterday we were going fu11

out a1l day. By the end of the shift I felt if lve

got one more rr99" (cardiac arrest) I would be one

myself " .

Disruption of the physical environment

v;as a source of concern for the participants.
certain erements were identified as increasing the
disorder within the department. They include:
patient charts not being in the right placer parts
of the patient's chart missing, policy or

reference material not being where it should be,

equipment being not in its place or not restocked,

faulty equipment, changes within the physical
structure occurring without notice, and

unnecessary changes happening in nursing systems.
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The following exemplar refl_ects how the

emergency nurse must practice in a situation that
is complex and highly unpredictable and uncertain.

Exemplar

It was steady sunmer evening in the
emergency department. Not a
stretcher was empty and the waiting
room looked like it was spilling
over with people. The participant
got word from triage that a young
lvoman was due to arrive in minutes.
A r'99'r (code to describe a cardiac
arrest) was paged over head. The
participant quickly went into the
resuscitation room and began to
ready the area. The floodgates
opened and people were eveiywhere.
Some where there only to observe.
A young vloman \{as rushed in by
ambul-ance attendants. They began
telling the story. No one knew her
name or where she lived. The onty
thing that the ambul-ance personnel
could telI the participant was how
they found her. She was
unconscious with no other apparent
injuries. Upon reflection, the
participant stated, "We didn't know
anything about her. T¡üe were
uncertain about the severity of her
problem, uncertain about her past
medical history \^/e knew nothing
about this lady at al-l" It's hard
to be able to predict the success
of our management if we haven,t
much to go on" 

"

The transcript reveal_ed this specific
conversation about the event:
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Participant = p; Other nurses = o;

Researcher = myself (ms)

Time: 1930

p. "What's going on?"

Dr. "Need an IV 1ine"

p. "Got one here. Excuse me but I need to get

the line"
ms " The voices of the participant and others ïvere

very monotone and almost curt. The

participant moved purposefully around the

patient and room efficiently. Everything \Áras

happening at once. Noise scale at an B, the

room is so crowded, the nurses have to weave

their way in and out of extraneous people.

Everything seemed to be happening al_l- around

me.

Dr. ttWe need some Dextrosett

p. "I gr:ess that guy's a doctor, eh?,'

o. "I haven't seen him around, he must be the

new H7 resident.

p. "I'11 get a set of V.S. They're OK.

Lines are in and she has a tachy arrhythmia,

Itrs normal tho I I'

o" "Did you get blood for drug screen?"

p" "Yep, BP is 194/70, it's OK"

Dr. "Get a quick EKG and an X-ra1z"

p. "V'lhat do you think?',
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Dr. Could be an overdose " The dextrose didn't
seem to help, need some Narcan'r

p. "OK, right avray"

ms. Participant got the Narcan and verified the

dose and then gave it.
p. (on phone to Xray) "Itrs resuscr wê need a

chest Xray right away. "

p. (on phone to EKG) "It's Emerg. we need a stat
run done in resusc. rr

Dr. "Fo1ey in?"

o" "Yesr !vê just got some urine. Do you want it
sent for a screen?"

p. rrHow much fluid is in? Don't you think h7e

should slow down a bit?"
Dr . t'Sure, TKOI

p. "We don't have a chart on her yet. Do we

know who she is?',

p. To aide, "VrIe need an armband"

p. To the room, "Are the police trying to find
out who she is?"

ms " The room is a shambles. Used containers on

the fl-oor, blood splatters, used equipment

and linen is everywhere. people who are not

directly involved talked among themselves.

At times nervous giggling was heard from

among the crowd" They are in the way and do

not seem to help the situation. The nurses
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seem to accept their presence but lvere terse

with them initially when the patient first
arrived.

Time z l-947

The environment displayed paLterns that
were deterministic and stable to patterns that
changed dramatically from one instance to the

next. Episodes of chaos occurred spontaneously,

at which time patterning of the phenomena changed

unpredictably and with no apparent relationship to
previous patterning. At this time of
disequilibrium, certain characteristics appeared

within the environment: noise leveIs increased

dramatically; erratic movement of personnel and

material-s increased at a faster pace; activity was

abundant but fragmented; and disorder within the

system escalated (ie. scattered records, reference

material mispl-aced, technology breaking down).

As the environment became more uncertain
and complex, the participants and others around

them appeared to be far from equilibrium. During

periods of high intensity, where the environment

appeared out of control, the participants
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behaviour became more disjoint. The participants,
referred to those unpredictable, highly complex

and irregular times âs, "chaos".

Exemplar

The shift began at 19:30. The
department lvas busy. Every
stretcher on "Big side and Smal_l
side" !ùere fu]l. In the sma1l area
around the main desk thirty-eight
people, other than patients,
occupied a 30 X 30 foot space.
These people hTere standing in the
aisles, around patient stretchers,
sitting on chairs in various
placesr or standing talking or
writing at the desk. They \¡rere
relatives of patients, nurses,
EMO's, medical specialists, fourth
year medical students, unit
assistants, ward clerks, po1íce 1ab
and ambulance personnel. The noise
1eve1 fluctuated. One minute it
rdas a din; a l-ow roar the next. It
could be compared to the ocean,
crashing into shore frantically one
second to a cal-m, even flow the
next. It as overpo$/ering" The
participant was working on small
side. She worked steadily with thepatients arranging the work area.
It was a frantic pace where the
participant moved back and forth
from phones, to the patients, to
the desk and back again to the
patients. There \¡¡ere three people
waiting to be sutured: one young
fellow on a stretcher in the ha1l,
two elderly patients in the
treatment room waiting for results,
and a gentleman being seen by the
plasticsr resident. This f e1l_ow
had a bleeding hematoma of the
right arm. fñe resident suddenly
yel1ed for assistance. It appeared
that the bleeding was uncontrolled.
The doctor kept belting out orders.
It sounded like it was all meshed
together: Get a PT and pTT" He
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needs the OR. Get someone in here
to help me with this. What is his
blood pressure? Start an IV. Get
a group and match for a stat run.
Does he have any allergies? Is the
OR ready? Let's get him up. The
participant methodically went from
one task to the other, she started
an IV' got blood for the lab and
the Red Crossr Çot a set of V.S.
and assessed his Ievel of
consciousness, appfy a pressure
dressing, phoned the OR, phoned the
Red Cross, and fill_ed out blood
requisitions. She was constantly
interrupted in the process of
attending to this emergency. She
did not seem to get in a fIap. She
talked calmly to whomever or gave
direction to other staff. In the
midst of the emergency, (the
patient was stabilized) theparticipant heard another patient
retching. She went to the patient
gave her a kidney basin, and
settled her by talking with her.
In the course of caring for her,
one of the fourth year medical
students (who appeared oblivious to
the confusion) asked the
participant to get a urine sample
from his patient. She interruþted
her work and went to get the urine.
She stated later, that by getting
the urine herself rather than
directing the medical_ student or
going to find a unit assistant,
ultimately saved time in the long
run. There were other things that
hrere going on simultaneously: ie,
another patient was going to the OR
at the same time. This patienL \das
seriously life threatened and much
of the staff and the resources were
tied up with that patient" Lab
people were all over the department
asking who was the ECG for, or
calling out a patient's name with
the lab requisition dangling from
their hand. In among aIl of the
confusion, more patients $rere being
brought down from the triage area
and ushered into a vacant space.
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Later, the participant said that
she liked "that kind of busy" since
she felt "on top of the situation".

The participants expressed that much of
what contributes to the uncertain and complex

nature of their work life pertains to their
personal perception of disorder " They suggest

that most often they can cope with the chaotic
external environment if they internally perceive

that the environment is in order. El_ements that
aggravate an already unpredictabl_e external
environment were described as: dealing with
others' indecision; dealing with others'
disorganization; deal-ing with incompetence;

dealing with little or no respect from other
professionals; coping with ignorance from others;
coping with the "game playing,'; deal_ing with peer

pressure (ie, to keep up the pace); uncertainty of
expectations; uncertainty related to patient
acuity; uncertainty of patient outcomes;

uncertainty of not knowing; uncertainty of
complete data base; uncertainty of own decisions;
uncertainty of administrative support; uncertainty
of peer support; never feeling that there is any

cfosure; unexpected change in traditional nursing

systems; uncertainty related to ever changing

technology; uncertainty related to their own
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safety; uncertainty about how others val_ue their
work; and uncertainty about the future of the
physical nature of the department.

Exemplar

When it gets quiet in the
department, it bothers me" I feel
like any minute the door will fly
open and the people will flood in"
Sometimes when it is so quiet,
which is unusual these days, I feel
kind of anxious because anything
can happen. Part of working in
emergency is the unknown. ft makes
it stressful but exciting.

Exemplar

Young man to "Bigside', via
ambulance. Neck collar orlr on a
back board, eyes swolIen, shut.
The nurse asked, "Do you know your
name?" No response. trAre you sore
or have any pain?" No response.rrls your neck sore?" No response.
"Sgueeze my hand" No response.
"Can you open your eyes? No
response. The questioning was
constant as the participant engaged
in active intervention with this-
young man. She stated later that
it is so hard to solve problems
when you know so little about the
patient or their situation.

Exemplar

The participant was

continuous change in

environment and she

commenting on the

their physical

exnreqqerl hnr^r
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powerl-ess they feel when sudden

unexplained change occurs.

The only way to keep your mind
in here is to have a sense of
humour. AIl of a sudden we
have a new pipe in the middle
of the treatment area on
Bigside" It was put in last
night at a moment's notice.
It hangs right over stretcher
six. It looks terrible. I
sure don't want my patients
lying on the stretcher for
hours looking up at a drain
pipe. We put a piece of
plastic up over it last night

it didn't help. Someone
put up a sign I'The Outhouset'.
I guess they are renovating
upstairs. I hope this hetps
to make it look good up there

it's offices !

Exemplar

I l-ike the variability that the
emergency department offers.
Although, when it is out of
control, I mean, when the place is
crazy , T find it really draining.
Especially when the action is
constant day after day. I guess
the element of uncertainty is a
double-edge sword. It's exhausting
and exiting too. you never know
what in the world is going to
happen next.

Triage is a unique area of emergency

nursing practice that best refl-ects the great

degree of complexity and uncertainty embedded

within the process of decisions made by the

emergency nurse" The participants expressed their
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respect for those nurses who they fett performed

wel-1 in very chaotic and uncertain situations.

Five of the six participants stated that
advanced education and experience was an absorute
must in order to be ,'safe" triaging. One

participant felt strongry that, beyond experience,
the triage nurse must have a desire to do the job"
as well- as excerrent public rerations ski1ls. A1]
of the respondenLs concurred that the triage nurse
must be competent in rapid decision making. The

participants described stories of "overwhelming
shifts" where muItiple patients/family and

horrific conditions prevaired. They stated that
if ít is busy and you are the only one "out
there", they are at risk for error. They al_so

felt that as it got busier and more confusing at
the triage desk, their ability to cope with
"weird" behaviour or vague probJ_ems were

significantly reduced. This inverse relationship
was observed frequentty by the researcher
throughout the research data gathering phase.

The participants thought that the
physical layout of the triage area \i,¡as far too
small and cramped. Three of the participants
expressed their concerns with the lack of privacy
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that the triage area all-owed patients and family.
All of the participants liked that the waiting
room was visible since they felt responsible for
patients who were waiting to be seen and for
fami1-y/friends waiting for loved ones. With the

waiting room cl-ose, the participants stated they

could pick up on problems among waiting patients
or family" One nurse stated having the waiting
room close to triage helped her sort out who was

who relative to a name on a sheet.

The participant was the only nurse

triaging; therefore, she was responsible for the

area's operations. The following exemplar

demonstrates the complex, variable, and constant

conditions under which triage occurs.

Exemplar

All patients are tríaged to the
emergency department or to primary
Health Care. After the nurse
assesses the patient she/he makes a
decision about their acuity and to
what area the patient wil-l go to in
order to receive further care.
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Those Being
Tr iaged

Waiting Waiting
Triage Room

1215: Man with allergy I 4

I2L7: Purolator Courier
wanting direction 4

1218: Phoned for bl_oodwork 1

I2J-B: To waiting room to tal_k 5

1220: Female to desk needing
insurance claim fill_ed out 5

L220: Female with fractured
arm fo1loÌ¡¡-up appointment z

I22I: Two pol_ice asked for a
patient in the eve.
before Z 6

1225: Ambulance phone - GC3
in5 Z

1230: Counselled woman
re: staying to see MD. 1

1230: I'fan with back pain I 7

L23L: Man complaining his
kidneys are sore 1 g

1232: [¡üoman looking for mom
in hospital

r232-
1235: Finding this person on

computer

1235: Man with abdominal pain 0

1236: Phone to orthopaedic
specialist re: follow-up
appointment 1 9

1237: Female with sore 1eft
shoulder 3 10

1238: CalI back from ortho Dr. 3

1239: To waiting room to talk
with woman re: specialist 3
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1240: Security asking about a
relative' s whereabouts.
Car in the ambulance's way 3

1240: Man with sore back and
abdominal pain Z II

1240: Ambulance in with woman who
was in car accident. Woman
in wheet_chair with a bloody
face. 3

1242: Completed assessment on man
prior to attending to
ambul-ance 3 Iz

1242: Assessed woman and got
history from ambulance
attendant 2

1243: While assessing the ortho
resident interrupted nurse
to get directions to
woman with fracture 2 13

1248: Returned to assessment
re: lady in MVA Z 13

7250: Older man fell and hit
knee. Daughter with him I

:.25i-: Resident interrupted
interview to ask how to
admit his patient 1 14

1252: Returned to assessment I
1253: Ca1led treatment area,

escorted 2 people to
treatment area

1254: MaIe from Rankin fnlet
could not speak English.
Had interpreter " Man had
sore left arm red and
swollen l0

1300: End of interview 1

1300: Femal_e, ringing in ears 0 10
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1301: Phones X2 ringing
Answer lst 5 second call
Answer 2nd 3 min. call
re: transferred patient
to be expected

1305: Man lacerated nose with
carving knife

Phone ca11, took f arnily
to treatment area

Man schedul-ed patient,
ear \^¡ax build-up

Man with lactose
intolerance

Phone interrupted interview
for a minute

Back to interview

1308

131 0

13 11

I 313

r-314

13r5

r316

1317

B

19

I

E1derly male very i11
lookíng. Had appointment
with Dr. but did not keep.
Has leukemia. Nurse took
patient right down Lo
treatment area 3

Man with abdominal pain Z B

Woman wanting direction t
1320: Man in because he was

passing blood in stooI.
Lump noticed today. Going
a\4ray within a few hours and
can't wait to see own MD. 0 9

1324: Phoned to pHC to see if
someone could see him soon 10

1330: Arranging with admitting
adrnission of the woman
with fracture 0

1330 Housekeeping vacuuming
1336: and can't hear a thing B

1337: Nurse to waiting room to
talk with woman and family
re: admission
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1340: TkTo pol-ice into ask
questions re: overdose
patient in earlier in
the day l_

1340: Gave a person directions
toICU t 7

1341: Woman with complaint of
pain on intercourse I 6

7342: Phone call-, interrupted
interview 1

l-343: Continued interview

1344: Man with cast too tight I 6

1345: Man with amputated fingers Z 6

1344: Interrupted the interview
to go to assess çeoman behind
him. The nurse got her a
wheel chair and began an
assessment. Got specifics:
$loman had chest pain, left
lateral chest. On nitro
and not working. Continued
for a while longer and took
lady down to treatment area 2 B

l-351-: Returned to interview with
man who amputated fingers I 9

1354: Woman with irrítated eyes.
She did not want to see a
Dr. but wanted a
prescription 0

1359: Ended inlerview and had
convinced woman to wait
and see a Dr" I

1400: Man wanting tensor
bandage for wrist 2 l0

1405: Man hit eye 2 weeks ãgo,
now having trouble seeing.
Nurse assessed and the
pupil was fixed and
dilated l_

1407: ü'loman wanting to know about
friend who was in emergency 0 1I
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1409 t

1416:

Relief nurse lvanting report
The participant tol_d her
all- about Lhe patients in
the department: who was
waiting for results in the
waiting room whose
relatives need to be
taken down to department
what patients were
priorities and should be
seen soon. Reviewed
detail-s about people
waiting to be seen
expected arrivals to the
department from community 2

Report complete

In sunmary, the researcher found that
the participants experienced chaos in their work

life in the form of ambiguity, uncertainty,
complexity, vagueness, unpredictabiJ-ity, lack of
control- of the environment, and undetermined

randomness. The el-ements vrere not present in al-I
situations, nor did aI1 participants perceive
individual situations as chaotic simultaneously.
However, environmental_ forces had a significant
impact on the decision making processes of the

emergency nurses and a profound effect on their
care work.
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Order

"Even with the simplest equation,

the region of chaos proves to have

an intricate structure far more

orderly than was guessed at first.
As the system is driven harder,

windows of order appear with odd

periods. This dissipation is an

agent of order" (Gleick, L}BTI

p. 74).

Order is the antithesis of chaos

(GIeick, 1987). The greater the uncertainty and

disorder in the environment, the more the

participants tried to restore, maintain or create
order. ff a patient was critically ill, the

participants focused on restoring them to
equilibrium. If the department was chaotic, the
participants maintained control and coordinated

the setting; I'make it run". "Order and structure
is very important" stated one participant,
ItWithout order and a sense of control it makes it
hard to function in emergency',.

The researcher found that order and

sLructure was a major component of the

participants' clinical practice. Just like chaos
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is a steady state in emergency environment, so r,vas

the participants' need to create order. The text
and text analogue indicated that order r,,Ìas

described in two ways: 1) external_ order; and

2) internal order.

External order included structural
coordination; i.e., structural practice. In the
study, the nurses often described their role as

the in-between. ,'We make all_ the connections

between the personnel of physicians, technicians,
and aII the other players in the system. " During

observation the participants showed that this
connection often went beyond the boundaries of the
hospital to include outside agencies. The

participants included action as the primary person

whose job was to care about anything that might
happen in the environment of the patient and to
connect any parties who need to be connected in
order to assure a successful_ outcome for the
patient. The participants in the study often
assumed responsibility for conveying information
between one party and another. Such activities
occurred continually. During one observation,
this phenomenon occurred eighty-seven times in two

hours and an average of once every forty seconds.
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The participants continually maintained
the integrity of the physical_ setting. Specific
areas \dere designated for certain types of patient
problems (Appendix J). The resuscitation room was

only used for one who was life threatened. ',Big
Side" \^ras used for people who may not be life
threatened but who required frequent monitoring.
People who were placed on 'rTreatment or Smal_I

Side" were not usually urgent and required l-ess

monitoring than the other areas. Each stretcher
bay was numbered and a patient was assigned that
spot by the triage nurse or charge nurse. certain
stretcher areas \¡rere designated with certain
functions: €g., stretcher number one hras the

"gyne" bed and usually reserved for women who

would require a gynecological exam. Supply carts
with specific supplies were kept in specific
places and were namedi eg. rrfV cartr, ,'Cath Cart"
and the "crash cart". patient charts were kept in
a specific prace on the central desk with each one

claiming sacred territory. There were special
sl-ots at the central desk for arr types of forms

and requisitions; the slots being labe1led

specifically 
"

Systems were designed Lo track patients
during their stay in the department. The triage
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area had a metall_ic board that visually
represented a schema of patient placement within
the department.

Personnel for certain areas \,vere written
on a chal-k board or on an assignment sheet. The

nursing assignment sheet listed the area and shift
rotation each staff would work. rt also included
informatíon about who woul-d go on first, second

and third "break".

Posters of procedural activities were

stuck up on the wal]s. Drug calculation formuras

hTere in crear view. check rists were posted for
every cart and in every room in the department.

The participants were endressly checking supplies
and equipment. procedure manuals l\7ere in clear
view along with favorite reference guides.

The participants stated that they
required a structured system especially in
"chaotic times". They liked to know where the
patient's chart could be found. They liked to
have equipment in "its pIace" and working. They

especially disliked sornething new "sprung" on them

without warning. One participant stated, "When

the equiprnent is broken or f have to hunL for a
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chart, it slows down the patient's care. I feel
responsible, f want to help them through the
system as fast as possible. " Another stated,
"charting systems need to be fast and efficient.
we seem to change them to fit the nevr,,in,r method.

Most of the time we don't have time to do ar-r the
extras" My main priority is the patient and their
immediate needs. "

Internal order t{as described and

perceived as "having control". Constant

assessment was one r^7ay the parLicipants "feIt like
they v¡ere in contror-". Assessment of the patient
and the setting was a major component of the
participants' decision-making process. This
continual search of the data field was expressed

by one participant as "having your hand on the
pulse at al-l times".

On observation, the researcher found

that the participants were organized and goal_

directed. The assessment was focused, decisions
were rapid, and the activity was task-oriented.
It \,ras observed that, when the acuity of the
patient increased, so did the participants'
oredisposition to task-oriented care. If the
situation was chaotic, the participants tended to
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act in a more "robot-Iike fashion", focusing on

skilled performance.

On observation, the participants
demonstrated effective management of rapidly
changing situations by grasping problems rapidly,
managing a crisis until- col-laboration occurred,

and coordinating an unpredictable and chaotic
envi ronment .

The chaotic nature of the emergency

department was enhanced by the perception of the
participants that the setting was inadequate. One

participant stated, ',When it gets really busy, the

noise l-eve1 can be deafening". One way that this
participant dealt with the noise was by ,'tuning it
outtt.

They felt that the area they worked in
v¡as a "dump" and needed to be 1arger and brought

up to current standards. In that regard, they

were disillusioned with the hospital
administration. One participant statedr "Good

care is provided in our Emergency in spite of the
placett.
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The participants expressed that they
felt they maintained emotional- control by

distancing themsel-ves from certain situations or
by getting away from the area. One participant
said that, "If it has been a particularly rough

stretch, I need to escape; I might take a sick
day. I don't feel_ guilty anymore because I do it
for my mental- health and so r can come back ready
for more". One participant used humour to deal_

with particularly distressing incidents. This
participant said, "If you don,t laughr lou cry
and you'd by crying forever',.

The participants expressed that they
fert a "debriefing" wourd be very helpful in order
to have closure and resolution for traumatic
experiences. some experiences were so troubl_esome

that years later it was still hard for the
participant to discuss the event.

The following exemplar reflects the
concept of internal order.

Exemplar

I think as emergency nurses it isreally important to make sure thepatient isn't more stressed out bybeing in the emergency setting. i
hope thaL by talking with someone,
even if it is thirty seconds, to
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reassure them and comfort them is
important. Letting the patient
know that you know what you're
doing, and thaL you won't let
anything bad happen to them allows
them to relax. Tf f do everything
f can for them it gives them a
chance to unload their anxiety.
Part of my job is to ensure that
their experience is a coordinaLed
effort" Creating a controlled
environment for my patient is so
important. T feel like sometimes
you need to control- the patients
world for a tirne, especially if
they are very i11" I suppose I
want the patient and their family
to feel secure with me caring for
them. That's one less worry they
wilI have.

In sunmary, the researcher found that
the participants described order from two

perspectives: external and internal control.
Control was seen as a sense of maintaining order

for the patient as near to some specified
reference standard in spite of disturbing
infl-uences ie., physical environment or a Iife
threatening illness. The decision to order the

environment on the patient's behalf is an

illustration of the caring practices of the

participants 
"
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Conclus ion

The inter-relatedness of the themes were

embedded in the findings of this research.

Knowing and caring were connected and impacted on

one another. The product of these two components

was Carework. The essence of carework was to
create order within a chaotic environment. (See

Figure f for a schematic representation. )
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CHAPTER FTVE

Introduction

fn this chapter, the findings of the

investigation are discussed and analyzed.

rmprications of the findings for nursing practice,
education, and administration are presented.

Recommendations for future studies will_ foIlow.
Discussion of the significance and limitations of
the study complete this chapter.

The purpose of this investigation was to
explore and interpret the rived experience of the
emergency nurse. To this end the research

questions included:

t. How is the practical knowledge

demonstrated in emergency nursing

practice? and,

2. How does the emergency nurse make

clinical decisions?

The philosophic framework and the

research methods sel-ected to achieve this purpose

provided a rich description of the perspectives of
the six participants. The philosophical framework
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will- be discussed as to its importance to the

study in this chapter.

Relevance of the Findings to the Literature

Relevant literature has addressed

decision-making theories which explain some, but

not all, of the emergency nurses' practice. The

study revealed that the chaotic, complex, and

uncertain nature of the environment has a profound

impact on the way nurses in emergency departments

make a decision and care for patients. The

phenomenon is not captured in the traditional
theories of decision making.

There is a paucity of literature that
addresses the impact of environmental systems on

individual-s' decision-making processes. Further,
none of the existing theories of decision-making

effectively capture the Iived experience of
emergency nurses. Hence, decision-making theories
require reformulation to address the nature of
emergency nursing practice. The following section
wil-1 detail- the simil_arities and incongruences

between decision-making theories and the research

findings "
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The findings will be discussed according

to the three main themes presented in chapter
four: Knowing, Care and Care Work, and the Human-

Environment Rel-ationship. This section wiIl
reflect the inter-connectedness of each theme.

During the sLudy, the need to extend the

l-iterature search to include other areas of
information became apparent. fn order to fulIy
explore the nature of emergency nursing practice,
the researcher studied the literature that
addressed the themes, Caring and Care Work, and

the Human-Environment RelaLionship. This

literature helped to interpret and understand the
meaning of emergency nursing practice.

Knowing

C1inical judgment and decision-
making is without a doubt the
quintessence of nursing. How
nurses process what is happening in
a given patient situation is the
trait that establishes the
character of professional nursingpractice. If nurses know what
observations are important, (know)
how these observations reflect theperson's health, (know) which other
factors may alter the judgment made
about the observation, and (know)
how to use ones clinical judgment
in effective interaction witfr
professional-s in the health care
system, then nursing will emerge as
standing with the patients at Ène
apex of heal-th care by the year
2000.

(Roy, L987, p. 42)
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It is suggested in the research findings
that the emergency nurses under study knew how to
make immediate and often Iife sustaining decisions
based on rapid focused assessment, expeditious

analysis of the information, often without a

complete data base and under pressure of time.
This usually took place under conditions of
uncertainty and affected multiple patients
simultaneously. The pace \¡¡as dynamic and ever

changing in the emergency department.

The complexity of the diagnostic process

is a source of wonder to many professions (Barrows

& Tamblyn,1980; Corcoran, t9B6; EIstien, et âf,
1978; Newell a Simon, 1972¡ Tanner et âI, 1997).

However, not one study was 1ocated which addressed

decision-making in the context of an emergency

environment where limited time, unpredictable

numbers of patients, varying levels of acuity,
climates or chaos, fragmented and cyclic
processes, and intense degree of uncertaintyr play

a major role.

This study reflects that decision-making

strategies are contingent on the degree of
uncertainty that exists within the environment.
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(I'igure If and III)" ft also suggests that
decision making in the emergency environment is
fluid and moves along a continuum (Figure IV) 

"

The participants used decision-making strategies
along this continuum becoming less analytical- and

more intuitive as the environment became more

uncertain and chaotic.
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Framework and Decision Makin

Knowing the environment was central_ to
the decision-making strategies employed by the
participants. Methods of decision-making were

observed to be dependent on the degree of
uncertainty related to the patient's condition and

the pressures of time. When the emergency nurse

had a clear sense of the patient's problems and,

if time was not a major factor, the participants
used decision-makíng processes that were

reductionistic. From a rationalistic perspective,
the participants made decisions based on rational-
and logical thought, mediated by cognitive
processes and generalízed decision-making

strategies; information processing and

hypothetical-deductive methods. This finding is
consistent with studies in cognitive psychoJ-ogy;

(Broadbent, 1953; Craik & Lockhart, LgTZ; Gray &

Weddenburn, 1960; Miller, 1956; Newell_ & Simon,

1972; Simon, l-957; Von Bemmel, 1986), medicine

(Barrows et âf , I9B2; Barrows & Tamblyn, l_9g0;

Barrows & Bennett, L97Z; Elstien, Shul-man, &

Sprafka, I978; Elstein, Kagan, Shulman, Jason, and

Loupe, 1972; Kassirer & Gorry, I7TB; Norman et â1,

1985) and nursing (Aspina1I, I97g; Baumann &

Bourbonnais, I9B2; Bourret, l-1BT; Corcoran, I9B3 &
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1986ì Grier, 1984; Hammond et
1967c; Shamain, l99l; Tanner,

1e87 ) .

â1, 7967a, Ig67b,

1983; Tanner et â1,

The el_ement of time was an important
variable in emergency nurses' decision making"

even when uncertainty remained high. The luxury
of time al-lowed the participants to search the
data field for cues, selectively filter
unimportant data, interpret the cues logically,
make a hypothesis based on the interpretation, and

evaluate the hypothesis with a degree of
certainty. This process was observed only if
other contextual variables remained stabl_e; ie,
the patient's acuity remained stabr-e. The process

of decision making became harder for the
researcher to trace and Lhe participants to
articulate as the environment became more chaotic.
This does not mean Lhat decisions $'ere not made;

merely that the decision-making process was

difficult to capture.

The process of triaging required a great
dear of ski11. characterized as ',the f ront line",
triage was fast paced and required the
participants to rapidly assimilate increments of
environmental data, and make an effective decision
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under varying degrees of uncertainty. The

literature suggests (Concoran, Narayan, &

Moreland' 19BB) that triage nurses make decisions
based on textbook knowledge, practical knowledge,

and "rule of thumb". Ackers, (199I) states that
algorithms can guide the management of cr-inicat
problems and faciritate decision making by nurses.
what the literature fairs to address and what is
demonstrated in the research findings is that
decision analysis requires time to make a

decision; more time than the practitioner may

have. Phone triage was an area of practice where

the participants believed that protocols about

"how to's'r woul_d be benef icia1. However, if the
nurse was busy or if he/she h,as not sure about the
patient's problems, algorithms were not used

because to do so wour-d be considered poor time
management. Aspinall and Tanner (19g1), concluded
that nursing has few areas that can provide
objective probabilities, due to the rnultiple
variables attached Lo human response. Thus, the
useful-ness of decision analysis is limited in
nursing. Even when the participants were

confident about their decisions related to
triaging the patient, they knew they could never

control for the mu]típt-icity of responses that
could suddenly occur within the environment.
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Therefore, due to time constraints and the
uncontrolled nature of human response, the
decision analysis decision-making model had

limited use in the fierd for the emergency nurses

under study"

Knowing without time was observed in the
resuscitation room. This phenomenon existed when

a patient was known to have a cardiac arrest. The

degree of life threat and the urgency of the
treatment in this situation dictates that there is
not time for extensive counser or reflection by

staff. During these times, the participants
became task oriented, focused and "automatic,,,
almost robot-l-ike in nature. This phenomenon \¡¡as

identified in the riterature and referred to as,

"high arousal states" (Bachrach, 1970; Egstrom, &

Bachrach, l-97I) , "automaticity,' (Leberge, l-g75),

'rhot situations" (Fenton, ITBT; Janis & Mann,

1977; Phillips & Rempusheski, I9g5), and knowledge

embedded in expertise (Benner, r9g4). Decision-
making processes in this type of a situation where

cyclic and convol-uted, rnaking the processes hard
to identify. However, it was apparent that, in
critical situations, the task itself was the major
determinant of decision rnaking. This is
consistent with a study by Hayes-Roth and Hayes-
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Roth (1979) which reported that tasks fraught with
comprexity and uncertainty do not l-end themselves

to simple l_inear processes. Ratherr ârì

opportunistic approach to decision-making is used

which frees the clinician from the burden of
maintaining a rigid decision-making framework. rt
alrows for variety and fruidity within a variety
of alternatives. Hallmark nursing studies by

corcoran (1983' r-986) compliment the findings of
this research. The relationship between the task
complexity and the decision-making process varied
from case to case in this research study; in cases

of greater complexity, the nurse used an

opportunistic approach.

Knowledge specific to clinical- practice,
experience, and famil-iarity with clinical
scenarios increased the participant's ability to
make decisions" This finding is consistent with
the literature (Barrows & Tamblyn, 19g0; Barrows &

Feltovich, Ig87; Baumann & Bourbonnais , l-9B2;

Baumann & Deber, l_9B7; Elstein et â1, ISTB;

Kassirer & Gorry, t97B; Kim, I9g3 | I-gg4, J'9B7;

McGuire, 1985; Mitchell, Lg77; Tanner, Bt â1,

19BB)" However, the l_iterature did not address

the impact on decision making when time is limited
and uncertainty pervades the environment.
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The participants stated that when you do

not have timer lotì base your assessment and

eval-uation on the',critical signs" that
demonstrate stability or instabirity. This form

of decision making, (i.e., critical cue

recognition and pattern recognition) is addressed

in the l-iterature, consistent with the findings of
this study (Baumann & Deber, l983a, IgB2b, Igg4l
1989; Benner, 1984; Bourbonnais & Baumann, 1985;

Elstein et a1, IïTB; GaiI a Marsden, L9B2¡ Gordon,

1982; Henry, 199Ia, I99lb; Kim, I9B3 | i-gB4, L987;

Kuipers, Moskowitz, & Kaissirer, lgBg; Mitchell,
1977; Norman et â1, l9B5; pyles and Stern, l9B3).

When environmental conditions \^rere

turbuLent ( ie, a rr99rr situation) , the participant
wourd move away from problems rather than towards

goals. The literature referred to this as

"disjoint incrementalism" or the science of
"muddling through" (Lindb1om, I959, l-965t 196g).
According to this concept, decision makers act in
a remedial fashion. only marginal alternatives
and fewer consequences are considered. The focus

is the outcome, but the process goes step by step
in a serial fashion; making an incremental_ change,

inLerpreting the feedback, making another change
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and so on" This is typical of the way in which

the participants processed decisions in moderate

to highly uncertain situations without time.

When the participants encountered a

highly complex situation where there was maximum

uncertainty and no time, certain behaviours vrere

observed" A degree of confusion \,vas pervasive"
and the problem solvers (under study) made active
interpretive t or evaluative responses to any

c]inical information as soon as it was

encountered" There was action before rational,
analytic thought. This intuitive way of knowing

was conmon in the practice of the participants.
This other way of knowing appeared most often in
ambiguous, complex, and highly uncertain
situations.

Cognitive inferences appeared to occur

spontaneously in situations where there was high
uncertainty and no time. This was most obvious at
triager âs the nurse dealt with multiple
situations simurtaneously. During these chaotic
times, the emergency nurse had a sense of the

whol-e" This salience enabred the participant to
activate high risk decisions: êg. , cal1 a r 99,, .
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"Gestal_t intuition" played an important
role in the practice of the emergency nurses.

This gestart enabred the emergency nurse to search

for those missing pieces of daLa t ot detect gaps

in information" rn an environment where so much

of the data is unknown, this gestalt is cruciar in
solving complex problems.

The participants spent much time

collecting, validating, monitoring, and

maintaining the data base. This activity was

found to assume increased significance as the

uncertainty increased and time was critical_.
During this chaotic time, the participants used

paLterns and relations in context to help them

guide their decisions. Future think t ot the
ability to anticipate a probtem before it
occurred, \^ras a strategy thaL $las f requently
employed by the nurses under study. This

intuitive phenomenon pararlels studies conducted

with critical care and home care nurses by Rew

(1986, I98B)" The themes that were congruent are:
1. data was gathered to support intuition;
2. nurses tried to validate or corroborate their
intuitions; and 3. nurses performed specific
interventions on behalf of the patient due to a

sense of assumption a future think.
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The Context of Decision Makin in Emerqen
Nurs]-ng

The participants, decisions were not

made in a context free way; nor were decisions
isolated from the uncertainty of the emergency

arena. Phenomenological philosophy suggests that
there are limits to the use of formal strategies
that dissect clinicar judgment without addressing

the context within which the action occurs
(Benner, I9B4¡ Benner & Tanner , L}BT; Benner &

Wrubel, 19BB; Dreyfus & Dreyfus, IgTg; Heideggêr,
1927, 1962).

The patterns and events of the emergency

department had a profound effect on the way the
participants made decisions. The findings suggest

that the participants were sensitive to
environmental frux, such as whether the department

was stabl_e or unstable, simple or complex, the
extent of turbulence (motion and noíse), and the
amount of appropriate staff available to support
the environment.

The uncertainty pervading the emergency

environment was due to the l-ack of information
abouL environmental factors and the difficulty
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predicting external charges. The literature that
best addressed decision making in uncertainty was

found in Administrative sciences. Duncan (rg7z)
and Dess and Beard (1984) state that
characteristics of the environmenLal domain that
infl-uence uncertainty ares the extent to which

the external- environment is simple or comprex, and

extent to which events are stable or unstabre.

Jurkovich, (I974) described complexity
in a complex environment as a 1arge number of
diverse externar- erements interacting with and

infruencing the organization. Further, Dess and

Beard (1984) defined the concepts of "stable_
unstabl-e" as the degree to which the elements in
the environment are dynamic. An environmentar_

domain is stable if it remains the same over a

period of a month to a year. Under unstabl_e

conditions, environmental_ elements shift abruptly,
causing unpredictable events to create an

unanticipated reaction. This ul-timately wiII
result in hyperturbul_ence that l-eads to chaos

(McCann e Selsky, 1984).

The literature in Administrative
Sciences support the findings of this studyi the
degree of environmental uncertainty (complexity
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and instability) had a direct impact on the way

the participants processed information and made a

decision regarding emergency nursing practice
issues" An understanding of the theory of
uncertainty is key in order to understand and

interpret the role of the emergency nurse and

emergency nursing practice.

The dimensions of uncertainty are

ambiguity, vagueness complexity, lack of clarity,
inconsistency, multipl_e meanings, lack of
information, and unpredictability (Mishel &

Braden, 1988; Norton, I975). The perception of
uncertainty rel-ies on a cognitive structure
(Cziko, 1992). A cognitive structure is a

subjective evaluation an individuat has about an

event or situation which infl_uences decision
making and resultant performance. A cognitive
structure is a perception of the "real" Iived
experience (tr{ishe1 & Braden, lgBB ) . uncertainty
hampers the formul-ation of a cognitive structure
which, in turn, limits a person,s ability to
adequately appraise a situation (Mischel, l-9Bt).
9'Ihen an event is uncertain, it is evaruated as a
threat because one does not know what is about to
occur. shalit (L977 ) suggests that the ambiguity
factor in uncertainty has the highest threat
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potential of all situations because it makes

locating harm difficutt and impedes coping. This
study begins to identify how some emergency nurses

cope when faced with situations of high

uncertainty within a chaotic environment.

The contingency decision-making

framework addresses two dimensions of emergency

nurses' practice identified in this study:
knowing and time. Figure III shows how knowing

and time influence the degrees of uncertainty in a

decision situation. Figure rv represents how the
degree of uncertainty within the environment

influences the way in which the emergency nurse

makes a decision along a continuum. The

philosophical framework \¡ras inslrumental in
allowing for the 1ived experience of the

participant to be interpreted and described using
a contingency framework. The framework is
referred to as a contingency because the emergency

nurses' decision making is dependent on something

that is not yet certain or dependent on an

uncertain event.
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Summary

The major findings related to decision
making in emergency nursing suggest that there are
a variety of methods employed by the participants
to solve different Ìevels of problems. When

uncertainty was l-ow and time was available,
rationalistic modes of inquiry \4rere more likely to
be used to solve problems. WiLh increased

uncertainty and decreased time, there was 1ess

emphasis on rational- approaches to decision making

and more use of practical- knowledge and intuitive
judgment.

The act of decision making for emergency

nurses appears to be a fl_uid process wherein a

l-inear framework does not exist. The contingency
framework provides a foundation for understanding

how the emergency nurse makes decisions along a

continuum" At one end of the continuum, knowing

and time exists and at the other, not knowing

without time occurs. The participants' decision-
making scope spans the continuum. How the

decision is make will- depend on the context of the
environment "
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Care and Care Vtork

The major finding in this research

related to care and emergency nursing care work

centres around the participants' need to create
order and structure in the emergency environment

in order to make accurate and efficient decisions.
Making decisions based on knowledge and in the
context of care provided a foundation for order to
exist within the chaotic environment of emergency.

The perception of ,,order" allowed the nurse to
optimize performance and create a safe environment

for the patient. "placing order" \das the primacy

of care in emergency nursing.

Order and structure \47as embedded in
"quantum-care', and the "in-between" role of the
participants. Bishop and scudder ( 1990 ) developed

the thesis that the in-between stance or what is
referred to as, dialogical care, is one

fundamental structure of nursing practice. The

other is the nurse's exercise of legiti¡nate
authority, the focus being primarily on the nurse-
patient relationship.

Benner (1984) describes the nurse's
legitimate authority as competencies and
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excellence of nursing practice. Benner and wrubel
(1988) suggest that the enabling condition of
connection and concern is what constitutes the
primacy of care" The participants in this study
were abl-e to discern problems quickly, recognize
possible solutions, and to quickly act on the
patient's behalf. This study's findings
complement Benner and Wrubel_,s work (1989) by

confirming that emergency nurses care by

implementing a certain level of contror- over the
environment. In the study, patient care was not
very often observed in the traditional sense ie,
covenant between the patient and the nurse.

cooper ( 19BB ) berieves a covenant is an agreement

entered into by both parties. The participants
believed that not all_ emergency patients enLer

into such an agreement. patients often neither
trust the nurse nor work cooperativeì-y to foster
their own well-being. If that is so" does the
emergency nurse not care for and about the
patient? The findings of the study suggest that
the nurse continued to be concerned (show some

degree of intentionality) in the absence of any

covenant agreement. Further, they intentionally
continued to be the in-between and represent the
patient within the system.
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ff the emergency environment is chaotic,
is it reasonable to expect the emergency nurse to
connect with al_l the patients in her/his care?

Available time, manpo\^rer, intentionality, and an

inadequate physical setting were factors that the
participants cited as barriers to achieving a

covenant rel_ationship with more patients.

The findings suggest that various
approaches to caring existed. A range of
possibilities were displayed by the participants.
The traditional relationship, one of a covenant

(Cooper, 19BB) where nursing focuses on the nurse-
patient relationshipr wâs present at times. A

covenant relationship fails to adequately

articulate emergency nursing as it is practiced.
The concept of caring is extended in emergency

nursing to incl-ude a dialogical_ relationship
(Bishop & Scudder, t99I; Chinn, Iggl-; Jacques,

1993). Dialogical care focuses the nurse-patient
relationship on fostering the well-being of the
patient. Rather than being a substitute for the
nurse-patient relationship, dialogical care

extends the caring rerationship between nurse and

patient beyond the retationship to what GilIigan
(1982) calrs a "web of connection". she defines a

caring relationship as, "an acLivity of
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relationship, of seeing and responding to need,

taking care of the world by sustaining the web of
connection so that nothing is l_eft undone and no

one is left al-one" (p. 62). The image of a web

helps one to visualize the "structure of
interconnection', between the emergency nurse, and

the environment of which the patient is a part.
The in-between stance of the emergency nurse is
rooted in the web of connection.

The emergency nurse's function is to
maintain the connection between the patient, the

family, the hospital system, Lhe community and the
physician, thus creating order and a structure
under conditions of uncertainty. such connection
is made on behalf of the patient and helps to put

order into an often confusing environment.

Benner's research (1984) has assumed that the

lived experience of nurses is Iargely decision
making. However, this study reveals that
emergency nurse's lived experience is an

interconnection between the context of practice
and decision making.

The participants perceived a loss of
control when there \,vere multiple stimul-i and

extraneous variabl-es thaL they \¡¡ere unabl-e to make
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sense of or felt povrerless to control_.

Characteristics affecting perceptual control
(Cziko, 1989; Powerst Ig73) were found in the

fluctuating status of the external_ environment,

and/or the emotional state of the participant.
Continual exposure to uncertainty (ie, triage or

resuscitation) appeared to affecL the

participants' perception of control_. If they felt
that "thingsrr \^¡ere out of control, they attained a

highJ-y aroused state. This state of arousal_

decreased their ability to directly act and

encouraged vigilance and avoidance. Mischel
(1980) states that a high degree of uncertainty
over a period of time decreases one's ability to
engage holistically. The participants, agreed

that shift after shift of ,,craziness" lras

exhausLing.

To an outsider, the emergency department

may have seemed totally disorganized but, to the
participants, all was in order" f t \^¡as the
participants' perception of reality that was a key

factory if they perceived all was under control
then they \^rere abl-e to create "windows of order,'
(Gleick, J-9B7).
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Human-Envi ronment Relationship

The parenL theory of chaos can be used

as a means of explicating knowredge concerning the
complexity of the human-environment relationship.
Chaos theory is a powerful metaphor, used by this
study to increase understanding of the phenomena;

the practice of emergency nursing.

In this study, it became increasingly
clear that the manifestations of the human and

environmentar fields were so interrel-ated that it
was difficult for emergency nurses to tatk about

them separately. content from one theme was also
rel-evant to discussion of another. The human-

environment relationship in emergency nursing
practice was described as a chaotic environment

and the nurse who creates order within.
Similarily, Rogers (I970) suggests that human

beings and the environment are in continuous,

mutual- process and cannot be separated into parts
but can only be experienced as a whole.

Chaos theory is
describe emergency nursing

of the theory embodies the

nursing: uncertainty (the

( the nurse) .

an abl-e theory to help

practice. The elements

essence of emergency

environment) and order
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The concepts of chaos theory differ from

traditional science in stability, order,
uniformity, equilibrium, and concern with closed
systems and linear relationships. Chaos theory
shifts attention to disorder, instability,
divergency, disequilibrium, nonl_inear

relationships and temporality which are part of
the variability of a healthy system (poo1, l_989).

The meaning of the word, 'rchaos', is not

the same as chaos in the dictionary sense of
complete disorganization or randomness. The

theory states that chaos refers to a constrained
kind of randomness and over time there is pattern
and structure created (Goldberger & West, 1990).

Chaotic processes are complicated and

unpredictabre. They result deterministically from

the way the system regulates its process rather
from random fluctuation (Gleick, 1987). In other
words, chaos provides a healthy variability in a

system's response to a variety of stimul_i. The

emergency environment can be described as

possessing deterministic randomness since it stays
within certain limits and behaviour appears

random.
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Chaos deals with other concepts such as

"far from equilibrium systems". In far from

equilibrium condítions, Lhe sensitivity of the
initia] system is so great that smal] changes can

cause huge effects overaIl. Fluctuations in the
system can be so dramatic that they shatter the
pre-existing organization. However, the system

can reach a threshol-d or a bifurcation point when

conditions of uncertainty are critical. At the
bifurcation point, the system becomes unstable.
In the emergency this concept can be felt when

many variabl-es are highly uncertain. Two types of
events could throw the emergency department into
instability; sudden or cumulative critical events

over time.

Entropy, in chaos theory, refers to the
degree of disorder or disorganization in the
system" As entropy increases, it may surpass the
ability of the system to integrate the disorder.
The system, at this bifurcation point, may appear

highly unstable, but instability is only at a

macroscopic 1eveI. At the microscopic l_evel- the
fluctuations show patterning and structure.
Entropy is the ancestor of order. This becomes

the starting point for the formation of nev¡
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organization" This new organization maintains
itself by exchanging disorder with order "

The theory of chaos exLends the
understanding of emergency nursing practice by

incorporating the emergent themes: Knowing,

Caring and Human-Environment Rel-ationship. This
reconceptualization presents a new view for
emergency nursing practice.

The Theor of Chaos and Emergenc Nursin Practice

Knowing I caring, and the relationship
that the nurse has with the emergency environment

are interconnected. Knowing and caring is
fundamental to decision making in emergency

nursing practice. Decision making is highly
contextual and does not hold to any one theory.
Rather, the emergency nurse makes decisions arong

a continuum, contingent on the status of the

environment" creating order in the environment

for the patient is primary for the emergency

nurse" Caring provides the energy by which order
evolves out of disorder. Knowing and caring are
interrelated" one cour-d not know withouL caring,
nor could one care without knowing. Knowing and

caring are complementary aspects of being in
emergency nursing. Care work is the product of
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knowing and caring. The primacy

emergency nurses is to order the

environment.

of care work for
emergency

The emergency system and the theory of
chaos are compatible. The emergency environment

is constantly at a far from equilibrium state.
Entropy is inherent in the disorder and

disorganization in the emergency system. As

entropy increases, it may surpass the ability for
the emergency system to integrate the disorder.
If the emergency system becomes hyperturbulent, it
will reach a critical- or bifurcation point. At
the bifurcation point, the system becomes

unstable" It is unknown what wil_I occur in the
emergency system when it reaches bifurcation.
However, the outcome may be influenced by the
history of the system as well as boundary

conditions" Boundary conditions in an emergency

can be regulated by policy and physical space.

At the point of bifurcation, instability
may only be detected at a macroscopic leveI. It
may seem completely overwhelming to the

"outsider". At a microscopic rever, the behaviour

of the patient and staff are fluctuating but show

pattern and order " In what appears to be random,
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the nurse causes self-organization to occur. This
self-organization is the starting point for the
formulation of new forms of organization that
maintain themselves by exchanging disorder for
organization. The uncertainty that earlier in the
system was the source of fl-uctuation and

disruption later becomes the foundation on which a

nelrr sense of order is constructed.

Concl-usion

The study suggests that the emergency

environment is the driving force behind the way

nurses make decisions and organize care. An

argument has been made for the interconnectedness

of the research themes with the uncertainty of the
emergency environment. Chaos envelopes all the
el-ements of uncertainty. Therefore, chaos Theory

assists in the interpretation and description of
the practice of emergency nursing. (See

schematic, Figure V for visual representation. )
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fmplications and Reconmendations of the Study

This section of the chapter will address

the implications of the study on emergency nursing
practice, education, and administration followed
by recommendations for future research studies. A

discussion of the significance of this study and

the l-imitations of the research will fo]low"

Implications for Emerqenc Nursi Practice

Theory derivated wiIl help to describe
for the first time the uniqueness of emergency

nursing practice. This new view of emergency

nursing practice aI1ows for boundary definition.
These boundaries cl-earry delineate the differences
and similarities of the emergency nurse and the
uniqueness of nursing in this speciatized area.

No other nursing practice setting lives
with the force of chaos, Iike emergency.

Understanding that the emergency environment is
inherently chaotic will_ al-Iow the practicing
emergency nurse to participate in the development

of systems that complement the environment and

address the unique practice of living with
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continual uncertainty. The following suggestions

may aid the practicing emergency nurse to feel_

more in control of the emergency environment:

physical space that al_Iows for control- of
unpredictabl-e occurrences, documentation tools
that are easy to use and do not hamper care work,
process standards that reflect actual practice, an

empowering environment that promotes shared

governance and lobbing for educational programs

that incorporates specific emergency nursing

knowledge and ski11. Given that the emergency

nurse is interconnected to the emergency

environment and the emergency environment is
chaotic, then any system that the nurse employs

should be user-friendly. User-friendly systems

foster the necessary structure that emergency

nurses require. Systems l_ike computer programs

that are simple and provide information quickly
will serve to lessen disorder and facititate care

work "

Emergency nurses can and shoutd

understand and be abre to articulate their unique

rol-e and function within the hospital and to the

community. This wiIl decrease the comparison to
other areas of the hospital and increase hospital-

administration's understanding of the uniqueness
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of. the emergency environment. such knowledge will
be useful in planning for staffing of emergency

departmentsr âs well as meeting the needs of
emergency nursing staff and patients.

The researcher identified that the
emergency environment influences the way emergency

nurses make decisions. Given factors related to
the uncertain environment, the decision-making

process spans a continuum. Further, it \¡las

identified that uncertainty is perceived as

controlable when the nurse feels comfortable with
specific knowledge and skill-s. Emergency nursing
is best understood by those who practice it.
Therefore, practicing emergency nurses should

lobby government for specific programs that
address competencies related to emergency nursing
knowledge and skills. At the present time there
are 13 emergency nursing programs across Canada"

however, Manitoba does not have such a program in
place. Emergency nurses will empovüer themselves

and promoLe their specialty when they are the

driving force behind specialLy emergency nursing
program development.

The subculture of emergency nursing

should embrace the concept of uncertainty and
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chaos. The realization that uncertainty and chaos

is an unescapable reality in emergency nursing

will help the practitioner accept a probabil-istic
paradigm (A11en, l-985 ) . rn a probabilistic
paradigm, the uncertainty is viewed as natural.
Accepting uncertainty, opens the door to
considerabl-e possibilities and can al_low for
growth. Probabilistic thinking may help the

emergency nurse accept the human condition in
order to care more effectively. The emergency

nurse may be more prepared to identify when work

related stress begins to resembl-e posttraumatic

stress disorder (Green, Grace, & Lindy, lggB).
Probabilistic thinking should be taught within a

formal post basic specialty course and reinforced
in orientation and continuing education programs

for emergency nurses.

This study has identified that the role
of the practicing nurse in the emergency system is
essential in the organizational structure. The

emergency nurse maintains the order and structure
within a very uncertain, complex, and chaotic
environment. It becomes imperative that the

emergency nurse recognize the val-ue and tegitimacy
of his/her own voice. fn addition, connections

must be made between issues related to everyday
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v/ork and the communities that the nurses serve,
ê9., working with the poor and disadvantaged, or
young trauma victims due to drinking and driving.
Questioning and challenging status quo requires
bold actions. To do so demands a collective
identity; one that will_ convey confidence,

understanding, and personal control_ to the
practicing emergency nurse.

fmpl-ications for Education

The human-environment relationship that
exists between the emergency nurse and the
emergency environment must be the underpinning for
any educational_ curricul_a specific to the
specialty of emergency nursing. The curricula
needs to address theories related to uncertainty,
complexity, chaosr pêrceptual_ control, and

probabilistic thinking 
"

Orientation programs should al_Iow time
f.or the novice to become reasonably comfortabre

with conditions of uncertainty. The novice shoul_d

be deliberately placed in situaLions where they
perceive they have some control, since their
decision-making repertoire may be 1imited.
PJ-acing the novice in situaLions of high
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uncertainty and no time may be unsafe since he/she

will- not have had time to develop other ways of
knowing" This person should participate in an

orientation that all-ows for probabiristic thinking
to evolve with experience and mentoring.

Continuing education for emergency

nurses should be based on a variety of teaching
methods. Given the nature of the environment, the
emergency nurse must be abl-e to think
independently and make decisions effectively,
especially under conditions of great uncertainty.

Clinical educators in emergency nursing
shoul-d be experts in the practice fier-d and fully
understand the phenomena of emergency practice.
They will be required to explain decision-making
methods along the continuum as it relates to
individual patients and departmentar needs " The

emergency nurse educator should role model_ care

work within the settings; ie, creating order and

structure for patients and the department.

Emergency nurse educators and continuing
educational programs shour-d incrude a novice to
expert approach since decision-making processes

may vary with l_evels of expertise. Level_s of
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competence will evolve in emergency nursing
practice as the emergency nurse gains experience,
knowledge and familiarity with the emergency

environment" The educator of emergency nurses

will need to be sensitive to individual needs and

provide educational experiences accordingly. The

experienced will require a higher leve1 of.

educational- exposure. Gestalt rearning is defined
in terms of the learner's perceptual world (Bigge,

I976). Other ways of knowing \¡/ere identified as

important attributes that were possessed by the
participants. They used this gestalt to make

decisions in highly uncertain situations.
Therefore, the educator needs to employ teaching
techniques (the narrative and story telling) that
wirr nurture other \,ùays of knowing and communicate

the gestalt to the less experienced.

fmplications for Admínistration

Administrators who are responsible for
emergency nurses must have an appreciation for the
world of emergency nursing practice. They need to
be conscious of the rel_ationship that the nurse

has with the emergency environment and be

supportive of it. Administrators should be abl_e
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to address the fundamental- differences retating to
emergency nursing on behalf of their emergency

sLaff "

Given that the emergency nurse and the
emergency environment are inter-connected,

structure standards need to support this premise.

The physical space should accommodate the chaotic
nature of the department. overcrowding wir-1 only
increase uncertainty and make it more difficult
for the emergency nurse to organize the emergency

environment" Nursing systems shoul_d be

streamlined and efficient. The emergency nurse

requires a sense of perceptual control-. Any

extraneous request t êg. t nursing diagnosj_s, may

onry clutter their world and alter their ability
to create order and structure.

Adequate and appropriate staffing is an

important feature. When all_ is so uncertain,
trusting each other's abirities becomes the only
certainty. staffing ratios need to relate to the
uncertain nature of the environment. Fluctuations
of activity occur constantly and the workroad does

not remain constant. Therefore, manpower needs

cannot fol_Iow traditional in-hospital staffing
patterns, Rather, when staffing an emergency
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department, the administrator shoul_d accommodate

the worst possible scenarios, short of a disaster"
and staff accordingly.

The administrator should understand the
importance of "downtime,' to staff working with
continual- uncertainty. Emergency nurses shourd be

encouraged to take schedured breaks and even sick
time since it may rene\,r their energy to care.
Caring provides the energy by which order evolves
out of disorder. A\,ùay time may prevent adverse

behaviours that may manifest due to prolonged

exposure to catastrophic uncertainty and

unpredictability (Green, Grace e Lindy, LggB)"

Financial planning for emergency nurses may

require that the administrator expect a greater
supplemental budget to support emergency nurses

needing "time out',.

Due to the nature of the environment and \

the complexity of emergency care work,

administrators need to recruit and hire nurses who

have experience and knowledge related to working :

in continuat uncertain environments. The expert
will be abl-e to organize the most far from

equilibrium situations and easity adjust the

constant flux in activity.
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The argument has been made that
emergency nurses engage in complex situations and

make high level decisions. Hence, the voice of
the emergency nursing has value and legitimacy.
Administration and the practicing emergency nurse

can become a col_lective force when solving
practice issues. This participative management

style would enhance the emergency nurses'
perception of control (Jackson, LggZ).

Recommendations fqr Future Research

Several topics have been identified as

possible areas for future investigation. The

nurses in this study were experienced in emergency

nursing" The nurses in the study stated that it
took time and more education in the specialty to
feel- comfortable making complex decisions.
Further descriptive and interpretive research

should explore the decision-making strategies of
emergency nurses with minimal emergency

experience" This type of study may also reveal_ a

different lived experience than those more

experienced nurses" Since this has never been

studied before and this study could not address

the inexperienced, extension to include Lhe
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beginner would provide a better understanding of
emergency nursing practice. Another study should
explore the differences and similarities between

emergency nurses who have different formal_

educational preparation and the quality of
decision-making strategies.

Benner (1984) sLates that not much is
known about how nurses make decisions in emergency

situations. This study has begun to address the
question. A qualitative study to examine the
nature of constant uncertainty on individual
behaviours and group dynamics may reveal what

strategies are effective in coping with this
phenomenon 

"

The participants of this study suggest

that taking sick time was a way to "survive" the
stress" A combined qualitative and quantitative
study may unveil the realties between sick time

and exposure to prolonged periods of chaos.

Not much is known about how the patient
responds to the chaos of an emergency department.

Descriptions of actual patient scenarios can

provide a basis for planning emergency nursing

care. A narrative approach allows for rich
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description of the experience and meaning

associaLed with an unanticipated life event.
questions may be posed:

Two

V'Ihat types of human responses

do emergency patients manifest

and how does Lhat contribute
to degrees of uncertainty

within the environment; and

How does the integral human-

envi ronmental_ relationship
facil-itate the stability of
the l-ife threatened emergency

patient and the family?

This study was conducted in a tertiary
care facility in the city. A similar study using
this study design should be replicated in a

community hospital in the city and a rural and

northern emergency department. This would provide
a comparison of the existing phenomena in each.

This study identifies the inter_
connectedness of the nurse with the emergency

environment. Special_ized nursing education

programs must link c10se1y with the clinical area.

1.

2.
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Experiencing real situations as they unfotd in the
best way for a novice practitioner to understand

the connection and the phenomenon of chaos.

sLudies need to explore educationar curricul-a to
determine the specific needs of speciatized
practice. Realistic and valid programs will
develop through action research studies.

Some of the questions in this regard may

include:

1" should probabilistic thinking be included in
orientation, continuing education, and formal
education programs for emergency nurses, and

2. Do existing nursing curricula reflect the
realities of emergency nursing thaL

incorporates theories describing emergency

nursing phenomenon: ie, Theory of
Uncertainty, Theory of Complexity, Theory of
Perceptual Control_ and the parent theory,
Theory of Chaos?
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Significance of the Study

The significance of the study is
associated with its importance to the generation
of new knowledge. Benner and Wrubel_ (1982)

believe that the first step in improving the
quality of patient care is to document and

adequately describe the "know hoçv" of the
experienced nurse clinician. Through

interpretation and rich description, this research
has contributed to the understanding of the actual
practice of the emergency nurse. It provides a

description that promotes understanding and

support.

This study has addressed issues related
to decision-making in conditions of uncertainty
and has proposed an organizing framework (a

continuum) based on the theory of uncertainty.
The continuum incorporates decision-making

theories from the rationalistic and the
phenomenological paradigm.

The study has explored the meaning of
emergency nursing practice and has extended the
concept of care to include the significance of
dialogical care and the in-between stance for
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nursing. Dialogical care focuses the nurse-
patient relationship on promotion of an ordered
environment. This study allows for the

inLerpretation of caring and care work appropriate
for emergency nursing.

The phenomenological method contributed
to a greater understanding of the "knovrr ho\d',

embedded in the practice of the emergency nurse.
During this journey towards a greater

understanding, the researcher ]earned more about
paradox and ambiguity and to value complexity,
uncertainty and chaos, which are in existence, as

the unique phenomenon of emergency nursing.

Limitations of the Study

The l-imitations of the study incl-ude:

t. General-izability to other groups of
emergency nurses in other settings
is compromised because of the smal1

sample size and nature of the study
design.
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2. Sel-f-selected volunteer subjects
may represent only a segment of the

population being described and are

not held to be representative or

typical.

Se1f-selected volunteers did not

incl-ude emergency nurses who had

limited experience, ie, less than

one year.

Self-sel-ected volunteers did not

include emergency nurses with
university degrees in nursing.

Due to the nature of the volunteer group, the

study was unabl_e to capture information about

emergency nurses with l-imited experience and those
with different educational preparations.

This study only studied emergency

nurses in an urban centre teaching

hospi ta1 ,

3.

4.

5.
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6" Qualitative methodology is
subjective, difficult to replicate
and thus, has limitaLions to the

generalizability of the resul_ts.

Conclusion

Experience changes our knowledge,
and, like life or chaotic dynamics,
it is irreversibl_e, nonlineãr, andcomplex. Experience is not new
when it is seemingly repeated. Inre-experiencing, the "experiencing
consciousness" has reverÀed its
direction, that is, it has turned
back on itsel-f .

(Gadamer, Barden, & Cumming,
I975, p. 317)

Guided by the theory of chaos and the
theory of uncertainty, the researcher r¡¡as able to
answer the research guestions and provide a ne\¡7

understanding of emergency nursing practice. This
study alrows for the cl-arification of the actual
practices of the emergency nurse through rich
description and interpretation. Further, the

study will help Lo generate new knowledge about

emergency nursing as a specialty, thus

contributing to a broader base for specíal ized,

practice to evolve.
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This qualitative inquiry about emergency

nursing practice may challenge the "status quo"

and promote identification of new paradigms or
direction of inquiry rerated to emergency cl-inieal
practice, education, administration and research.
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APPENDIX A

Individual Interview Guide

Questions to further exprore the clinical practiceof emergency nurses include:
1. There are simil_arities as well as

between the emergency nurses role
nurses roles in the hospital.
a. V'lhat sort of work did you do

before you came to the ED?

probe: Descríbe what
1ike.

differences
and other

as a nurse

a day was

work as ab" How would you describe your
nurse in emergency?

Probe: Describe a typical day.

all know that ideals are hard to achieve
every day workings of a busy ED.

What is the most important ideal that
you try not to l_et go of even though itis hard to achieve for your patienÉs?

Describe what emergency nursing means to
you.

What barriers do you encounter in tryingto provide care?

V'Ihat helps you provide that care?

Describe ways that you try topersonalize care.

How do you incorporate a hol_istic
perspective?

2" We
in

b"

a.

c.

d.

õ

ÊI.

g. What are the major things you do in
terms of the patients care?

i ) What percentage of ti_¡ne would
spend on teaching and heal_th
promotion activities?

you
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ii )

iii)

iv)

v)

What percentage of time do you
spend treating the injury or
disease of your patient?

Cou1d you describe v/ays that you
incl-ude the family in your care?

What percentage of time would you
spend executing MD's orders?

How much time do you spend with
your patient involving them in
their care?

3. It is wel-l- known thaL
for a large group of
characteristics vary.

a) How do you descr
population?

b) What percentage
spend on:

emergency nurses care
patients whose

ibe your patient

4.

5"

of your time do you

life saving activities
medical- treatments
health maintenance activities
health promotion activities
counsell i ng
patient and family teaching
aIl-eviating pain
coordinating activities
paper work

Given the demanding nature of clinical
practice, how do you keep going? What helps
you sustain your energy level and effort?
Given that you may witness the worst parts
about the human condition, how do you cope
then with every day life/family, etc.?

How would you contrast your role with those
of other health care providers in the
emergency system? What is common? Vùhat is
unique?

How do you describe your relationship
with patients?

Different/similar about
emergency nurse-patient
relat ionships ?

a.

Probe:
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6 " What setting factors impede or enhance your
nursing care.

a. Vùhat barriers , if ârrlr have you
encountered?

b" What facilitators?
c. What are your priorities in providing

care?

7 " V'Ihat do you do for patients that you consider
to be particularly effective?

Probe: Do you have any particular
areas of expertise?

B. How do you assess the effectiveness of the
care you provide?

9. Advances in technology and increased consumer
a\^zareness has had an impact on health care
deJ-ivery.

a. How do you keep your knowledge and
skills current?

b. In the last year have you participated
in any continuing education activities?
If so, what was the focus?

I0 " Tell me about a significant situation/key
experience that changed you and the way you
feel- about nursing in emergency.
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^APPEIüDIX B

Demographic Questionnai re

Name:
Date:

( optional )

l- " Age in years:

2 " Sex:

3 " Educational Background

Basic Nursing preparation
Diploma
B. N.
other

Year of Graduation

4. Experiential Background

Length of time in active practice
as a R.N.

Length of time in active practice
as an emergency nurse

5. Specialty Certification
Type:
Date:

6 " Professional Organizational Activities

7. Current position and title

M
F-
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B " Practice setting in emergency department
enjoy the most (check off: 1 = best;
5 - least)

"bigside"
tt resustt
" smallsidett
robs rt

"triage"
9. What type of patient care do you find most

chal leng ing ?

10. What type of patient care do you find l_east
challenging?

11. fypical day: # of patients you cared for.

12. Number of phone calls a day you ans$rer.

13. Patient characteristics
( estimate in percent )

age range
sex
ethni ci ty
chronic health problems
multiple health problems
critical health problems
acute not life

threatening
primary care problems
has a primary care

giver

z
9o

z
o_
'o

z
o,
o

9o

9o
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L4" Typicat work day
(estimate in percent)

direct patient care
char t i ng
troubleshooting
coordinating activities
phone calls
consult ing
interpreting results
interpreting system
admi ni st rat ive

b. nursing students
c. nurses (orientation)
d. nurses ( in-service)
e. M.D.'s
f. medical students

16. Size of case]oad

Approximate # at one time
Approximate # in one eight ñõur sEïEE

(exclude triage)

z
z
z
o-
'o
o,'o

z
9-
'o

z
z

15. How often are you in a teaching role?(estimate in percent)

a. patients 9o

z
z
z
z
z
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APPENDIX C

Fïnergency Ìdurse Consent Form
Consent To Be A Research Subject

r, fasree ro be a 
"ui:låå"BioBeth Ritchie, a Masters student in the Masters óf

Nursing program at the University of t4anitoba.

I understand that my participation willinclude: a) one hour long interview that will be
tape recorded; b) observation of three eight hourshifts; c) completing a questionnaire to provide
demographic data that will take approximalely ten
minutes; and d) a periodic review of transcribed
narrative accounts, interviews, and field notes
for accuracy, clarification of content, and
validation of interpretation. I understand that
the,laped interviews and field notes will be kept
confidential and available only to the thesis
committee and two experts in the field who are not
from my emergency department.

f may experience some loss of privacy
through my participation in this study. Howevãr,
the investigator will keep my name separate from
the transcribed text. My name will be coded byletter and kept in a locked fil_e so that my
confidential-ity will be protected. The taþes wiII
be used for this study only and will- be erãsed
following completion of the study. I understand
that nothing will be published or reported without
my consent.

If I find the discussion, interview, or
observation disturbing, I am at liberty to refuse
to answe! any specific question and to request
termination of the intervie$, or observatiõn at any
time. I can refuse to have the interview taped.

My inconvenience in terms of time
invested in this study wiII be rninimized as much
as possible by scheduling activities at times
convenient to me. At anytime I feel the
investigator may impede my ability to give care, I
am at liberty to ask her to 1eave, without
consequence. I understand that it will_ not bepossible to identify me in the report of this
study or any future publications that might arise
from this study.
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The study has been explained to me.
However, íf I have any questions about this study
or rnay oarticipation, I may cal1 Beth Ritchie atI or Professor Erna Schilder, the sponsor
of her thesis, ât 474-9664"

f have received a copy of this consent
form. My participation in this study is
completely voluntary. I have the right to refuse
to participate and the right to withdraw from this
study without any jeopardy to my person or my
employment or reputation. I just have to say so.

My signature indicates that I have
decided to volunteer in this study. A summary of
this study will be made available to me upon
request "

Signature Participant
Date

Signature fnvestigator
Date
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APPENDIX D

An Invitation to Participate in Nursing Research

A study is being done by Beth Ritchie, a
masters student at the University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, School of Nursing, to find out
how emergency nurses acquire their skill and
knowledge. You are being invited to be a
participant in the study as your views and ideas
are valuab1e to the investigator in understanding
what it means to be an emergency nurse.

If you agree to participater lou will be
observed giving care for three eight hour shifts,
and informaJ-ly interviewed for approximately I
hour by Ms Ritchie. Observation time and the
interview will- be arranged to suit you. you will
be asked to periodically review the themes
emerging from the observations and the interview"
This will- take a short amount of Lime in order to
validate these themes.

AII observations and information wilt be
kept confidential and your name will be coded to
protect your anonymity.

Although there is no direct benefit to
you for participating, the investigator hopes to
learn more about the role and function of an
emergency nurse which may help nurses and other
health care workers to understand emergency
nursing practice.

If you would Iike to participate please
phone Beth Ritchie at . A preliminary
meeting to explain the study to you witl be
arranged. However, if you have any other
questions or comments please phone the above
number or contact me through the School of Nursing
at the University of Manitoba: 474-8202.

Thank you f.or your support.

Sincerely,

Beth Ritchie
Master of Nursing CandidaLe
U of l,f
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APPEIi¡DIX E

CLUSTERS

EXPERIENCING AND KNOWING
DECISION MAKING IN UNCERTAIN CONDITIONS

THE HUMAN CONDIT]ON
HAVING CONCERN AND COMPASSION

COM.EÍUNICATING
CHAOS, COMPLEXITY AND UNCERTAINTY

ORDER AND STRUCTURE

COLLAPSING TEE CLUSTERS INTO T]NIFIED
GROTJNDED TEE!{ES

KNOWING

CARE AND CARE WORK

HUMÀN-ENVTRONMENT RELATIONSHTP

ST'BTEE¡{ES FRO!'I TEEMES

KNOWING
Knowi ng Eñã-envi ronment

' patient
' Family
' System
' Subcul-ture
' Technology

Knowing What and Knowing How
Knowing yourself

Intuitive Wãys of Knowing

CARE AND CARE WORK

æ
Internt ional i ty
The Inbetween
Quantum Caring
Recr iproci ty
Time and Helping

Chaos' Windows of Order

¿

*
*
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Clusters Derived From the Text and Text Anal_ogue

Experiencing and Knowing

beginning \,vas terrif ied of the uncertainty
increased knowledge and experience leads
Lo better care better understanding
when you know more you gather more
pertinent data
have to know every system and others work
more education helps confidence level
experience in nursing helps before coming
to emergency
be involved with decisions more since had
more education-more prepared to be patient
advocate
experience helps to qualify own life and
pr ior it ies
grow to see life as fragile
knowing about the self: uncertainty as a
sat i sfier

- variety in practice
fluctuating l-eve1s of acuity
numbers of patients and the mix is
challengíng
uncontrolled environment
scope of practice is vast

- all types of people all wal-ks of life
- all types of problems
- all age groups-high stress
- not knowing what to expect

short term critically i11
excitement, feeling of accomplishment
when handle out of control_ situation
wel-l-
coping with disruption

- can made decisions on own
flurry of activity wax and wanes
skill-ed performance in extreme
s i tuat ions

- detection of significant changes in
condi t ions

- anticipating problems and being right
- assessing the patient,s leve1 of

threat and responding rapidly
- effective management of crisis

situations
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ability to reach spontaneous conclusions
a feeling of "just knowing"
anticipation of problems without knowing
why
feelings that there is a missing piece to
the puzzle usually related to the patients
condition or patients relationship to
another

The Human Condition

constant exposure to worst of human
condition
poverLy, violence, mutilation
physical and emotional pain
hopeless life conditions
substance abuse
prej udice
criminal element
evil behaviour
telling patient and/or family awful nehrs
dest ruct ion
futility of some situations
despai r
grief and sorro$I
powerless to change society

Having Concern and Compassion

perception more compassionate than MD
personalized care
appreciating different styles with
different people
caring defined as individualized for their
world
relating to their pain
creating a secure environment for the
patient and family
interpreting kinds of pain
providing information at l-evel they can
understand
speak so can be understood
incl-ude family for support
nurse as the constant person
being there for them when there is no time
understanding the human condition and
relating to "their world"
important that the patient and family
believes that you are doing everythiñg
that can be done
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gentleness even when there is no time
expressed philosophy of holism
assisting patient and famity through
cr i sis
deep understanding of the human condition:
poverty, violent behaviour
brief contact that is meaningful
direct and sincere voice
providing comfort measures: warmth, food,
loved ones

Communicating

Constant data gathering and sharing
patient/family
nurses
Dr. S

others in dept.
other departments
pol ice
ambulance personnel

verbal 
reassurance
sharing stories
language specific to
culture/s i tuation/
environment
calm manner supportive
voice

- use of the vernacul_ar
which may match patients
life circumstance
sel-ective with
pat ient s/fami I ies

- dealing with verbal
abuse, ie: swearing from
patient/family Dr.s
demeaning comments and
sarcasm

- others nasty comments,
lab techs, etc.
threats of physical harm
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- Non Verbal
- good eye contact

smile frequently
touch
tone of voice is
espectful and calm

- dealing with sarcasm:
body language

- violent behaviour of
patients and family
threats of physical harm

- Teaching and Coaching

support through painfuJ_
experiences
interpret procedures
f ragmented inter rupted
disrupted

- goal directed time
limited fast pace
no eval-uative phase
selective topic and
patient
limited teaching
st rategies
frustrating for nurse d/t
feelings of
incompleteness

- diversity of situations
call for a wide scope of
knowledge and know-how

Between Departments: being the in-between
maximum energy given to coordinating

" things "

out of the unit types
dept-dept
ambulance
police
RCMP
agencies ie: Main

Street Project
Red Cross
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in unit types
triage to discharge
room to room
patient to patient
nurse to patient
dr. to nurse
nurse to dr.
area to area

System Tracking

- Patients
- patient's charts,

labwork, etc.
clothing/valuables
f ami l- ies
identities of some
pat ients

- other nurses, doctors,
personnel
fl-ow of patients within
the dept. and hospital

- availabl-e beds in
hospital
community disaster,
pending or otherwise

Order and Structure

Internal/Exte r na1

- Being in-between
focused assessment

- paced goal directed interview:
time limiting

tune out other stimuli
noise
movement
pts/family

task oriented
increase acuity of patient

increase robot
like activity

focus on skill- performance
- emotional distancing and physical_

di s tanci ng
constant sharing of info to keep

on top
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constant monitoring and
ma intena"""_:t"fl::i

pt
dr/nurse
dept. status

constant questioning to validate
constant sorting of important

info
make decisions fast
control -- pt" and family, dept",

care plan
structured coordination

- use of magnetic board
order of stretchers
carts in same place
order of breaks
order of charts on desk
slots for forms, Rx etc

knowing and
equipment

knowing and
space

check lists
l-ists of resources posted on

wal1s
use of humour

need to understand what is expected re 3

performance
need to control rapidly changing
situations as much as possible
need to provide early warning through
constant vigil of changing data
anticipation of care needs
feel- good when manage a crazy situation
welI
knowledge and experience helps to cope
with disorder
knowing how to troubleshoot the system:
contingency management
coordination of setting
not total invol-vement with all pts or
si tuat ions
being the in-between for the sake of
consistency-constant sharing of stories to
help make sense of disturbing situations
eg: patient/family" dr/nurse,
s taf f/management
feelings of pride and worth making a
difference

constant checking of

checking physical-
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outside work relief, setting priorities
time for healing/',time outs'l -

creating team work mentality
uncertainty of the environment is asatisfier

Chaos, Complexity and Uncertainty

f nternal-

peer pressure Lo keep up with
pace
deal-ing with indecision; own
others

the

and

dealing with incompetence; drs.
and nurses
uncertainty of pt. outcome
uncertainty of expectations:
that data is complete
uncertainty of administration
support
uncertainty of peer support
never knowing what is next
increased stress and tension
among staff
no closure with pts.
change that is unexpected and
disruptive ie:

nursing system
physical_ setting

physically exhausting
lack of control over outcome
feeling powerless
no control_ over pt. flow
no respect from drs. re: nursing
role

will disrupt you
even when its
obvious your busy,
their needs come
even before a pt.

no control over change, not being
a part of the over-aIl plan
not being told first
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External

constant movement
constant activity
noi se

hum of voices
movement
phones ringing
technology

alarms
machines for pt care
computers

- disorder in structure
charts missing/not in place
reference material not in
place

cramped, smalI, old dirty space
weaving in and out of people
equipment not working or not

avail-able
erratic rapid movements all

around
lack of traffic control
fragmentation of time
disruption from others
equipment jaruned into a smal_l-

working space
out of control traffic flow

no debriefing system after a horrific
si tuat ion
no recognition from administration that
some events or cumulation of happenings
are painful
no control over societal- problems that
lead to patients horrible life styles
constantly in-between: pts, drs, nurses,
family, administration, wards, other
agencies or hospitals the system
seemingly randomness of activity
clogged and backed up feeling tife
your never on top of it
value conf l-icts: misuse, blaming,
bandaging the problem
mul-tiple variabl-es to cope with
simul-taneously
perception of abnormal seems normal,
unreal is real
varied degree of uncertaintv as a
dissatisfier
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Decision Making in Uncertain Conditions

constant gathering and monitoring of data
focused and goal directed
time limited fast paced
work within collaborative model_: nursirg,
medical
fast speed data collected and Iarge
amounts once: rapid overall_ clinical
approach
constant checking with pt constant
checking with others for val_idaLion
very seldom without an interruption when
gather ing
zeroing in on problern -- rapid grasp of
problem therefore decisions made fast
mental shift and stretch rapidly -- rapid
detection and documentation of signifióant
changes in conditions
early warning through constant gathering
and sorting of data
future think - ability to anticipate
change in pt. condition or dept. needs
knowing about the possible problems andplanning ahead
testing hypothesis with each other and
drs.
fragmented data¡ sorting different stimul_i
narrowing data field Lo cope
grasping key cues
clustering cues rapidly
constantly maintaining data
l-ink events and keep mul_tiple variabl_es
about pts., family, dept., hospital and
other agencies in memory and can recal1
rapidly and without error
can think in multiple models ie: nursing,
mediciner pharmacist, social work,
chaplain, physiotherapist

Parts and Whole -- More than the

assessment and decision-making
about mul-tiple pts with varied
variable problems
assessment and decisions made
dept" and movement of pts.

sum of

constantly
and

about the
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decisions made constantly and rapidly
about specific unit,/space problems, ie:
who will go where, \,rrho to move where,
where to put the next person, where to
send into the system, if no space then who
and where to transfer, assessing space in
other agencies
make others decisions for them, ie:
wards, agencies-in-between
grasping problem without consciously
knowing why intuitive mode "just knew"
phenomena
decisions made with limited data
shifts in mental set continuouslyr going
from one thing to another, where each
situation is mutually exciusive from the
other
detail-ed memory, much information stored
esp. at triage
use a variety of methods to solve a
problem, eg: decision analysis,
hypothesis generating, intuitive
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APPENDTX F

PARTICIPANT OBSERVAT]ON
(5 10 NURSES x3 EIGHT HOUR SHTFTS)

TOTAL # OBSERVATION TIME l-5x8=120 TO 30xB=240

INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS OF THE SAME 5 - 10 SUBJECTS
AVERAGE LENGTH OF TITIE = 1 HOUR

TOTAL # HOURS = 5 - 10 HOURS

TOTAL TIME FRAME
RANGE OF T25 250 HOURS

FLOW CHART OF DATA COLLECTTON PROCESS
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APPENDIX G

Letter Requesting Access as a Nurse
Researcher to the Setting

Dr. D" Harper
Director of Research and Development
Health Sciences Centre
820 Sherbrook
9ùinnipeg, Manitoba
R3E 0r2

Dear Dr " Harper:

Re: Reguest for Nurse Researcher Access

I will be conducting a research project
entitl-ed: _A Ehenomenological Study of Emeigeñcy
wuls¡ng: _êl rnlgfpretive epproach to ldeñEfTyïng
and Describing Clini

ers of Nursing
program at the University of Manitoba. The study
will involve a ten minute questionnaire, direct
observation and interview öf five ten emergency
nurses. The observation time will_ consist of
three eight hour shifts per volunteer and a onehour interview after observing each individual. f
am requesting access to conduct my study at the
Health Sciences Centre Emergency Department.

The thesis proposal has been approved by
the members of my Lhesis committee. The committee
members include Dr., E. Schilder, Chair, I.
Bramadat from the School of Nursingr and two
external members, Dr. I{. Kopelow from the Faculty
of Medicine and B. Rock representing nursing
practice.

Ethical- and scientific approval are
being sought from the University of Manitoba
Nursing Ethics Committee, who will review my
proposal in April, 1990. pending approval from
the Ethical Review Corunittee, I am requesting
immediate entry into the Health Sciences Centre in
order to obtain subjects and conmence data
collection.

This study invol_ves 5 - l0 emergency
nurses and patients indirectly. Other staff
members and other departments are not involved in
data collection. The maximum 1ength of Lime thatf require is three months. Approvat from the
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Nursing Department is the main concern in granting
access to the department. I would appreciate it
if you could facilitate this research process.
Attached are five copies of my research proposal
for circulation and review.

If you require an interview concerning
my application, I can be contacted at 489-3232.
Dr. Schilder can be reached at the School of
Nursing at 474-9664" If you have any concerns
please do not hesitate to call myself of Dr.
Schilder.

Awaiting you reply about this matter.

Sincerely,

Beth Ritchie, RN
Master of Nursing Candidate
School of Nursing
University of Manitoba

cc. Dr. Schilder
I. Bramadat
B. Rock
Dr. Kopelow
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I'[ay 29, 1990

Dr" T. George
Chai r
Ethical Review Committee
School of Nursing
University of Manitoba

Dear Dr " George

P1ease accept my thesis proposal resubmission for
ethical approval. I have addressed the
recommended change and corrections that the
committee suggested. Those areas include:

1. Subject Setection
2 " Expert vs. Thesis Committee
3. Caregiving
4. Interview Guide
5. Demography
6. Consent Form
7. Appendix G

Thank you for your help. Awaiting your reply.
Sincerely,

Beth Ritchie, BN
Graduate Student, Nursing
University of Manitoba
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APPWDTX G

The Universicy of lfanitoba

SCHOOL OF NURSING

ETHICAL REVIEW CO¡OÍITTEE
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Proposal Number N#90/ 0 9

of Emergency Nursing:
retive Approach to Ilelìtifying and Describinq Clinical

Nane and TfËle of
Researcher(s): Elizabeth Ritchie

ter of Nursinq Student
Universit of }4anitobâ

Date of Revfew: Ma

Ilecfslon of CoumÍrree: þproved:Jg_Il/9O¡¡ot
Approved upon recefpt of the followfng r:hanges:

Approved:

APPRO\IED rsith the changes submitted on May 29" 1990.

Date: Jø*rt- /1, t??O-
Hl;:;;r:ff;gt/=åäre
unr-versLty of Manitoba

Any sfgnfffcanr changea fn the proposal ehould be reported Èo thethafrperson for rhe Ethfcal Revier¿ comitteets consfderatÍonn in advanceof lnplenentatlon of such changee.

NOTE:
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DATE:

FROf{:

TO:

SUBJECT:

NO:

TTTLE:

APPE¡ilDTX G

HEå,LTH SCIENCES CEN:rRE

Dr. D. Haroer Director of Research H. S. C.

MS. E. RITCHIE

Research Protocol rovål

A PHE.NOMENOLOGICAI, STUDY OF EMFRGENCY NIÏRSTNC.

AN INTERPRETIVE APPROACH TO IDENTIFYING ANN

DESCRIBING CLINICAI, PRACTICE.

The above etudy hes been reviev.red by the appropriat,e H.S.C.Research Co¡¡¡nf ttee end has been appioved.

COTfSlENTS:

õ'-. Hgerper, urtreccor

c. c. ¡lr. f - Shwortz
Revfced: L3/4/97

or xesearch
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APPENDIX H

Types of Questions to be Used in the Study

Descr iptive

1" Grand Tour euestions2" Mini Tour euestions
3. Example euestions4" Experience euestions
5 " Native Language euestions

St ructure

1. Verification euestions2" Cover Term euestions3. Incl_uded Term euestions4. Substitution Frame euestions

Contract

i-. Contrast Verification euestions2" Directed Contrast euestions3. Dyadic Questions
4. Triadic euestions
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APPENDIX I
Blueprint of the Eealth Sciences Centreu

Adult E.mergency Department
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ffiffiffi PLANNTNG DEpr. Spæee &mvemt @yW

Bulldlng: GeneralHospital Wlng: GE Level: 
1

-,loom No. Funcilon Sq.Ft. sq.m. User NameDept. Occupancy Comments
GE-100

GE-101

GE.1O1A

GE-l03
" GE-104

GE-105

GE-106

GE-107
GE-108
GE-108A
GE-109
GE-l10
GE-l11
GE-112
GE-114

GE-l15
GE-f 16

GE-l17
GE-l18

' GE-119
'GE-120

GE-121

GE-122
GE-123

GE-124

GE-l25
GE-|27
GE-l29
GE-129Â
GE-131

GE-133

GE-134
GE.134A

GE-136

GE-l38
GE-l40
GE-l42
latr-{ râÀvL- | l6n

GE-144

GE-l46
GE-l60

188.00

201.00

216.00
f 026.00

700.00

513.00

36.00
25.00

97.00
s9.00
35,00
80.00

356.00
80.00

104.00

35.00
144.00

150.00

103.00

160.00

40.00

81.00
130.62

103.00

200.52

100.00

74.00
137.00

87.00

95.00
r87.00
172.44

164.00

1 10.69

92.43
103.34

86.42
17.08

92.14
101.72

181.00

17.47

18.67

20.07

95.32

65.03
47.66

3.34

2.32

9.01

5.48

3.25
7.43

33.07
7.43

9.66
3,25

13.38

13.94

9.57
14.86

3.72

7.53

rz.rd
9.57

f 8.63

9.29

6.87
12.73

8.08

8.83
17.37

16.02
15.24

10.28

8.59

9.60
8.03

1.59

8.56

9.45
16.82

crRc
crRc
crRc
621 0

ctRc
621 0

6830

621 0

621 o

621 0

621 0

6210

621 0

621 0

6210
6210

6210

621 0

6210

621 0

621 0

621 0

u07
621 0

u07
6210

6210
ô21 0

6210

621 0

6400

æ07
6400

æ07
6407

6407

6407

6407

6407

6407

STRS

permanenl
pefmanent
permanent

permanent

permanent

permanenl
permanent

permanent

. permanent
permanent
permanent
permanent

permanent

permanent
permanent
permanent

permanent
permanent

permanent

permanent
permanent

permanent.

permanent

permanent

permanent

permanent

permanent
permanent

permanenl
permanent
permanent

permanent

permanent

permanenl
permanenl
permanent

permanenl
permanent
permanent

permanenl
permañent

Corridor
Corridor
Corridor
Emergency Treatment
Corridor

. Besuscitation
X-Ray Viewing
Washroom
Corridor/Lockers
Office

Snack Prep.
Suture Rm
Observalion Rm
Suture Rm
Anlo Work Suture
Washroom
SutureÆreatment Rm
Exam hoom
Ulility
Conlerence/Kilchen
Storage
Police Rm

Corridor
Waiting Room
Cast Rm
Waitlng Room
Beveavement Rm
Receptbn-Em€rgerlcy
Receplion-Emergency 

.

Police Rm
Storago
Corridor
Corridor
Cast Room
Exam Room
Exam Roon¡
Com:dor
¡t¡LÀ,Y C'

Exam Room
Exam Room
Stairs

general

general

general

Emergency
general

Emergency
Radiotogy

Emergency
Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency
Emergency

Emergency

Emergency
Emergency

Emergency
Emergency

Emergency

PHC

Emergency
PHC

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency
A.nÈulatory Care
PHC
Ambulatory Care
PHC

PHC

PHC

PHC

PHC

PHC

PHC
general

rvel tota¡: 6664.40 61 9.1 4 Date: 09/03/92
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APPENDIX J

Profile of Expert Review panel

EXPERT POSITTON SETTING CREDENTIALS EXPERIENCE

COMMUNTTY
]- NURSE HOSP RN

MANAGER E.D. CEN ]-O YRS

NURSE COMMUN]TY
2 CLTNTCTAN/ HOSP RN

EDUCATOR E.D. CEN 20 YRS

RN
NURSE UNIVERSITY CEN

3 RESEARCHER/ TEACHING MN
HOSP CANDTDATE 20 YRS
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Review by an Expert panel

Purpose:

The Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing (AERA, ApA, & NCME Joint
Committee, 1985) established a set of guidelines
and standards for the measurement of human
behaviour in a variety of settings, particularly
the tests, scales and questionnaires employed iñnursing research (Berk, 1990). rhe purþosé of the
standards are to establish guidelines pertinent tocontent related validity evidencer pârticularly
with reference to the role of expert jüdgment

Method:

1" Initial Independent Assessment

Three nurses independently will rate thecrusters relationship to the Themes and the Themesrel-ationship to the Subthemes using the criteria
of "Appropriateness, Accuracy, and
Representativenessr'. They wilI note additions,deletions, and/or revisions to the specifications.All questions raised by each judge witf be
answered by the researcher.

2. Researchers Review

Once session one has concluded, the
researcher will review all the documented changes
and solicit advice from the researchers thesis
advisor and then revise the specifications
accordingly.

3. Final Independent Assessment

The revised domains will be proposed tothe.three judges. Again, their indepeñAeñt
ratings of appropriateness, accuracy, and
representativeness of the specifications wil_1 berequested. Thiq request will be made oratly tothe group of judges. Each judges response wiff berecorded and incorporated.

The judge will look for:
APPROPRIATENESS: of the content (Clusters, Themes

and Subthemes)

1. How appropriate is the study in relation tofurther understanding of the phenomena.
(Emergency Nursing)
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2. Do you have confidence that the clusters,
themes, and subthemes are apt do they fit
with your understanding of emergency nursing
pract ice?

3" fs the researcher an appropriate person to be
the instrument addressing the phenomena?

ACCURACY: of the content (Clusters, Themes and
Subthemes )

1"

2.

3.

4.

How trustful is the content.

How credible is the content.

Can you recognize the content as your own?

Can you follow the "decision trail" related
to Lhe Cl-usters, Themes, and Subthemes"

REPRESENTATTVENESS: of the content (Clusters,
Themes and Subthemes)

1. How representative is the content?

2. Does the content portray the Emergency Nurses
real i ty?

3. How meaningful is the content?
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